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INTRODUCTIO!T

)

Mind-Body Identity

The claim that the collection of papers here presented
constitute a substantial and original contribution to a branch of letters
namely, the philosophy of mind, rests primCJ.rily on the 2nd pa.per in
the collection, a paper entitled "Is consciousness a brain process?"
which was published in the British Journal Ps ychology in 1956.
This paper tor,ether wi-Ch a pape r by Prof8ssor Herbert Feig l en-titL-::d
"The:'m.ental 1 and the 'physical' 11 tilhich appeared in 1958 in Vollu1c II
of, the d innesot2 "tudies in th e Philoso; hv of Sci en c e , ancl a paper by
Professor J.J.C. Smart entitled 'Sensation and Brain Processes'
;iublishcd in Philosonhical Revi (;H for 19 5 9 are the three prir:ary
sources for what has sine;.; become knmm as the 'identity theory 1
of the rnind-hody relationship. l~eedless to s2y the view that mental
processes, mental events or mental states arc noth~ng more or less
than physical processes, events or states of the brain has a long
history prior to 1956. ;fuat is probably the earliest use of the t erm
"identity theory" to describe this position is to be found in
E.G. Boring's 'Physical Dimsnsions of Consciousness' published in
19 3 3; but, under the n~"""le of :·Iaterialisn (strictly speaking t~1 ,:: v ieu
that there is only one kind of substance, na:nely 1aatt2r or p}-:.ysical
substance, in contrast to ti1e Cartcsj_an Dualism which recoc;nisc=s
two kinds of substance one physical, the other mental, and Idealism
which recognises only ~ ~ nt~l
aubstance), it can be traced back
at least as far as Eobbes, ~1ho maintu.ins in the Leviathan that
"sense'', meaning by that what more recent philosophers ~ave referred as
"sensory experience" or "sensa.tion 11 , is e.. "motion" induced by
"pressure" on the sense organs which is transnitted "by the mediation
of nervca .•••• to the brain and h~art''.
And of sensible qualities
he says "Heither in us that are presscd,arc they anything else, but
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divers motions; (for motion ,producet:1 nothing but motion)" (Hobbes
1651 Ch.l.)
I

Before the late 1950's,howevcr, the claim of the identity
theory to provide a satisfactory solution of the mind-body problen
had not been taken very seriously by professional rhilosophers in
view of what appeared to be insurmountable logical a~d episteaological
objections. The importance of the 1956 paper was that it showed for
the first time that the loeical objections to the identification of the
mental with the cerebral hold only for the view that statements
about mental states, processes and events are equivalent in rneanin~
to statements about bru.in states, processes and events. If ~lhat
is claimed is that these st.:itements, though different in meaning,
both nevertheless refer, as a matter of empirical fact, to the
sarn.e phenomenon, the th cs is at once becomes very much more difficult,
if not impossible to refute by logical argument alone. As Professor
Brian Medlin (1969) has recently stated "it is manifest thc:i.t the
expressions 'mental state' and 'brain state' are not synonyms.
It is precisely for t:1is reason that the identity theory was not
taken scriouslv before Place's insicrht of 1956 11 •
J

~

Phenomenal ism
While Medlin is undoubtedly right in clainins that it
was only when the identity theory was presented "as a plausible
empirical hypothesis" rather than as " a supposed logic2l truth"
that the identity theJry came to be recognised as a viable solution
to the mind-body problem, it is important to recognise that this
"insight" as he calls it, which, incidentally, ca.'r,le independently to
Feigl at around the sane tine, was only made possible by virtue of
the fact that the cpistern.olog.:'._cal objections, uhich histo~ically
were a much more powerful bulwark against Materialism, ha~ already
been st·rnpt away in the revolution which overtook p'1ilosophical
thinking in the English sp;~u.king v10rld in the year·s immediately f 0J..lm1ing the Second ~Jorld Har. I ref er to the collapse of Phenomenalisn
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as an acceptable epistemological theory due to the recognition
that the episteaologicu.l problem to uhich Phcnornenalisn is an
answer is a pseudo-problem.
Plwnomenulism,

the thesis originally proposed by Berkeley

( 1710), according to which the matc,rial world is constructed

the mind out of sensory or perceptual experience, is a response
to the sceptical doubts or'ii:;irw.lly r·aised by Descartes ( 16 3 7)
about the existence of the material world. The conclusion that
Descartes dr(m from his cxarnino..tion of those doubts, namely,
that the existence of the n.:cteriLl.l world can only be eE;tablished
by the somewhat d e vious argune nt that God 1·1 0uld not deceive; us
into thinkinc that the materi&l world existed, if it did not,
provided him with his stronEest argunent for the dualisra of mind
The weakn,~ss of this inference is in marl~ed contrast
and body.
to the certainty, that attaches to the existence of the individual's
own thought processes by virtue of the apparent self-contradiction
involved in denying their occurrence - Cogito er.o;o sum.Furthermore
it was precisely because it failed to provide a convincing answer
to the epist emological doubts that Descartes had raised with
respect to the existence of the natcrial ~.:orld that the l'Iat(;rialisn
proposed by Eobbes failed to gain t:he support of any inportant
philosophical writer for more than three hundred years after the
death of DescaFtes.

by

It is difficult to be sure who should be given the
credit for recoenisin~ that t:ie Cartesian doubts about the existence
of the material world are ~ithout serious intellectual foundation.
In my own case the final 8manci~ation from the shac~les of Cartesian
Scepticism and Phenomenc:i.lisn came ~Jh2n I heard the late Professor
J.L.Austin give his fasous course of lectures entitled 'S e nse and
Sensibilia' at Oxford in 1948 (Austin 1962). I was already p~epared,
however, to accept J\ust in' s refutation of Phenomenal5_s;:n by the
strongly anti-Cart e sian tenor of Ry~e's lectures in which he delivered
the substance of what was to appear as The Co~ccnt of Mind in 1949.
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Eaving been trained in philosophy at Oxford,however,I was only
partially m'lare at that time of the undoubted influence on both Austin
and Ryle of Luduig Wittr;enstein HhosE~ Philos oph ica l Inve s t ~g at i on s
did not appear in print until 1953. In the Investi~ations
Wittgenstein does not discuss Phenomenalism e xplicitly by name,
but he does discuss the notion of a private language composed of
words which purport to refer to the individual's inner experience.
There can be little doubt,I think, that t:hen Wittzenstein (1953 pp88-100)
criticises the notion of a private langua~e and points out that such
a language ,'.pould not be taught to anyone else and could not therefore
function as a means of interpersonal con~unication, the sort of language
he has in mind is tl1e 'Sense-datum language' proposed by latter day
phenor.1.enalists like Hoare (1953), Russell (1914), Broad (1925) ,PZ"ice
0 . 932) and Ayer (1940) ·w hose theories require suc:l a language to
for~ulate the fund.:-?nental and incorrigible state..':J.ents about an
individual's sensory experience f1"om which empirical statements about
the material world can be inferred.
Wittgenstein's contention that a private language of this kind
could not be understood by another perso~;. and cou. l ~: not th(drefore · serve as o.
means of interpersonal com.~unication,is based on a recognition that
language, and hence the kr..owledgc that is expr::~sssd in terms of it,
is a social phenomenon w~ich can subserve its co~nunicatory function
only in so far as there exists some kind of tacit agreement or convention
~etween speakers as to t~e reference of its component words.
The
recognition of this fact has t~ro important implications for epistemology
~nd the
philosophy of mind respectively. Tha important epistemological
consequence is that the fund~mental statements which provide the
foundation of empirical and scientific knowledr,(~ cannot be statements
in a sense-datum languaze referring to an i~dividual's private
experience, they must be statements in the ordinary language of
interpersonal comnunication ref erring to f catures of their common
environment w~dch two or more speakers can simultaneously obse1"ve and
accept as tl1e referents of tha form of words used to ex~ress the
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statement in question. For the philosophy of mind the important
consequence is that the only way in uhich an individual can make
reference to his own inner experience in such a way as to be understood
by another person is by identifying his experience as the sort of
experience which characteristically occurs whenever something (specified,)
is the case in the common envir•o1ment which he shares with oth2r people.
In other words we can only refer to private experiences by using a
languaze whose primary function is to describe and refer to objecta,
events, statei and processes in the material world. To propose,
as the phenomenalist does, the derivation of statements about the material
wo~ld from statements about sensory experience, is to put the cart
before the horse.
These, of course, are the consequences that I would draw from
Wittgenstein's observations on the private language. They are not the
consequences that Wittgenstein himself draws. Unfortunately, in my view,
he draws the muci1 more radical and controversial conclusion that no
l~nguage that i~ capable of subserving the function of inter~ersonal
conL-:iunicat ion, such as the natural language that we use in everyday
life, can be used to refer to the private; inner experienc2s of the
speaker. Thcr~ c.:in, therefore, be no words in a natural language which
ref er to such cxperienc8s; and any words in such a langua,c!e, such
as those whic;h are normally said to r<:;f er to bodily sensations,' pain' ,
1
itches', 'throbs', 'tingles' ,etc., whic~1 are commonly taken to refer to
~uch experiences, must be construed in sorae other way. Nevertheless
the negative im:?lications of Wittgenstein's argument in so far as
they bear on Phenomenalisill and Cartesian Scepticism are plain enough,
and they must have been appreciated by Wittgenstein and many of his
pupils long before the text of the Investigations was assembled in
1945.
Since I consider that this argument i~rovides a more decisive
refutation of Phenomenalism and Cartesian Scepticism than any other,
and since the arr;ument in the modified forr,1 in Hhich I have stat.:;d it
~
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bears close affinities with the argument I used (Place 1956,1959a) to
refute a form of Phenomenalisra prevalent ~iongst physiologists and
psycholozists which I referred to as "the pheno:r:ienological fallacy",
I am inclined to give Wittgenstein the credit for this development.
Although I had read the Philosouhical Investi~ations
·\1hen I wrote my 1956 paper,my attc=ntion was focussed at that time on
WittGenstein's behaviourist theory of sensation which I explicitly
rejected in formulating my version of t1"1e iaen"tity theory. I did n,:.;t
become mrare of the affinity between Wit~genstein' s private language
ar~ument and my own discussion of the phenomenological fallacy until
1959,when I attended a graduate class on the ~nvestj_ ; ations at Oxford
under the auspices of Professor r-yl2. This resulted in the hith2rto
unpublished paper entitled 'Understanding the language of Sensations',
a revised version of which appears as the 5th article in this collection
(Place 1959 b).
Nevertheless althoush I was not consciously aware of the
influence of Wittgenstein when I compiled the 1956 pa:?er,a.part from that
part of his teaching which I was explicitly rejecting, I have no doubt
that my .refutation of the :;iheno:menolor;ical fallacy owes much to
Witteenstein indirectly t~rough the influence of those of my teachers
and colleagues wl10 had been nore directly and personally influenced by
him. I am thinking here especially of B.A. Fci.rrell who was my tutor
-in psycholozy during part of my undergraduate career at Oxford and wi10
had a powerful inf lucnce on my thinkinr both in psycholosy and
~hilosophy during this tine, and of ray former colleague at the
University of Adelaide, Dr. now Professor C.B. Martin who although he:
had not known Hittgenstein ;,:-ersonally, had ta.ken his Doctorate at Co..:11bridge
at a time when Wittgenstein's influence was still very much alive and
had made Wittgenstein's teachin0 very much a part of himself.
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But if it is true that I was unconsciously influenced
by Wittgenstein in ny discussion of t~e rhcnonenological fallacy,
it is likewise very probably true that ~ittgenstein was unconsciously
influenced in his turn by J.B.Hatson the originator of Behaviourism
in psycholo~y.
For it was H2tson (1913) uno fiPst pointed out that
the o:!Jservations on which all genuine G!Tpirical sci,:-m ces are ba.sed,
are objective observations of publicly observable phenomena Hhich '
can be checked by any number of inde:;.endent observers. \!hat
Wittgenstein did in effect was to generalise Watson's principle
Qf objectivity from the specific case of the fundament~l o~se~vation
statements of empirical science to any relation between a referring
~xpression and its referent in any language t~at is ca~able of
functioning as a mediu.rn. of interpsrsonal conmunication. Nor does
the analogy end there; for just as Watson was led by the principle
of objectivity in scientific obser'Vation to the conclusion that
pbjectively observable behaviour is the only proper subject of
enquiry for a science of psychology, so lli ttsenstein wa.3 led by the
principle of objectivity in lancua~e in ~eneral to tl1e conclusion
that all mental c0ncepts in ordinary lansuase must· be construed,
in ~o f~r as they refer to the individual, as refcrrinc to his behaviour.

'\'.

Behaviourisn
Although Bchaviqurism is from one point of view an
alternative and rival to the identity theory as a solution to the
mind~body problem, it is doubtful if the identity thesis could have
been formulated when and in the way that it was,had it not developed,
as it clearly did in my own cas2, out of a stronz bias in favour of
the principal objective of Behaviourism, namely to describe Elcntal
phenomena without introducinG the concept of a mind or soul considered
as a supernatural entity capable of a separat ,; existence a;::iart fror.1 the
body, combined with a reco~nition of the inadequacy of Behaviourism
as applied to certain aspects of mental life.
It i1as not, however,

i

I

'·
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th~

inadequacies of Watson's Behaviourism that led to the evolution of
the identity theory. For although T;latson himself sou1etimes speaks
as if his view entails the non-existence of private inner experiences,
his position is lo~ically tenable only in the forrn which has since
become known as Methodological (as o~posed to 11etaphysical) Behaviouris~.
Methodolo3ical Behaviourism is the point of view which is defended
by Watson's nmnesake, A.J.Watson, in his contrilmtion to a sym.posium
entitled 'Consciousness and Perception in Psychology' held at the
Joint Session of the Aristotelian Society and the Mind Association in 1966
It holds
to which the 7th paper in this collection was a reply.
that the existenc8 or non-existence of conscious ex]erience is not
an issue that can be decided by a scientific psychology which can study
only the publicly observable fcaturLs of an individual's behaviour.
The Methodologic.:i.l Behaviourist is not concerned to deny that human
beings sometimes talk about events and processes taking place within
themselves which are not available to public . inspection.
All he
wants to maint.:i.in is that such events and processes u.re not a proper
subject for scientific enquiry 2nd can be safely left to the tender mercy
of philosophers and other li tcr'u.t i.
Behaviourism only became a viable solution to th'3 mind-body
problem as it present3 itself to philosr)phers, when it becahte possible
to argue that the nental concepts of ordinary language refer not to
private experiences but to some aspect of the individual's ~")ehaviour.
Althou:;h this sur;gest:..on seens to l-lave orieinally come fron Hittgcnstein,
it was Ryle (1949) who first carried out a systematic exposition of the
mental concepts of ordinary langua6e along behaviourist lines; and
it was as a means of plugging what seemed to me a major weakness in
I
Ryles account of mental concepts, without making concessions to the
Cartesian doctrine of "the .;host in the machine", that r.1y mm version
of the identity theory \Jas originally conceived.
Although Ryle' s Has tf-1e first syste~atic attempt to show that
a beh2viourist interpretation is t}1'.·; correct interp1'etation of the :mental
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concepts of ordinary language, he was not the first to show
that a behaviourist interpretation of those concepts is losically
possible. The credit for this must ,~o
to the American ~ehaviourist
...
psychologist E.C. Tolman who in his Purnosive Behavior in Animals and
Man, published in 1932, showed that it w:is possible to '.;ive
definitions of most of the mental conce?tS of ordinary language in
terms of different aspects of the objectively observable behaviour
of the rat in the maze. Tolman did not claimt as Ryle did, that :he
was giving an account of these concepts as they are ordinarily used,
but he certainly thought that his reconmended behaviourist definitions
corresponded sufficiently closely to ordinary usage to justify the
retention of the same words in his theoretical system. Ee also t:1ought
that the system of concepts so derived provided a tolerably complete
qcscription of hwnan and animal ::iehaviour and enabled him to say
everything that can be said in terms of the mental concepts of
ordinary lanr;uage with only one notable oDission. Armed with a set
of concepts defined solely in terms of behaviour, :ie could not, he
acknowledges s-iv-:; an account of conscious experiences or,"raw feels"
as he calls them (Tolman 1932 pp 214-215).
Tolman's influence
on my own formulation of the identity theol"'y was slizht in coraparison
with that of Ryle. It did, however, play an irn~ortant role in relation
to Feigl's independent formulation of the identity th~sis published
in 1958. For just as I had seen my own version of the thesis as
fillinz a p,ap in Ryle's behaviourist account of mental conce?ts, so
~eigl presented his version as fillinG the corrcspondine ~ap in Tolnan's.
In my own case the term 'consciousness' which I wanted to icentify
with u..process in the brain, was a generic tern embracing thos~ mental
concepts, such as having a sensation or a mental imase, lookin~,
listening, payinG attention, thinking without talkinz out loud o~
under one's breath u.nd dreaminr;, •a here, so it s e 8med to rJc, nei tl1er
Ryle's account in terns of behavioural dispositions nor Wittgenstein's
account ( elaborated subsequently by Malcolm (1959) in his theory
drew~ing· ) in terms of the avow~l or expression of such
tendencies
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could be made to work. For Feigl it was Tolman's "raw feels" that
were to be identified with states of the brain.
Central State '.Iatcrialism
Needless to say, from its inception the mind-body identity
thesis has generated controversy. Most of the controversy, however,
. has been controversy between its prota~omists and those who have
sought to show in one way or CJ.nother that the thesis is false or
logically untenable . .Among those 1.1ho have argued in its favour
there has b~en remarkably little disagreement. Only on one issue have
the supporters of the identity thesis become seriously divided. This issue
concerns the nature of the two terms between which the i<lentity ~1
relationship is supposed to hold. In my own versicm of the theory
consciousness, in the sense outlined above, is identified with a brain
process. In Feiel 1 s vers::Lcn Tolman's "raw feels" arc identified with
b1~ain states.
In Sm.:i.rt' s version sensations are identified with
brain processes. In another version of the theory recently proposed
by D.11.Armstr•ong (196B) mental states are identified with brain states.
Of these different formulat·ons the differences between Smart,Feigl
and myself are in the main differences of terminolor;y rat:1er
than of substance.
In the late nineteen fifties when our original
pa:;;ers were published we were all agreed in restricting the application
of the idGntity thesis to a linitecl rant:e of collCC!·,ts. ~'Je were also
in substantial ar,reement in lim.iting the. 21_pplication of the identity
~heory to those mental concepts w11ich do r:.ot readily land thenselves
to a behaviourist internretation and in acceotin~ a behaviourist
~ccount as valid for tlle remainder.
Furthermore although neither Feigl
nor Smart specify very clearly the ranr;e of concepts over which the
identity theory is intended to hold, there is an obvious conceptual
connection between Tolman' s "raw feels If, as used by Fei.i:;l and terms
like "consciousness" and 11 private experience" in the sense in which I
used those terms, while Smart's tePm "sensations" focuses attention
quite explicitly on one of the group of concepts which, as I made
clear in the 1956 -paper, ny tern "consciousness" was intended to embrace.
...

,t,::

~ ......

11 . .
Armstr.onG's position on the other hu.nd, represents a si~:nificant
preak, uitll the iclentity theory as it
.in that he

~·Tants

to extend

t~·1e

believin~_:;',

originally formulated,

u.pplication of tlle minc1-))ody identity

rel at ions~1ip to c:.11 mental concents
1

~1as

includin~~

conceDt s like

'kno\Iin~ '·,

ancl 'uu.ntinr:;' t7hel"'e ar.. am.lysis i.n te1..,ms of behavioural

dispositions had earlie1' seemed

inpre~~nable.

The motives 1.Jehind the

developnent of l\rnstronc:' s "CentI:al State Aaterialism.", as he calls it,
are not hard to divine.

One of the princi:pcJ.l attrc::.i.ctions of the

identity the;::is is the simple and direct uay :.n whic:1 it cuts
throush the tan;:led Heb of sophistries uhicl1 are requil..,eJ. in order to
give plaus ibil::.ty

to t:1e vc:irious alternatives fro::-1 Bc1,keley' s IdeZLlis:m

at the one extrc:L1e to , Ialcolm' s Bel1aviou1..,isrn as
at the ot:i1cr ._

But there is one point in

a~ plied

t}le t~1cory,

to drea1iLing

in its orif£inal

form, where it Lecor1es necessary to clrau fine distinctions, develope
subtle and conplicated arguments and use technical philosophical
teruinolo.s;y rather than ordinary

li1n13ua~e,

and this is at

t~1e

point

;

where it becor;i.es necessary to define the lir..e of conceptual demarcation
between the concei)ts to

~7l1ich

the identity tl1eory is to be applied on

the

one hand and t:1e concepts uhich are interrrcted behaviourally on
the other.

It is one of the attractions of i\rastronz's theory

that it cuts this particular Cordian

J~not.

A seconcl factor contri::iutir'e to the extension of the
identity t:1eory to embrace J":1ental states is that it IJrovides or ap:!?ears
to provide an ansuer to certain objections tl:.at have been raised
since tl1e puLlication of r,1 y 1956 paper, notably by my collea.z;ue
Professor Geach in his ::,ook

.~· Icnt2l

Acts -;mblis:rnd in 19 5 7, to Ryle' s

ir-terpretation of r::ient.:11 conce~;t:; in 2;eneral c:ind of };:noHledge u.nd
belief in particular i.n terms of a dis:1osition to exl1ibit certain
specifiable kinds of

publ~cly

observable behaviour.

Geach's criticism

of the dispositional t:1.2ory of mental concepts is that it fails to
account adequately for the use of these concepts in explaining the
publicly observable behaviour of

t~c

individual.

For

if, as the

dispositional theory holds, to say that s01:1eone is in a given ment:tl
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state is to make a hypothetical statement about how he would I>ehave
if certain cont1ttgencies were to arise, and to say nothing categorical
about hirn, it would seem to be an U!1illuminnting tautology to say that
someone behaved in a certain way hec.i.use he was in a given mental state,
where to be disposed to behC1ve in thr:i.t way is part of what is meant
by saying that he is in that mental stci.te.
Althougl1 he does not acknowledge his indebtedness to Geach,
Armstrong bases his Central State i·1aterialism on an analysis of mental
states which arises directly out of an argur.lent (Armstrong 1968,pp.85-88)
which looks remarku.bly like a paraphrase of Geach.
He argues for w:·1at
. he calls a "realist 11 account of dispositions in contrast to what he
describes as Ryle 1 s "phenomenalist" account of dispositions in which
the existence of dispositions said to consist solely in the truth of
certain counterfactual conditional statements. A mental disposition in
Armstrong's view is a solid categorical statr.; of the individual which
is responsil>le for the individual "manifesting certain behaviour in
certain circumstances" (Armstrong 1968,p.86),or, to use the formula he
recommends as a definition of mental states in general, "a state of the
person apt for the bringing about of certain behaviour" (Armstrong 1968.p
82). As far as ordinary language is concerned nothing more can or need
be said about such states, but just as a. physicist would want to
discover the ~hysical basis of a dispositional property such as the
brittleness of glass in terms of the molecular structure of the material,
so the psychologist or neurophysiolor;ist would quite justifici.bly want
to discover the physical composition of a mental state which, we
can be fairly certain on empirical grounds, is some state of the train.
In spite of the arguments of Geach and Armstrong, I remain,
as I was when I wrote the first paper in this collection (Place,1954),
a convinced believer in the behavioural disposition theory of mental
states. The advantages of this theory over traditional inner process
or inner state theories of mental stntcs which are discussed in more deta:
below are not in my view outweir,hed by the objections that Geuch
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and Arnstron~~ ha.ve broueht against it. Hor, so it seems to me,
does Al."T'1striong' s compror:1isc conception of an inner state "apt
for• the pPoduction of :~· e!1aviour" enable i~i.u to incorporate the
DrinciT)al vir,tue of tiw llvpot-i1etical
continr~ency internretation
J
L
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of :nental clisrositions, nnm.ely t.!e account it rives of the truth

conditions govcrninL first person mentu.l states assertions like
1

I know that p. ' , 'I believe that n' nnd 'I ·;1ant 0' •
I do not of course, u.i sh to deny t'.-1at there ar,e states

of the b1,u.in '\Jhich underly and

'.7h~_ch,

if 11e kneu ;1ore ahout them,

Hould explain the cxistenc2 and nature of r.:!entLt.l states.
- Hant to deny

i3

Arnstron~;' 3

t!1.~sL-:>

';E1at I do

t'J.1a.t t:1c identity rel.:itionsliip,

uhic:1 I have SU[;i:;ested applies in the case of ncnta.l nrocesses or
consciousness and ~rain proces3es, also applies as between mental
states and brain states. I first put forHard t:1e u.r~ument a[r,ainst
the identification of b1 ain stu.tes witl·1 mental states in the 6th
paper in the present collect ion (Place 19 6 7) \,1 hich was ny
contribution to a syriposiun on "Psychological P1,edicatcs"
at the Oberlin ColloquiUM in 19G 5. In this pa:pGr I sugf:ested that
mental st\:.:tes could ])e rc~~ard~d ns performance c11aractcrist ics of
the behavins orGanisra, and, as su~1, could be compared to the
horse po~1er of a motor c2r. I pointr_)d out thci.t perforgance
charc.cteristics lil~e horse prnrnr depend "on t~1e physical
dimensions and ci1aractcristics of the machine; but horse nm1er
is not tiie same t~1ing a3 t:i1c constructional features on which
it depends. Clearly if ~rn a~)ply t:i.is u.n.J.logy to mental states,
capacities and t-endencies He do not <.Jant to say ti1at th~y ~
the physical states of t:1.; brain aicro~1tructure. The most ~7e
could possible want to clai.rn is that they are characteristics of
the individual as a functioninL; unit which he :1aG by virtue of the
. •••• "(Place 1967,p.60).
current state of ti·ie microstructure of 11i::; Drain
1

~

The contention th2t dispositional properties cannot be
identified with the
they depend not only

underlyin~

p:.ysical

co~-...tradictG

identity of mental states and

structures on nhic·h

Al. r.:st!'onr.:' s theory of tl1e
1

~rai.n

states. it also r1al:es .!\.rmstroncr'
s
t..:>
"11

-
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theory redundant by deflectinr; Geach's objection to Ryle's
hypothetical analysis of di3positional conce:;::ts which Ar.:-;:strong's
theory is desiened to meet. To illu3trate this noint let us
consider the t-;,-10 examp les of dispositional pro:::: erties that
Geach discusses,

na111.ely Ryle's case of the brittleness of the

glass and his own case of tj1e
points out " a physicist

~:ould

rna~netized

bit of iron.

As Geach

be merely i:itpat i c nt if sor,1 eone

said to hir11: '\Jhy look for, or postulu.te, any actual difference
between a raasnetized and an uruaagnetize<l bit of iron? ~lliy not
say t~1at if certain thin~s are done to a bit of il"'on certain
hy:;_:io·theticals beco:o.e true of it?' IIe would be st ill more impatient
at bein ·::: told t:1~t his enquiries ~ Jere vitiated by the loE;ical
:mistake of treat in~ 1 X is ::1 a,r ;netized' as catez,orical, whereas it
is really hy,othetical or aeni-hypothetical" (Geach 1957.p.6).
~·Jhat this arr;umcnt shm,1S is t:iat fron a scientific point of view

it is not sufficient sinply to assert tha·cxistence of a dispositional
property and suppose that this assertion is in itself sufficient
to ex;,L1in th8 pi1enomcnon. r,n1c:i.t it does not sl1ow, as Geach seems
to think it does, is tl1at it is a raistake to analyse dispositional
properties in hypothetical terms.

Any scientist ··mrth his salt

will ahrnys look for sone cate; ~ orical basis for any dispositional
property; and if he looks for it, he usually finds it. But this
does not show ti1at
For the

cate~orical

t~lC!

dis r ositional r.roperties are really categorical.

basis of a dispositional property is not the same

thing as the dispositional :)roperty

~1hich

depenG.s upon it and whose

existence is explained by it. Thu3 the polarization of its
constituent atoms exp lains uhy the iron becomes mas;nctized; but we
would not Ol"'dinarily be inclined to say th ,~d: the ma~netic
properties of a piece of iron are the same thin g as
of its constituent atoms.

t~1c

polarisation
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I fn:1cy t~1at the conclusion that I 1-Tish to draw from
these consideru.tions naTiely that IT!.ental states and dispositions

a1. . e not to he identifiecl Hith t?1e J:·rain states on ~1hich they
depend, will not be readily acceptable to sy f ellm,7 materia.lists.
Armstrong, I ima~ine, :·rould ;tant to ch2r3e me with inconsistency.
H0 ;1, he mi ght ar ~; ue, can I mu.intain t~1at sensations and other nental
processes not nerely depend on, but actually are 1.>rain processes,
while claiminz; that beliefs and other mental sta.tes depend on states of
the brain, but are not t:te san.e thing as those brain states? dy
ans -d er to t:1is obj ectio ~ , would be that tl-1ere is a fund.::i:mental
piff ercnce1 v-.hich ArmstronG lar.c;ely ii:nor8:::;, beti·1een pr•ocesses
on the one hand and states on thG other, and that this lo~ical
cliffepence i.s such that t~rn lo~::ical relationship bet11een a process and
its physical or physiological c.nalysis is necessarily different
from the logical relation.Jhip that holds between a state or dispositional
property and t11e physical or physiolor,ical state on which it depends.
P. not:1er object ion is one t·1hich Smart, I feel, mir;ht be

tempted to raise ar;ainst me. This is the objection that if I allow
a causal relations~1ip betHeen tr.10 se;arate thin!;S in the case of a mental
state and the underlyin~ brain state. I am openinc the door for
someone to ar~uc t~1at ~.ental stu.tes are metap1iysical properties
~vhich exist independently of any publicly obfhff·va!i.lc '8ahaviour on
the one h<'-nd and any potentially oLservable brain state on tl·1e other.
· The short answer to this objection is to point out that anyone who
orew this conclusion f1'.'on my

vie~.J

would also have to :10ld, if he

were to be consistent, that thin.:;s liJ::e the horse pouer of the cm-,
t11e brittleness of the slass and the nacnetic properties of the iron
bar are metaphysical pr•operties :1hich exist independently both
of the Lehaviour of the objects in question under certain specifiable
contin:~~encies

on the one hand and their mechanical, atomic or rnod.ecular

structure on the other.
A lon~er ansucr is thilt since I follow Ryle
in interpretins state:~ents attributinG a dispositional property to
someone or

sometl1in;~

as

hy~ot~etical

statenents about hm1 t:'1e object
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or individual in question would behave if certain contingencies
were to arise, to assert the existence of such a property does
not involve any cate~:orical assertion Mut r.ii1at is actually the case

at any given moment of time. Of course, as Gau.ch points out,
there is always a presumption that whenever such a hypothetioal
statement is deraonstrably true there is always aomo underlying
condition of the object or individual in quo~tion th~t ~eoGunt~
for it. But there is no need to invent a motaphysio~l p~op§Pty
to fill this particular bill, since there is alw~ys somg phy~ic~l
or physiological stClte which does the job very much bettor.
The weakness of Ceach's discussion of dispositional concepts
in l1ental Acts, to my rnind, is t11~t it confuses explanations of phenomena
with explanations that are given of individual facts. By a phenomenon
he:r-e I refer to the sort of relationship :'.:Jet~13en events ti1at is
pxpressed in an empirical generalisation and ~rl1ose existence is
verified by systematic and repeated. ob~ervation or by so!Il.e kind of
test or experi:i.::cntal procedure. By a f.:i.ct I refer to an individual
event or occurrence which is observed on a particular occasion. Any fact
in tl1is sense is an instance of sorae phenossnon, and the obsenvations
t<i1at combine to e:;: tabl5_sh t~1e Gxist~ncc of a uhenomenon are observations
bf individual facts. tllien Ye ex~lain facts in this sense, we usually
explain them by shm1in2 thc.t they ur.; instances of an e::!pirical
generalisation wl1ich describes a :;::henouenon of ~1hic:1 the fact in
question is an instance. Explanations of facts, in this sense, occur
very frequently in ordina1 y non-teclmicu.l discourse, and are of special
importance in legal contexts, in clinical medicine and in technic~l
enquiries into the causes of accidents and disasters. In pure science
and in nany fields of applied science, explanations of individual facts
are conspicuous ~y.their absence. Scientists, for tl1e most part, are
concerned wit11 expla~nin~ ri:1enor,1cma.
Considerable care and attention
is devoted to precise 0~1 3ervation of individual fc:i.cts; but t~1e object
1
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of this is not to be able to explain those facts considered as isolated
occurrences. Its purpose is to define as precisely as possible the
phenomenon of which the facts in question are an instance. Only when
the phenomenon has been precisely specified, does the question of
a scientific explanation of the phenomenon arise.
Now a dispositional property in terms of this distinction
is a phenomenon. It is an observed relationship between events or
occurrences. It can, therefore, be used with perfect propriety to
explain the individual facts that constitute instances of it. Thus we
can explain the fact that the glass broke when the stone struck it
by referring to the br•ittleness of glass; ~-; e can explain the fact that
pins collected on the iron bar by the iron bar's being magnetised;
we can, if we don't mind using archaic language, attribute the fact
that the man went to sleep after smoking opium to the dorrnitive
power of the drug; and we can attribute the speed with which the car
climbed the hill to its large h.orsepower.
By the same token we
can explain Dr. Johnson's standing in the rain in Uttoxeter market
place (Geach 1957 p.8) by his wish to do penance. What we cannot do
i .s to explain a phenomenon
, by· an empirical rr,eneralisation
which sL11ply describes the phenomenon itself in other words. That is
what is \·J rong in Geach' s ( 19 5 7. p. 5 )ex ample where the dormi ti ve power
of opium is used to explain the fact that it puts people to sleep.
This exarnple does not show, as Geach seems to think, that dispositional
CQncepts like 'dormitive power' have no explanatory use. It only shows
that a dispositional property cannot be used to explain itself.
At this point in his argmnent Geach creates further confusion
by comparing this case wl1er~ a dispositional property is explained by
itself under another description with the case where the physicist is
faced with the problem of explaini:zi.g the pheno:r..enon of maenetism.
Here we are dealing not with the use of dispositional properties to
explain other things, but with the scientific explanation of the
dispositional property itself. In the example he chooses it is true
that the scientific explanation of the dispositional property involves
the postulation or discovery of some underlying categorical state of the
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But t!:lis does not show what he seems

object that has the property.
to think it shows, nanely t~1at the cx1_)la.nato:ry utility of concepts like
'brittleness' and 'teing magnetised' derives fro~ this underlying
categorical state.
For the underlying cate~orical state, the
m9lecular structure of the ~lass or the atomic structure of the iron
. bar, does not C<{plain the sane thin:: that dispositional properties
theraselves explain.

Dispositional properties -like brittleness

and bein;::; masnetis c d ex-;:-;L1in incEvi.dual fact::; like the t;lass shat·tering

and the pins collectin3 on tha bar. lhe molecular structure of the
zlass and the atomic structure of the iron exrlain the brittleness
and t}1e mar;nctic

pro~)ertic.s.

I conclude, therefore, that Geach has failed in his attempt
to show that it \JOUld not DC ;->ossible to c?..CCOUnt for the exr,lanatory
function of dispositionu.l concepts, if it uerc, as P-yle

(19l~Q p.43)

nas argued, sh,1ply a :r:iatter of "subsll'Tti nc the thin.'.'., under a lnwn.
But if Ryle is

ri~ht

about concer-ts

lU~ e

bri ttlenc.ss, then he is

probably also ri &:ht in u.rplying this ars;uner.t to raental stat e s like
knowinz, believinz and uant inb. Certu.iEly Geach' s ar:_;urJcnt docs not
~~1ow that he is wrong. Furthernore if Ge2.ch' s ar[::;unent fails, there
~s nothin~

1

but the urce for si:.1pli.ci ty 2.nc1 uniformity to support
Armstronr;' s Central State :1ater:i.al:.srn in the face of the evidence
I have I'resentcd which sho~rn that dispositional properties are not
qrdiriarily said to be id~ntical Hitl1 tllc un<lcrlyinz ? lwsical or
physiological structure t:1at accounts fop their existence.

If in the light of these

consick~ration ~. 1e

decide to reject

Armstrong's attempt to z:eaeralise th:~ identity t:H~ory to cover all the
various things to 11i1ich ti1e adj~ctive 1 nental 1 is applied, we arc again
faced wii:li the difficult problen of dra:·lin~~ a firm loo:ical distinction
between those raental concepts to Hhich tllc identity theory is to be
ap:!Jlied c:i.nd those n:1ere some kind of disnositional story is more
appropriate.
~kcdless to say tl1e suggestion t::-1at such a distinction

can be dru.-:,m at u.11, implies that mental concepts are a logically

cannot not,I think, be seriously
doubt8d that mental conc~r.ts as a [roup u.rc logically heterogeneous;

heteroGeneous group.
and the Cl"8dit for

It

recognisin~ t~1at,

ancl in what respects they

are logically heterogeneous 1;m.st, I cons5.der, be given to Professor
Ryle in his epoch nakinr; survey of "the
T ~1e

ordinary mental concepts in

u~1at

gcop;rnphy"of our

Conce nt of l"l in d .

Hhat Ryle tries to do in The
that

lo~icu.1

Conc e~'t

~ iincl

of

is to shoo

he calls the "official doctrine" consistently misclassifies

and misrepresents
the lo~ic of all mental concents.
The official
doctrine, as he describes it, (11.yle 1949 P? 11-15) holds that the
mind consists of a continuous sequence of occurrences that take
~

place in some, not very clearly defined, sense inside

the

individual whose mind it is.

These internnl mental episodes
or occurrences can be inspected by their owner ~·Tith the aid of
a special power or faculty knoHn as 'introS I}ection' , but are not
accessible to observation or insrcction hy any one else.

Ryle

tries to show that tl1is official theory CO!\Y[iletely misconstr'u es
the logic of all nental concerits of ordinc01.ry

lan~uage

and attempts

to replace it, wherever possible, 1.1ith an account of in terns
of some kind of disposition

way.

He is compelled to

he uses to

s~ow

to beh.:tve in some publicly observaJ>le
recognis e~ ,

~10HeV<3r,

t}1at the

ar[~unents

that the official doctrine is false and that

the dispositional theory :;_-irovides .::i. more :'lausible account,

apply wit11 ereatcr force to some mental concepts than tl1ey do
to otl1ers.

It is clear, for' exa:-:iple, t!1at u.l thouGh concer:ts

like 'knmJinz', 'believinr;', 'wanting', and 'intendin ~:', do not
ref er to occurrences since they cannot be said to occur or to
be occurrinz at a particul.:1r point in time,
mental concepts like

'observin~',

t~iere

'interpreting',

CJ.re other
'noticin~',

'realising' ,'enjoying', and 'worryine' \rl1ich do refer to
occurrences.

Sfu.ilarly although there are sone nental concepts

like 'beine vain', 'being intellir;ent','knowine', 'understanding',
and 'remembering' where the decision as to whether or not they apply
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does not rest ilith the individual concerned, there are other
.
' , '.1nar,i1lJ..ng
. .
' >·
ment a 1 concer t s, l 1.k,,~ 'b e l'icving
a sensation', and 'drearning' where the individual's ascription of
the concept to himself cannot be c~1allcnr;ed by another person
without inputing the intention to deceive. Consequently in order
to maintain l1is thesis that t~c official doctrine misconstrues,not
just some, but all mental concepts, Ryle is comf'elled to
distinr;uish different lor;ical varieties a.r:iongst the gnoup of ncntal
concepts as a Hhole and to use different ar.:;unents in applying his
0enerul thesis to these different varieties 0£ concept.
In the first pa?er in the present collection (Place 1954)
I criticised the account that Ryle cives of the concept of paying
heed or attention to something ~Jhich is central to his account of
consciousness and observation. I argued (1) that his objections
to the official interpretution of attention and consciousness as
an inner ~ctivity or process do not carry conviction,
(2) that
his attempt to provide an alternative ciispositional theory of these
concepts fails, and ( 3) that t~-ie official theory provides a much more
satisfactory account in this case.
The c'o nclusions ~1hich I drew from these considerations
was that althou61 Ryle's account in terns of dispositions to behave,
or something like, it holds true for certain mental concepts there is,
as I put it in a later paper, " an intractable residue of concepts
clustering around the notions of consciousn03s, exverience, sensation,
and mental irita[::·2ry, where sor.e sort of inner process story is
unavoi<lnble "(Place 1956 p.44).
In other uords the official
doctrine, as Ryle calls it, is not wholly wrong.
It is mistaken as
applied to some mental concepts, but is substantially correct as
applied to others.
But, in arGuin13 in favour of the traditional inner
protess story with respect to certain mental concepts, I did not want
to return to Cartesian Dualism; and it was in order to avoid puttine
this group of conce:;:-i~s back beyond t~1e reac~1 of scientific theory
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and empirical investir?;ation that I r,1ac,e the original sug;:estion
at the end of the 1954 paper that "the logical objections to the
statement ' consciousness is a process in the brain' are no greater
that

the lo<;icu.l objections

u~1ich

mir;)1t be raised to the statement

'lightninr; is u. notion of electric chu.r,8;es'" (Plc:ice 1954 p.255).
The loz,ic2.l criteria ahich I used in "The Concept of
Heed' to distinrruish those r:ie:1tnl conceDts to which the "official"
~nner

process doctrine and hence, also, the identity thesis could
+
,. . ,
I ~·rn.n t e d t o re t ain
'
,..,
1 ' s d'1sr.;os1
't.iona 1
1:,ie applied frori. those .Lor
iJ.11c~1
J.~Y-O
analysis, uere thems(;lves derived from The Concept of !Iind. These
criteria are of two kinJs. In the first place there is a set of
distinctions based on Hhat ::nay be termed the temporal reference of
the concept in question.

This is the distinction Hhich I drew rather
more clearly in the 6th paper in the pl""'esent collection (Place 1967)
~nd acain in the unpublis1-~ed parer written earlier t:1is year (1969b)
entitled 'Sensu.t ions und ?races ses -, a re:rily to :1unsat' w~1ich appears
;in the 9th pu.per in the collection, betueen nouns

i .. eferring

to states,

events and processes, with a parallel distinction in the case of verbs
petween dispositional verbs, act verbs and activity verbs.

The second

of criteria are those relatins to the truth conditions that apply
to di ff ercnt r11ental concepts, part iculnrly ni th respect to 1-1hat Ryle
has called the "Priviler,ed Access" of the individu2.l to his own mental
condition.
Although ti1e distinctions based on these sets of criteria
·partly cut across one another, it will be convenient for }:JUrposes of
exposition to consider separately each of the cater,ories distinguished
accordinr, to temporal reference, states, processes and events,and deal
uith the distinctions bnsed on the truth conditions that apply to each
of these categories in turn.

~et
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~1ental

states

A state, as I use the term, is a condition or property of
someone or something " that is the case for a specifiable period of tL--ne,
but uhich cannot like an occurrence be said to occur at a specific point
of time" (Place l'.:l6~; b·p .2).Th2re arc many vurieties of mental states
in this sense, but for our present purposes it will be convenient to
consider only three of them represented :.;y the verbs 'know', 'believe',
and 'want'.
Mental states like knmdnrr., believinr; and uant in.?; differ
from sor,-1e, thouc.:h by no meC1.ns all

states in the physical environment

in that their presence in another individual cannot be deterFtined simply

On the "official theory'', as Ryle expounds it, this
is exnlained on the assuJ11ption that cognitions and motives are hidden
inside the individual and that, although they cannot be inspected
by another person,
they can be insT'ected by thGir owner, in the ~vay
-t;hat the occupier of a house can inspect the state of decoration and
repair of its different rooms. Eouever, as P.yle points out, this
theory does not account for th.; T,Jay in which ue 5_n fact determine
whether or not SO!!!eone ):nows, believes or ~Jants something. For if
this theory were true, it oug:1t to be the case that our only way
of findin6 out iThat someone else }:noTTS, believes or wants is to asl: him
and unless we had reCtson to SU3,1!."0Se that he irns lying, we would not
b.e in a position to dispute his statement t:!at he knm·1s ,believes
or wants uhat i1e says :1e knmrn, ~elieves or t1ants. ~!oH it is certainly
- true that askin.ci; him is no1"!'1ally the best t,1 ay of find in~ out ~vhat
someone knows, believes or wants; but in the case of knmJine the
by inspection.

· individual's statenent that he

kno~.;s

so~ethin~

carries no special

authority, as it would do if t:1e offic:.i_al theory uere· correct.
to decide whet:1r::r or not someone l:nmrn someti1in,s

~7e

In order

have to set him to

display his knowled;::e either in uhat he says or, in the case of

kn·J\Jinc how to do something, in Hhat he does; but the decision as to
whether what he says or does adds up to his knouinr; sonethin.~, does
not rest with him. This depends on whether or not h5.s performance

r·· J
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satisfies or reaches a certain standard as assessed objectively
by a competent observer.

However it is possible to defend the official theory
from some of the impact of this argument by pointing out that
the only thing that makes knowledge a matter of public determination is
the implied claim that what is known is in fact correct. The individual
may be wrong in claiming, as he does when he calls it knowledge,
that what he believes to be the correct answer, is in fact correct;
but he cannot be mistaken in making the more limited claim that
he believes it to be correct.
Nevertheless although it is true that one cannot be mistaken
in claiming to believe something, there is something decidedly odd
about the suggestion that this is because the owner of a belief
can somehow look inside and inspect it. An individual can be said
to know what he believes, but this knowledge is not derived from observation. We cannot observe a belief in the way we can be said to observe
a sensation. Nor are beliefs, unlike dreaJns, sens at ions and other
~inds of experience, things we can be saic to describe, or report.
An individual can state or ex,ress his beliefs, but he does not
aescribe or report them.
Moreover when he does state his beliefs
he is not talkin~ about himself, unless he happ 2ns t,~, :Je st<.tinp,
his beliefs about himself. If I say that the earth is round, I am
s·tat ing my belief that the earth is round; but it would be very odd
to say in such a case that in stating my belief I am making an
introsp•:=.ct i ve report. I am talking about the earth and not about
.myself; and it does not seem plausible to arr;ue that I have switched
from talking about the earth to talking about myself if, instead of
saying 'the eart}1 is round' , I say ' I believe that the earth is
round'. This point is discussed in greater detail in the paper
entitled 'Consciousness and Perception in Psychology' which appears. as the

7t~

want

8

'

paper in the nresent collection (Place l9GC p' 120-122).
In the ca3e iJ:1cre an inc~_vidual states or exrresscs ~-,Jhat he
• t is
· more natura 1 to spca,i-.. o...:f 112s
• prov1_·• d :rn0
·
_;__ on
J.
_-i_n!':~-ide _info"""11·1."'t
....
CL

about himself; but it still

dO·::!S

not :r:nake sense to talk of his

observing, describing or or rcport.:.ng on }1i.s 6e.:>ires.

Furtherr::orc

it does not ·•-1aJ::c sense to talk of some.one ha.vin;r.. , beliefs
he does not kno·:·7 about, it does :m.a.J~e sense to tall: of his havine
des ires whic~1 i1e doesn't know about tho':1~h l:ie cannot, very well be
mistaken in t:1inking th:-:t he has the desires hi:! believes h.e. has.
These

lo[~ical

facts are rierhctps not tot21.lly irreconciLtble 11ith the

official doctrine as applied to our knowled;r,e of Hants, hut they
are not easily exrlained by it.
Ryle' s dispositional theory is, by contrast, very 1J.uc?1 at home
with mental stCl.tcs. T}1e invisi:)ility of nental states is explained
on this v:..eH by t}1e :1ypot:1ctica.l nature of qhett is stated ~,1hen a
dispositional property is ascri_°')ed to sor1eone or someth:'...ng. ''!hat
we are sayin::: w~1en ue ascribe a disnosit:;_onal property like brittleness
to som'2thinz: is not thu.t it is in some condition t~1at can be clcterBin·:;c1
simply by insrection, nor tlnt there is soneti.1in ~o: ha~pcnin.": to it now;
uhat

~-1e

are sayinG

i~

t:1at so-qethin.ri; "t:ould happen, if certain
contin~2ncics ~Jere to arise.
In order to determine t~1e tr uth of a
hypothetical st2tenant of this kin<l, He have either to \.Jait until
1

the relevant contin::::ency arises, in the case of brittleness until
a stone

:1a~pens

to striJ·:e the ;?;lass, or :!e hci..ve to perfor:rn an

appro~)riate test i ·n ~"~1ic~1 ~7c arrano;e for t'.1c cont in_i::::~ncy to occur

ourselves, in
at the :r,lass.

t~c

brittleness case by actually throwing the stone
r.rhen ~rn ask someone ~1}1et:hcr ti1ey know sometl1ing,

wl1at they believe, or H'.1at they want, we arc, on th8 d.i.spos it ional theory
carryinz out just such a test. The reason why the individual cannot
· t a.:.:en
1
•
·
t .c12.t ·Ile ,.oe 1 ieves
·
·.:r. _·1,-•.
·
t o b e l"ieve,
b- e mis
in
asse1" t in;r,
_, t l1e c 1 aims
is that believin,:: entails the disposition under appropriate circu nstances
circumstances to assert the prO}?OBit:!.on he is said to :believe and to
mean :·1hat he says. If t21erefore 'i1e states his belief, me.~minc '1;7irnt he
says, he has exhiliitecl tl-~e very behaviour in a cisposition to perform
1

1
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which his belief consists. If he does not mean what he says, we do
not say he is mistaken in thinkinR that be believes what he says he
believes; we say that he is pretcndinr, to believe what he does not in
fact believe.
On this view the statement ' I believe that p' is not
an introspective report. It is a self-verifying statement. You cannot
say'I believe that p' without i pso facto asserting .... p, and since
to believe that p is on this view to be disposed to assert
p and act accordingly,your saying 'I believe that n' shows that you
have a tendency to assert p.
It does not show that you have a tendency
to. act on p; but if you were not inclined to act on p, the assertion
of p that is encapsulated in the statement 'I believe that p'
would not be made in good faith.
It would be a pretence, not an
honest mistake.
A similar argument applies in the case of wanting somethine.
To want something according to the dispositional theory, is to be
disposed to act in appropriate circumstances in such a way as to bring
about the object of one's desire. One way of bringing about the object
of one's desire is to ask for it, and one way of asking for it is to
~ay that one wants it. Consequently it is not possible to make the
statement of the form 'I want O' , meaning what one says, without
ipso facto performing the kind of act that is calculated to bring 0 about.
Here again the statement ' I want O' is self-verifyini::. There is
however a difference here between 'believing ' and 'wanting'. The
statement 'I do not believe that p' is self-verifying since it involves
the assertion of the proposit:.on 'not p' which anyone who· does not
believe that p must be disposed to assert. A denial thnt one wcnts 0
on the other hand is not self-verifying since it does not follow
from the fact that one is disinclined to act so as to bring 0 about
by saying 'I want O', that .one is not in fact inclined to act so
as to bring 0 about in other ways. Hence the possibility of unconscious
motives.
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There cannot be much doubt , I VdnJ-::, that the dispositional

theory provides a !!lUch nore .satisfactory account of the truth
conditions of first ,erson statements involvin~ verbs like 'J:now'
'believe' and 'i1ant' than does the amended form of the official doctrine
"Which holds t~1a.t they are internu.l states of the individuc:i.1 accessible
to introspective SCl'Utiny. If 1 therefore, I am rii:;ht in thinkin~ t:iat
Geach's (1957) objections are the only serious ohjections tl1at have been
raised against the dispositional theory of mental states, and if I
. , t in
.
th.
k.
t 1,1a t .....L!le
,
.
am a 1 so rir;.1
l in .. inz
ar~umen t s
preser'. t e d, a b ove s;1ow
that Geach's ariu:rncnts do not nrove what he thinks they prove, it
seems safe to conclude that the dispositional theory provides a correct
account of all mental states, ~Thich, on the analogy of the conci:~r.it
of horse pm·rnP used n.bove, are to be conceived as pcrforBancc chn.racteristics of t11e individual causally dependent upon,but not identical
wi t:1 the unC.erlyir..s state of the brain.
1

Mental ·Processes
The distinctive feature of a state is that it is not an

occurrence, it cannot be said to occur or be occurrin~ at a specific
"'
point in time; though, if like a mental state it is dispositional
in character, it may involve a liability to produce occurrences of
a certain ]~ind from tine to t fr.te. Occurrencl!o are of tuo }:in .:ls,
events ~,;hich occur at
specific rioints in time, but are not
extended in time, and rrocesses which are extended in time, lmt \::1iich,
unlike states, can be said to be occurrins: c:i.t any point of time during
their period of operation.
Sose mental occurrences are mental events,
and some are mental processes. T:lese cate;::ories deserve separate
consideration, and I pro?ose to consider mental processes first because
it is here that the contrast ~vi.th mental states is si1arpest.
1

:lent al process words cire of tuo Y::i.nds. On the one h11nd we

have a set of nouns 2nd noun Dhrases like 'a sensation' and its
subordinate concept~ ,'pain','itc~','twin~e','throb','spots before the
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eyes' ,'singing in the ears' etc., nouns like 'feeling','experiencc',
'after-imase', 'mental picture',' train of thought', and 'dream'.
On the other hand we have a set of verbs like 'look','watch' ,'listen'~
'pay attention' ,'read','scrutinise' ,'ponder' ,'enjoy' and 'dream'
which are activity verbs, the verbal counterparts of process nouns
"where one can say of someone that he wus doinr; soraething both at
a particular point in time and for a period of time" (Place,1969b.p.3).
There are certain other mental verbs like 'fcel','smell','taste' and
'observe' which can sometimes be used to refer to an activity or process
that is extended over time and sometimes to a mental act or event that
is not extended in time. There are also two adjectives 'aware' and
'conscious' which, when combined with the preposition 'of' and some
npn-factual object, refer to a process, but which in the expressions
'ponscious' or 'aware that p' or 'of the fact that p' refer to a mental
state. Finally the verb'to think' and its noun 'thought' can be used
either as an activity or process expression as in' a train of thought',
as an act or event expression as in 'the thou~ht occurred to me', or
as a mental state expression as in 'he thinks that p'.
On the official t1wory, as Ryle ( 1949 pp 11-15) caricatures it,
all the contents of the mind are construed as mental processes, and it
is one of the main criticisras of the theory that it fails to reco~nise
that there are other nodes or categories of mental life. It is not
surprising therefore to find that it is in dealing with mental processes
that the official theory is most at home, while the dispositional theory
runs into serious difficulties. For not only are mental processes the
sorts of things that the official theory expects to find in the mind, it
is also very much easier to sustain the view that mental processes are
processes hidden within the individual whose mental processes they are
and available only to his introspective observation. There arc, of
course, certain aspects of mental activity which are noth;i.dden, within
the individual. LooJdnG and watching for example usually involve movementi::
of the head and eyes so as to bring the object of observation into focus.
Similarly feeling, in the activity sense of the term, usuc:tlly involves
a deliberate movement either of the fingers over the object of observatior
or of the object itself over some sensitive part of the skin
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such as the cheek. A~ain, - both re~ding and thinking in the activity
sense of · that term ··may involve utterances that are audible to :others,
though intended only for the benefit of the reader or thinker. But in
no case are these objectively observable concomitants invariably
associated with the mental activity in question, nor
is thEi.r
occurrence an infallible sibn of mental activity. If we don't want some~
one to know he is Leing watched, we can watch him out of the corner of
our eyes, that is without making the heacl. and eye movements wnich
we would normally make to bring him into focus. ?foreover in performing
this manoevre we allmv our eyes to settle on something else that may
not register at all and which we cannot, therefore, be said to be
lookinp; at or watchin;i;.Similarly we can be engrossed in ci train of
thogght for a long period of time without showing any observable sign
in our outward behaviour.
':7~
cctn also mutter without paying attention
to what we are saying in which case our muttering is not part of our
thought.
Two points emerge from a consideration of these examples.
The first arises in those cases where the 0ut:w.:.rd qov·=~ents ar<:: llbsent and
the mental activity continues.Here it is difficult tore~st the conclusion
that an internal process or activity takes over the function performed by
th~ outward observable movements.
In the case of watching out of
the coraer of one's eye, what seems to be required is a process like
the central filter mecha.nism postu2..::ted by Broadbent (1958) to account
for the selective registration of one out of tHo or more simultaneously
presented auditory :r:::iessar,es, which focussss, ns it were, on part of
the periphery of the visual field to the exclusion of the stir~ul .:i.tion
that is i~pingin[ on the fovea. In the case of thinkins that occurs
without visible or audible s~eech, it is very tempting to see in mental
im.J.gery, whether it be auditory i.Titag_e ry of words or visual imagery
of things actually seen, a means ivhereby the individual can comEmne
with himself without ciny overtly observaDle 1:10v(~ment.
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The second point emerges from the cases where the overt
behaviour occurs without any corresponding registration of objects
in the line of regard or of the words which the individual is
apparently muttering to himself.
In these cases althou,sh another
person may have strone or even conclusive evidence that the
stimuli in question were registering at the time from the way
the individual adapts his behaviour to them or from his ability
to recall them later, the rer;istration itself is a process that
can never be observed by another person.
As we have seen, the fact that the existence of mental states
is not iTI11Tiediately detectable by another person is not an argument
!or the view that these states are internal to the individual
concerned, since on the dispositional theory the existence of
a mental state only becomes apparent if and when the potentiality
in which it consists is actualised.
The fact that no exercise
of the disposition is observed over a pC1.rticular stretch of tirn.e
is no evidence for the non-existence of the state. The situation in
the case of processes is very different.
For a process is by
definition something of which i.t makes sense to say that there is
something going on throughout its period of operation, and this,
as I pointed out in the 9ti1 paper in the nresent collection, implies
that "a process is sor;iething that is subject to continuous change
or movement during the period of its operation" (Place 1969b p.6).
Now since it is perfectly possible for so:oeone uho is completely
im.mobile to be continuously, watching, listcnin6, feeling pains ,
itches, throbs, and twinges, thinkinr;, picturing thin£S in ilis mind's
eye or dreamin0 throughout this period of totu.l im.111obility, it is
clear that the continuous chanee or novement involved in these
processes does not consist in such a case in any change or movement
in his limbs or any externally observable part of his anatomy and
must ~herefore ~onsist in changes or movement inside him not
detectable by gross observation from outside.
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Furtherinore the idiom of observation and description ~·:rhich,
as we have seen, is inappropriate in siving an account of how an individual can tell what he knows, believes or wants, fits very much better in
givinr; an account of how the individual comes to know u.nd is able to
tell others about his own mental processes. The relationshij], however,
is not a simple one. With one exception it makes sense to talk of
someone observing and describing all the mental processes referred to
by the Group mental process nouns and noun phrases. Someone can be
said to observe and describe, both at the time and subsequently,
his sensations, his i'ains, his itches, his twinges, his th::....,obbings,
the spots he eets before his eyes, the sin~ins in his ears, his
feelings, his experience, his after' images, his ment2.l pictures and
his train of thoueht. The one exception is his dreams which he
cannot be said to observe or describe at the time when they are going on,
though he can describe them after the event;:but this is only because
~uring sleep, when dreams occur, he is not in the frume of mind to
~crutinise anything in the careful and attentive way implied by
the word 'observation' or to tell any kind of coherent story.
In the cuse of a mental activity verb, on the other hand,
it does n-Jt make sense to sr-ea.k of someone either observinp; or
9escribin~ the activity itself. An individual can observe and describe
his sensations, but not his feeling or his havin~ them. He can
observe and describe the experience of looking at or listening to
somethins, but not the looking or listening itself. He can describe
the thines he observes or pays attention to, but he cannot b~ said to
observe or describe the attention he pays to them or his observation
of them. He can observe and describe his mental images and other
thought processes, and he can describe !-iis dreCll!ls; but he cannot
observe or describe his picturine or his thinking of them, nor can
he describe his dre.:uning of his dreams. Not only is it unidiomatic
to talk of someone observing his mental activities; it involves,
as Ryle (1949

~.165)
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has pointed out an ir.finite regress of higher order observations
of lower order observations in accounting for the individual's
ability to report his own rnent~l activity.

At first si~ht the fact that it makes sense to talk
of observing and describing in the case of mental process nouns,
but not in the case of mental process verbs, appears to run counter
to one of the basic principles on Pl1ich the identity theory as
applied to mentnl processes, has been based. This is the contention
that in the case of mental process nouns like 'sensation','experience',
'mental image', and 'ch"ean' there: are not two thinr;s, the sensation
an<l having or feeling it, the experience and the consciousness of it,
tl1e mental image and the picturinr; of it, the dream and the dreaming
of it. In such cases the r:rammatical distinction between verb and
object does not reflect a corresrondins distinction in reality,
as it does in the case where the gram.natica.l object is somethinp;
in the individual's physical or physiological environment. I made this
point originally in 'The concept of head' (Place 1954 pp 250 & 252),
in arguing aeainst Ryle' s "mon~rel catcr;or ica.1 11 theory of heed paying.
It was taken up by S;,1 art (1959 p.151) i;·1ho nade it a central point in
his presentation of the identity thesis. He uses it to deflect the
objection tl1at sensations nnd 3.fter iw.a.r,es have proper,ties such as
colour or spatial position that are inconsistent with their
beinr, brain processes.
Smart a:rr;ues that it is the h.J.ving of the
sensation or the image that is the brain process, not the sensation
or inage itself which does not exist as a sepa1,ate entity apart frou
the having of it. no one would want to say that the having of a
sensation in one's toe was in the toe,or that the having of a ~reen after
image ·w2s itself green.
I used the arrument in this way nyself
in the 6th paper of the present collection (Place 1967 p.67 footnot'c)
and again in the 9th paper ( Pl2.ce 19 6 9.b p. 9). The sai"1!e point has been
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made by .i-\rmstrong ( 1962) :;_n connection with bodily sensations.
distinr:uishes wl-w.t he calls

11

Ar.rn.stronr;

transitive sensations", by whic:1 lle means what

I i-muld rrGfer to call 'intro-percept ions' lif:e f eelinz one's heart beat-

ing, from "intransitive sensations" like fc.clinr, a throbbinr;. In feelins
one's heart ];eat inr:; there are too tjdngs t:1c heart beating and the
fe.::.lin[: of it since the !1eart Goes on beatint: ·,1hen its mmer is no
fe.~~ling

longer

it. In f eelinr; a throblJinc, orr ·the other hand, t:1e

throbbing exists only so lone as it is felt. I find f1.rnstron~:' s
transitive-intransitive terminolocy a useful ·,my of ezpressinr; ti1is
<list :i..nct ion; but I do not

·favour his use o:: t21e terr,1 'sensu.tion' • I

would nrefcr to sneak of transitive and intransitive consciousness
•.

J.

or tl"ansitivc encl intransitive observation reservinr; the tern 'sensation',
as it is reserved. in ny v:_mJ, in ordina1,y languase, as a na-rne for one
of the 'objects' of intransitive consciou:::.mess.
I find the distinction between transitive and intransitive
observation or consciousness

~articularly

valuable in makinfl sense of

the fact, already r.1entioned, that \ie can spcal: of observinr; and
describin~

in connection i1ith mental

~rocess

nouns, but not in connection

with r.aental nrocess vePbs or adjectives. The noint :wre seems to be ·that

raentnl rrocess nouns are the [;ra..."'.1.:;iatical objects of intru.nsitive
observation or' consciousness. It would seen to be the case that all
mental activity verbs eit:·ter are 01, involve some ]·:ind of observation
o:r consciousness. In the case of some forn;'3 of nental activity verbs
like picturinc and drear:;-.ine the

consciousn~ss

i:wolved is nece.ssu.rily

ah1ays intransitive. In other ca.ses, like thinking, paying ci.ttention,
observin,s;, feeling

anc~

beinr; conscious of, it can be: eiti1er transitive

or intransitive. Lookin.c;, w.J.tchin,s, listeninr;, :m.ellinr; and tastin.s
on the other hand

are no1"}nally used only in cases of transitive

consciousness.
Observinc or beinr; conscious of soncthing i-Jheti1er
transitively or intpansi.tively e;:1tails bein: u.ble to describe what one
observes or is conscious of, both at the time and subseque:i.tly.
v?hcre the observation or consciousness is tru.nsitive \lhat is desc1,ibed is

some object or state of affairs in the physical or
environment of the individual.

p~ysiological

T;llwre the observation or .consciousness
!"

.,.
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is intransitive what is described is the mental process itself, ':~~1ich
is describable, not because it has been observed, tut because it is
itself a for!It of obseJ:iva.tion or consciousness.
lJornally intransitive consciousness is only mentioned
and described in cases where no transitive consciousness is possible,
_cases like having a sensation in the ordinary sense of the term where
it refers to an experience produced by sensory stimulation which does
not lend itself to an i.nterpretu.tion in terns of something beinr;
the case in the environf:lent, or like havinr;: o. d1"eaiil or mental image
where there is no corr·cs~ondinp; sensory stimulation a;3 well as no
correspondin~ state of the environment, or like an illusion where the
internretation suggested by the stimulus ia known to be incorrect as
description of the environmental state of affairs. It is to this kind
of intransitive observation thu.t the term 'introspection' properly
applies. As I pointed out in my original exrosition of the identity
thesis ( Place 1956 pp 49-50 ), description3 of intransitive consciousness
(introspective reports) always take the fo~:im of a comparison between
the int1"ansitive consciousness that is being described and somt: for•m
cf transitive consciousness ;1hich it rese:mhles. T:iis observci.tion for which
.
.
I a~ partly indebted to a d .:l.SCUSS1.0n of what he calls 'low claim
assertions' by a former colleague in the Philosorhy Department of the
University of Adelaide, Dr. C. B.'.·1art5.n (19 ~-4), lec:tds on directly
to the theory of int!.' Ospection and introspecti.ve rE~portinr; ~1hich I
originally formulated in correspondence Hi t~1 ?rof essor J. J.C. Smart
arid which he subsequently expounded with a;:-ipropriate ackfirn,1ledc;ements
in his formulation of the identity thesis published in 1959.
"Psyc}10logically speaking", he says, "the cha.::i;:;e from talkinr: about
the environment to talking about one's state of consciousness is sim?lY
a matter of inhibiting descPiptiv0 reactions not justified by appearances
•
•
•
•
- •
•
. . .. l- • tinr:
a 1 one, an d o f d J.sinnJ...c·i
c.escriptive
reu.ct ions
wnicn
arc ' norim:a lJ.y
inhibited because the individuCJ.l has learned that they arc unlikely to
provide a reliable guide to the state of the environment in the prevailing
circumstances" (Smart 19 5 9 p .15 4) • :I ore recently in the 8th ~)apBr in thi3
collection 'Burt on Brain and Consciousness' ,(Place 1969a). I elaborat~d
~

,..... "'
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this theory as part of an attempt to construct a psychophysiolor::ical
theory of consciousr.css which lends itself to empirical confi1,mation
o:r disconfir:Jat ion rather !!tore readily than the vague ~ 1ypothe.s is that
consciousness is some as yet unspecified process in the brain. In
my view this theory of introspection provides a much more
sat.isfu.ctory answer than does the ri·1al theory of an internal scanning
process, proposed by Putnam (1960) and subsequently adopted by
Armstrong (1968), to the problem which I stated in the 7th. pape1"
in the present coll0ction, as follows~"Host hwna.n beinr;s believe
they can report and describe things that go on inside them that
others cannot observe.It may be that this is a·false belief and that
i1hen they think they are r<~portine innor processes and events, they
are doing sornethinrr, quite differe::nt. But if so, it is the
responsibility of the psycholop;ist,as a student of human behaviour,
to show that human hcin .s s do not in fact have this capv.city they
think they have and cxpLdn how they co!!le to believe that they h.::~ve.
If, on the other hand~ human beings have tl1is capacit~h then it is
equally the res pons il~: ili ty of the r.isychologist to explain how this
comes about". (Place 196G pp 103-4).
WhC1t are the irnnlicCJ.tions of this theory of intros?ection
as intransitive consciousness for the problem of the alleged
incorrigibility of introspective reports? In order to answ~r t:ais
question it is necessary,I belive, to distinguish two senses in
which a statement mcty ;"Je said to be incorrir;ible. A statement r,1ay
be incorrigible in t 11e way that I huVB sugr.;ested first person
belief statements are incorri3ible, because they are self-verifying.
In this sense a statement of the forn ' I :?:>elievc that p' ~ay be
false; but the sneaker cannot be mistaken in uttering it, since
it can only be false in a cnse where he is not honestly asserting p,
as tha form of uords he uses iraplies that he is. Introspective
reports understood ns reports or descriptions of intransitive
consciousness are not incorrigible in this sense, because unlike
statements of belief they describe or report an occurrence that is
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independent of the report or description that is given of it. They
ar2, '!"towever, incorrir;ible in another sense, in that there is
at present no way whereby an ind.;pendent observer can check
the accuracy of the report or description that is given by an
individual of his sen sat ions, irncJ.ges and drea_r1s. In the absence of
such an independent check on the accuracy of introspective reports,
it is not possible to point to cnses where the individual is
clearly mi3·taken in the descriptions that he ;-:ives of his intransitive
consciousness.
But from what psychologists have discovered about
the factors that influence the accuracy of first hand reports
and descriptions in cases where the consciousness involved is
transitive and the report or descri?tion cnn be compared with
the object or occurrence which it reports or describes, there is
no reason to surpose that factor•s such as expectat:i.ons, attitudes and
other prebonccptions do not distort reports and descriptions of
intransitive consciousness in much the s<'l.ne uay that they are
known to distort descri~tions of the objects of transitive
consciousness. Such di3tortions are particularly likely in c.:wes
like fleeting images and dreains, where there is necessu.rily an
appreciable larse of time between the occurrence of the mental
process and the descri~tion or reDort
of it.
Although such theories are much less obviously applicable
to mental processes them they ure to mental states, there :i12ve be"2n
two attemilts to give an account of mental :?roc8ss concepts in
tcrr.:is of behavioural dispositionsD:1e. .is P.yle'i:; (lSL~~J) ::itteixpt to · exp1..1:in
mental activity verbs like 'thinkinr,' and 'I'aying heed' 01., '~ttention'
as "mon.r!rel categorical ex?ressions". Th8 other is ";.; i tt.senst8in b
(1953) theory that first person pain statements 11 r2;:ilace crying"
which has been adapted with remarkable inz~nuity by }lalcolrn (1959) to
the case of dr2ans and c!reaminr:,. I do not propose to ex.J.mine either
of these theories in detail here since criticisn.1s of both of them,
have been published elsewhere. 7he 1st paper in this collection,
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'The Concept of Heed' published in 1954, contains i1hat I would
still regard 2.S the decisive refutation of Ryle's monGrcl
catesorical theory of attention u.ncl heed paying. The only point
I would like to add to this discussion nm1 is to point out that there
is at least one 111ental activity verb namely 'cnjoyin.z' whi_ch is
a genui_ne rnon,srel ca.tcgorical in P..yle 1 s sense. A mOn[;rel cater,orical
verb, as Ryle uses the tcrD, is an activity verb in the sense
defined above, but which is better construed a s a kind of .:tdverbial
expression which derives its lorr,ical status as an activity verlJ
from sone other ,r_;:enuine activity which it qualifies.
It is 2 way
of rierformin;.; some other kind of activity rather than a special
kind of activity in itself .Moreover to perform an activity in a certain
way in this context means performing it in a certain frame or
state of mind. Thus enjoying something is not a matter of doin3
sonething else 0•1er and abov e the activity that the individual
in question is enjoying. It is a m.:i.tter of doing what one is
enjoying doin~ in a certain frane of mind, namely, as Penel~rnm
(1969) has suggested, in the fr.:i.:r!le. of mind of Ho.ntinr, to conti.nue
doing whatever it is that one is enjoyine <loins. As I pointed out
in 'The Concept of Heed' (Plu.c r~ 1954), thio type of annlysis
.
fails in the case of concepts like 'looking' ,'listening ', and ' pay inf.
attention' because our own activities a.roe not the only things
to which we pay attention. In the case of enjoyinr,, on the other hand,
what we enjoy J.S always somethin.s that we are doinr: at the time.
But, as Penelhtuil (1957) has aP'ain
~;ointed O'l<.t, there lS only one kind
u
·'·
of activity HC. can enj oy, namely some kind of mental activity such
as looking, watching, listenin!5, smellin2, tasting, feeling,
contemplatinc, thinking or dreaning. If, however, we are to give
an account of enjoyin[. as the performunce of these mental activities
in a certain fre.me of mind, i1e can hardly .~o on to cJ.r13ue, as · Ryle
wants to do, that they in their turn consist ir1 the performance of
some other activity in another fraTile of mind.
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Ryle's mongrel categorical story is intended to give an
account of what I have called transitive consciousness in which the
individual pnys attention to or is conscious of publicly observable
phenomena in his environment, particularly the individual's transitive
consciousness of his own be~2viour. Since, however, payinc heed
or attention, on this interpretu.tion, is sinply a mutter of CC1.rrying
out some publicly observable :perf orman.cc in 2. certain ~:ay ,Ryle
assumes that the presence or u.bsence of attentive performance is a
matt.o;r of r:.ublic observation and mak,es,,.no se.rious attempt to explain
t~e much more obvious privacy of intransitive consciousness involving
sens at ions, ment2.l images and dremns. It is here thrJ.t Wittgenstein 1 s
(1953) d:Lscussion of pain and other sensation words and i·Ialcolm's (1959)
discussion of drea.-ninr;, fill a serious s;ap in the dispositional theory
of mind as expounded by Ryle; although no attempt has yet been made
to link these two approaches toEether into a consistent dispositional
theory of consciousness as a Hhole.
The strenqth of Wittcenatein's theorv
- lies not in the
~

~

positive account that is ~iven of sensations and dre.3J,1s, as in its
criticism of the alternative vieu which holds thc::.t sensations, images
and dreams are private ex1)eriences known 071ly to their owner .. It is
not difficult to pick holes in the thesis tl1at first person pain-statements are not really statements at o.llJ, they are mere cries for help
that "replace crying". Hor is it difficult to pick holes, as Ayer (1960)
for example has do::i.e, in ~lalcolm' s theory that drea.T:1ing consists in the
•
. +- •
d 1SpOS2L.:!..On on waJ.:inG to make false statements about what was ha 1;-:penin;~
during, the period of sleep.
It is much more difficult to show that
V·li ttgenstc.:~in' s private lan~ua~~-= arr,i.:.•:-..ent (Hitt [;er.stein 19 5 3 pp 8 8 ff)
does not ·Drove what Kenny (19G3) for exCL"'Tirle thinks it !~~roves, namely
thu.t there cannot be such a thing as a '?rivate ex:;)erience or priv:J.te
r.iental event. This is whtit I t1. . ied to d.o in the 5th· pape1-. in the rrcsent
collection entitled 'Understanding the language of Sensations' written
originally in 1959, but substantially rewritten for inclusion here.
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If, as I think it does,this pa?er refutes Wittgenstein's
crit icisn c.f the view that s.:::nsation words are the names of pri vu.te
experiences as decisively as 'The Concept of Heed' (Place 1954)
can be said to have refuted the monerel categorical theory of
consciousn0ss, it is clear thcJ.t there is no case for rejecting, and no
effective alt2rnative to the tPaditional inner process story as far
as mental process concepts are concerned. But if we conclude that
the only way to account for the fact that ;::iental T:'rocesser. arc not
available to public inspection is to surrose that they are processes
thq.t take ;ilace inside~ their owner, it is difficult to see what meaning
can be attached to the word 'inside' hare, if it is not taken to
indiccJ.te t:iat the processes in question take place in a literal
physical sense somewhere underneath the skin of the individual concerned.
Moreover, since we know that there u.re pr'ocesses occurring in the
individual's J):r.'ain ~'7henevcr he is known to be engar,ed in any r::i.ental
activity or undergoing any m(.:ntal process, and that the functions of these
brain processes are very closely relnted to, if not identical with,
those we attribute to mental proc2sscs, it is reasonable to assume
on the principle of OGcr:im's razor that there is in fact only one
set of processes here under two different descriptions.
This, of course, is the '.'losi t ion r.i!lich I tool~ up •·1hen
I argued that it is not possible on lor;icnl srounds alone to exclude
an affirmative answer to the question 'Is Consciousnc:Js a Brain ?rocess?'
( Plci.c'3 19 5 6). ~11en I T"ror>oscd t~1c ident if icat ion of i:lrain nroccsses with
consciousness, I tlas using the tern 'consciousness' to embrace the
group of conce:;-;ts which I huve here referr•ecl to u.s 'mental pPOCGSS
concepts'. Consciousness in this sense was intended to apply only
to those cases in ~.1hich we speak of someone being conscious or
aware
of an object, whether it be u. case of transitive consciousness
involving some object or other sensible feature of the -physical
.
environment or a caee of intransitive consciousness involvinrr a
gran1natical object like a sensation, Cl mental i1~a3e or a. dream.
-

-

L

• r
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It. was not intended to anoly,
to consciousness of facts, since
expressions like 'being conscious' or 1CJ.·.1a.re that p' Qr 'being
conscious' or'aware of the fact that p' are mental state expressions,
n9t mental orocess exnressions. It was and still is my contention
that consciousness of objects in this sense is a mental process
and that there are no mental process concepts that do not refer
to some kind of object-consciousness, either transitive or intransitive.
As I pointed out in the 9th.I'ar-2r in th0· present collection,"The
mental phenonena wl1ich the term 'consciousneGs' ua.s intended to
embrace were those mental phenomena and only those which, in my view,
could be properly d~scribed as processes. It was precisely for this
reason that I prorosed the identification of this group of phenomena
with processes in the brain ratl1er than with brain events, brain
stu.tes or with j,-::erformance characteristics of the cerebral machinery".
(Place 1969b p.2).
~

Mental Events
ThrouEhout the series of ?apers included in the pressnt
collection I have consistently maintained that mental ;:rocesses
are processes within the individual tentatively identifi2ble with
processes in the brain. I have also consistently maintained that
mental states are to be interpreted along the lines suegested by Ryle
(1949) as dis?ositions to exhibit certain types of publicly observabl~
behaviour and are not to be identified with the states of the brain
on which they undoubtedly depend. In E1y treatment of mental events,
on the other hand, I have repeatedly vacillated between treating them,
or some of them, as introspectible inner occurrences like mental
processes to which the identity thesis can be prope1,ly applied, and
~iving a dispositional account which would place tham in the same
basket as mental states.
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This vacillation over mental events is well illustrated
in the 1st.paper in the present collection,'The concept of heed'
(Place 1954) where on pas;e 246 the mental event word 'recognising'
is included alone with a number of mental state words as an example of
a concept where "to my way of thinking there can be little doubt that
the dispositional account is substantially correct". On page 252,
on the other hand, two mental event concepts 'realising that p' and
' calling to mind that p' are used in giving exarnples of cases where
"it makes sense to ask the individual what it is like to watch, listen?
observe Or' be conscious of something" in contrast to having "a certain
capacity or tendency" where it does not make sense to talk in this way.
In fact I based the latter argw1ent on cases where it makes sense
to talk of'describing what it is like to', instead of just 'describing'
in order to include mental events like realising and the occurrence
of a thought to someone along with mental processes in the concept of
consciousness.

In the 2nd.paper in this collection in which I developed
the identity thesis (Place 1956) I confined its application strictly
to the relationship between mental processes and brain processes.
~owever in the 4th. raper in the present collection entitled "Haterialsim
as a scientific hypothGsis' ,(Place 1960),
I accepted the possibility
of an identity relationship holdinz, between two independently observed
events, although again I confined the arplica.tion of the identity
thesis as far as the nind-body relationship is concerned to the mental
,recess/brain process relctionship. In fact I have never deviated from
my original view that the neurological side of the equation is to be
represented by brain processes rather than brain states or brain events.
On the other hand in the 7th.paper in the present collection I followed
the usar,e of my fellrn·1 synposiast (Watson 1966) in accepting that the
concept of consciousness implies that "human beings can report the
occurr·ence inside themselves of events and processes which play an
important part in determining their behaviour IT(Place 1966 p.103).

!""""'. '
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I have been conscious for many years that my failure
to provide a consistent account of mental events and their
;r>elationship to brain events has been a major ;.1 •.:akness of the
identity thoery in the form in which I have expounded it. For
although there is no inconsistency involved in holdin g , as I have
done, that the identity theory ap~lies to mental processes and not
to mental states, while remainins agnostic with respect to its
application to mental events, there is something de:idedly
unsntisfactory about a theory which gives two distinctly different
accounts of tHo out of the three basic categories Hhich mental
concepts are divid~d without giving an account of the third major
category, and without suggesting any unifying principle which
might be supposed to link all three categories of mentality together,
other than the rather sunerficial characteristic of immunity to
irrunediate public inspection. It is this asp_ect of the identity
thesis in the form in which I have expoundedithitherto, which,
as I see it, has led to Armstrong's (1968) dissatisfaction with
the thesis in its original form and to his formulation of what I
regard as the her<::.tical doctrine of Central State Haterialisrn.

The solution to this problem which I now favour is to
reco~nise that mental events form a kind of bridge or link between
mental processes on the one hand and mental states on the other,
and that, in conformity with this intermediate status, the psychophysical relationship between mental events and brain events is to be
construed as a kind of double aspect relationship interrneeintc
between identity on the one hand and causal dependency of independent
entities on the other.
As we have seen, events differ both from states and from
processes in that they are not extended in time. On the other hand
like processes and unlike states, they are occurrences. The essential
feature that occurrrmces have in conm1on which differentiates them from
states is that they involve change. In the case of processes which are
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extended over time the chan~e is either progressive, as in the
c.:tse of what I ~1avc call8d "productiv2 : _:;- rocesses" (Place 1969.1,p. 7),
or fluctuatini.
In the case of events the change is instantaneous.
Stc.tes, on the other hand, do not chan ge as. lone. as thf::y are the
case. When a st-ate changes it ceases to b\:! that state; another
and different state has come into being.
The fact that events involve ch.:mse whereas states
necess.J.rily remain the sane, appears to provide strong support
for the view that ncntal events 2re events occurring within
the individual \lhich are available to insncction only by their owner.
For though we can often tell by the glea.'TI that comes into someone's
eyes that he ha.s not iced, realised, recognised, ~~rasped 01 inf erred
something, what we observe in such cases is a behavioural by-product
of the mcnt~l event, not tha event itself, which may occur without
nny outward observable sign.
Yet the individual to whom a mental
event occurs usually has no difficulty in reporting, not only what
happened, but precisely when it happened. Chan~es of this kind clearly
arc not publicly observable changes in behaviour, and it is therefore,
very ternptin z to conclude that they must be introspcctible chan ges
in the individual's inner life. The dis~ositional theory, which
attributes the .public invisibility of mental states to the
hypothetical character of what is .::i.sserted when they arc attril)ut2d
to someone, seeras much less plausible in accountin~ for the ~ublic
.
. . .1.
t.h<..
.
'h
•
1
1nvis1b1 1 ty of /\:i recisely clockatle chanc:e t.u:1t constitutes a mcnta
event.
1

There are other respects,however, in which . mental r.events
conce:rits are very much more likci. mental state conc\:~:pts. The chief
of them is the fact tha.t, Hi th the exce;:'t ion of ' d~cidinz to do
somethinz' which somctines entails intending to do it, all ment.:i.l
event concepts fall into the cateGory of cognitive concepts in the
sense that they entail ei thsr knowinr, somcthin 0 or believing sornctl1ing.
Thus notic ~ . .ing entails knowing that there is something answering
to the description in question in or on whatever the individual was
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observing at the time. Realising entails knowing that what was
realised was, is or will be the case. Recognising entails knowing
that what one is observint:: is something that one has observed on
a previous occasion. Grasping the Doint or the meaning of something
entails knowin~ what the point is or what it means. Inferring
entails believin3 that the conclusion in queation follows from the
premisses from which it has been derived. The occurrence of a
thought entails at least a teoporary indination to believe it.
In this respect mental event concepts are quite different from
mental process concepts. For althoueh 'looking' ,'watching' ,'listening',
and'observinc' may be described as cognitive concepts in the sense
that they all refer to wa.ys of setting to know something, they are
not cognitive concepts in the sense we are considering, since they
do not entail any actual knowint:: or believing.
One can look and
fail to see, listen and fail to hear, pay attention and fail to
notice, think and fail to reach a conclusion, ponder and fail to
decide.
These examples serve not only to bring out the point that
mental activity or process verbs do not entail mental state verbs,
in contrast to mental act or event verbs which do. They also draw
attention to the fact that mental event words usually,if not
invariably, ref er to the attainment of the goal towards which
some kind of mentnl activity is directed, the zoal cf the mental
activity beine the attainment of a mental state which consists
either in some kind of knowlerge or some kind of belief or, as in
the case of a decision, in an intention to do something. This,
I take it, is the point that Ryle (191-J.9 ~;p 149-153) is making
when he draws attention to the distinction bet;veen "task " and
"achiever.ier,t" verbs and the rel.?.tionshir bet~rnen them.
As I pointed out in the 9th.paper in the present collection
"any process, like any state, entails at least two events, its
beginning and its end" (Place 1969b,p.10).
One mi[;ht add that
every event is both the end of one state or process and the
beginning of another. In some cases, as when a billiard ball hits
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the cushion, one process, movement towards the cushion, ends and
another process, movement away from the cushion, begins. In other
cases, as when the ball loses momentum and stops, a process gives
way to a state. vn1en the ball is struck by the cue or by another
ball; the stationary state gives way to a process or movement;
but in such cases attention is usually focussed on the process-process
relationship between the move:nent of the cue and the movement of
the ball when struck by it. Changes from one state to another
without an intervening process, thou~h logically possible, belong
to the realm of magic and miracles rather than to reality as we
know it in every day life.
It is clear from this that events
which end a process and begin a atate are one ~f the two most
common varieties of event, the kind of event, moreover, that is
necessarily required to brine; any purposive activity to its
consummation.It is not sur~risin2, therefore, to find that all mental
events to which we commonly ref er · · . ~!"e. oE this type.

If the mental events to ·which we commonly ref er m..,e,
as I have suggested, always transformations of mental processes into
mental states, and if, as I have also arsued, mental states are
dispositions to behave, whereas mental processes are private
occurrences within the individual, what are we to say about mental
events?
The ans~r1er that sur.;gests itself is that mental events
are a bit of both. In so far as they constitute the termination or
consu:r:l!~ation of a mental process, they involve private occurrences
within the individual; in so far as they constitute the beginning
of a mental state, they involve dlspositions to behave in a publicly
observable way.
The view that a mental event consists in the production
of a mental state out of a p~c-existing mental process, implies
that the truth conditions Governing statements asserting the
occurrence of a mental event are a matter of some complexity.
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To say that someone, saw,heard,realised,recognised,remembered,
inferr;:!d or dGoi<led somethinr,, or that a -r.iarticular thought occurred
to him, implies on this view (1) that he was engaged in some kind
of mental activity such as looking, list e ninz, or thinkinG at the time.
(2) that from the moment in question he was for a short time at least
in some kind of mental state such as knowing, believine or intending
to do something, which was not the case before the event occurred,
(3) that the mental state in question came into beinz at some
specifiable point in time, and (4) that the development of the mental
state occurred as a result of the antecedent mental process. The
truth conditions that a.pply are necessarily different for each of these
separate assertions. Thus the first of them is a statement about
the occurrence of a mental process and is therefore subject to the
truth conditions governinr, such statements. Hence, if the areument
presented above is correct, this part of what is involved in the
ascription of a mental event refers to a private inner process of
consciousness whose objects whether transitive or intransitive can be
described by the individual in whom the process occurs, either at the
time or in subsequent recall, but which cannot be ins pected,as things
stand,by anyone else. The second constituent assertion, .on the other hand,
ascribes a mental state to the individual. In this case, therefore,
th~ truth conditions c overnin3 the ascri ption of mental states apply.
On .the view presented above this means that the existence of the state
in question can be determined objectively by arplyin g the appror-riate
test, which in the cas e of a belief is s2tisfied quit<= simply by the
sincere assertion of the proposition believed by the individual in question.
In this connection, however, a problem arises in the case
where a thought occurs to someone, which he does not adopt as a belief.
The problem here is not that there is no disrosition~l mental stats
that comes into existence when the thoucht occurs, since it seems not
unreasonable to argue that if the thought that p occurs to someone,
he is at leat temporarily inclined to believe that p and hence disposed

,.... '
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to assert p.
The problem arises from the fact that in the case we are
considering he may no lon[;er be even inclined to beli'3ve p when
he comes to report the occurrence of the thought that p. Consequently
in reporting the occurrence of the thought that p he is not ipso facto
asse1.,tint:: p, as he is when he expresses the belief that p.
Hence
the statement ' the thought occurred to rae that p' is not self-verifying
·in the way thnt the statement 'I believe that n' is self-verifyinr;.
On the other hand it is logically on all fours with past tense first
person belief statements of the form 'I used to believe that p', which
are likewise non-self-verifyine. However past tense first person belief
statements do not have the characteristic of incorrigibility that applies
to first person present tense belief statements. For it is perfectly
poqsible for someone to make a mistake in reporting his past beliefs.
It sometimes happens that a scholar maJces a statement about the beliefs
wh~ch he held at a certain stage of his career which can be refuted
from a study of his published works written at the time. Similar mistakes
cap occur in reporting the thoughts that occur to the individual, though
in this case they are less common or less commonly detected, partly
because thought occurrences are usually reported very shortly after their
occurrence when there is less likelihocd of memory distortion, and p2rtly
because ?eople are less inclined to commit themselves in speech, and still
less in print,to evane 3 cunt th6ughts which they do not incorporate
in their systera of beliefs. But unless he is heard to blurt out his
unconsidered thou13hts as they occur, it is clear that the individual
_is normally in a much better position than anyone else to know what
thoughts occur to him. In some cases, where the individual excersises
_his tentative disposition to assert a given proposition by mut~ering
a form of words under his brc:ath that is audible only to himself or
by imagining himself speaking, hearing or reading the words in question,
he can quite properly be said to derive his information CJ.bout his
own thoughts from introspection.
But in the case of the so-called
'imageless thoughts', which were the subject of a famous psychological
controversy at the be0innin3 of this century, where the individual
is able to re:riort the cont2nt of his thou3hts, although no words or
imagery occurred at the time, we cannot su.y that this information is
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derived directly from introspection in the sense defined above,
where it refers to a process of intransitive observation or consciousness.
What presumably happens when an individual reports 2.n ima~eless thought
of this kind afte1" the event, is that he rehears~s from memory the
sequence of objects of which he was both transitively and intransitively
conscious until, by so <loin[:, he reinstates his mental state at the
time in question.
He is then able to express in words the verbal
disposition which was previously left unexpressed. In such cases
the information provided may theoretically be mista.ken since it is
s~bject to the fallibility of memory;
but as in · the case of introspection
proper it ii; incorrigible in that, as things Stil.nd, no one but the
individual concerned is in a position to correct any mistakes he may make.
This explanation of the way in :which the individual acquires
the ability to report his imu.geless thoughts, also accounts for his abilj_ty
to specify, as no one but he can do, precisely when it was that
. .a given mental event occurred to him.
For to locate an occurrence
is essentially a matter of specifyin3 its position in a temporal
sequence of antecedent and subsequent occurrences, which is precisely
the sort of information which a rehearsal of the kind envisaged above
would give.
It will be noticed that the temporal location of a mental
qvent, like the mental T'.•rocess which gives rise to it and unlike
rrtany of the mental states tr1at result from it, is somethinr; that
'
is
not subject to objective determination by an outside observer_
Nor yet is it something that is directly ascertained by introspective
observation. Fer although the individual may be saicl to observe both
the antecedent mental process and any subsequent expression of the mental
state that results from it, the mental event itself is not susceptible
to observation or descrirtion. An outside observer can satisfy himself
that someone has seen, he~rd, recognised, decided or inferred something
from whu.t he says or from the way he behaves, but he can seldom· determine
with.any certainty how long this new found potentiality had existed
before it was expressed in word or deed. As far as the timing of mental
events is concerned the individual himself has privileged access
to inside information not available to an outside observer.
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Finally in the case of the causal relationship between the
antecedent mental process and the subsequent mental state which is
implied by the assertion that a given mental event has occurred,
it is clear that on any view of the epistemoloey of causation, the
individual in whom the mental event in question occurs is in a
much better position to determine the existence of such a causal
relationship than is an outside observer. For informu.tion about
the occurence of the antecedent mental process and. about the time
relationship between the mentul process and the onset of the mentu.l
state, both of which are important in drawing conclusions of this
~ind,are, as we h~ve seen, availQble to individual concerned in a
way that they are not available to an external observer. However,
q.s is 3'hown by the rhenomenon of beliefs demonstrably ir~cuced by
verbal SUGgestions made by another person, which are nevertheless
~x>lained by the individual as resulting from his own sensory experience
of the phenomenon in question, it is quite possible for the individual
to be mistaken in assertin~ n causal relationship between a particular
mental process and a subsequent mental state.
The finu.l Droblem that demands our attention is the
relationship between mental events and the brain events with which
they u.re presumably correlated.
We can find the c:mswer to this
question, I suggest, if we consider a mechanical analoey, like the
anu.;:l.ogy of horse power which I used in discussing the relationship
between mental states in the 6th.?aper in the present collection
(Place --196-7-). In the case - of - a mental event , __the ap~ropriate a,_n_a locy_,____ _
in my view, is the closing of a switch that puts the light on in a
room. Here we have one :process the movinz of the switch which
results in two states, the switch in the closed position and the
light being on. Here the m·Jitch, when in the closed position,
keeps the light on, and we havG no temptation to say that the switch
being in the closed position is the same thing as the light being on.
But when we consider the event whereby the suitch closes and the
light goes on, although we should still want to say that the switch
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closing and the light going on are to that extent two separate causal1.y
related thinrrs, we do not s~eak of two se?arate o~usally related events,
There is only on <~ event with two cu.usally related parts or aspects, the
closing of the switch and the lir;ht goinr: on.
On this analoey, when someone notices, realises or decides
something, there is presumably a chanse in the stu.te of the brain
which results in u. change in the dispositional properties of the
b~having orzanism.
The stu.te of the brain ci.nd the mental state
are two separate causally related thin[:s, from whic::1 it follows thi1t
the mental event Hhereby these two states come into being has two
causu.lly related r'arts or aspects, a chanGe in the state of the
brain which produces the change in mental state. But these two changes
do not constitute two sepu.rate events, There is only one event with
these two aspects, one mental, the other neurological.
This dual aspect solution, by contrast, is not acceptable
in the case of mental processes. For in cases like lightninz 2nd the
electric discharze throu2',h the atmosphere uhich I used in the 1956
paper, where the occurrence of u. process is conceptualised and
observed in two different ways, we do not say that the electric
discharGe cuuses the liGhtning or that ths electric discharge and
the liGhtning are two ~e;:; nrate parts or 2.Sp ·cts of a sinele process.
The electric discharrre and the lightning are one and the s2r..1e ;roccss.
If, therefore, as I have argued since 1954, this is the correct analogy
to apply in the case of mental processes and brain processes, the
relationship of mental processes to the associated brain processes
must likewise be one of identity ~nd not a Ju~l ~s~ .ct r ~ lationu~i~.
To conclude; the general theory . of the mind-body
relationship which I now maintain is a tripartite theory. The rclationshiD
that applies between brain and mind is held to depend on whether we
are dealine with mental states, mental events or mental processes.
In the case of mental states I hold a dualist view in which there is a
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unidirectional cuusal action of brain states on mental states.
This is not, l1o•·:,:: ver, an epiphenomena.list view since I also hold
that mental states in their turn deterr,1ine behaviour. In the case
of mental events I hold a double aspect view in which again the
brain aspect acts unidirectionally on the mental as,ect; while in
the case of mental processes I hold, as I have always done, that
the relationship is one of identity.
However, since in spite
of Geach's (1957) ars~~ents I still maintain a beh~vioural disposition
theory of mental states and the mental as pects of mental events, reserving
categorical status for the independent brain states on which
they depend, in conceding dualism to be true of mental states
and the double aspect theory to be true of mental events, I am not
r;iaking any concession to the traditional view of the mind as something
that has no place in the physical world.
Nor in spite of this
~mpha~is on the logicul heterogeneity of mental concepts, am I
denying the underlying unity of the mind. For the goal of mental
activity is the production of a mental state and the attainment of that
~o~l is Q ment~l event.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Do the words and expressions which the subject uses when he makes his introspective
report, refer to internal events going on inside him 1 If they do, it is difficult to see why
we should not use the subject's statements in order to formulate and verify hypotheses
about such processes. If they do not it is difficult to see what reason we should have for
believing in the existence of the sort of events which are described in the text-books of
introspective psychology. If, as is suggested in this paper, some of them do and some do
not, it becomes extremely important for the psychologist to be able to discriminate
between the two cases.
Now in so far as the language of the introspective report is the 'psychological' language
of ordinary speech, this is the question which has recently been exercising the minds of
the philosophers; and in at least one case (Ryle, 1949) the conclusion that has been reached
is preponderantly negative. In his book The Concept of Mind Ryle has attempted to show
that the traditional view which holds that mental states and processes are private internal
occurrences within the individual is mistaken. He does not deny that some of the statements which we ordinarily make about people, refer to states and activities of the individual that are 'private' or 'covert' in the sense that only the individual himself can report
their occurrence. He would maintain, however, that such statements constitute only a
small minority of the statements we make about our own and other people's minds.
I shall argue in this paper that the number of mental concepts which do entail a
reference to covert states and activities of the individual is much larger than Ryle is
prepared to admit. In particular it will be contended that a reference of this kind is
involved in our ordinary use of such expressions as 'being conscious of' or 'paying
attention to something',' observing',' watching', 'looking', 'listening',' seeing', 'hearing',
' smelling ', 'tasting ', 'feeling ', 'noticing ', ' perceiving ' and ' recognizing'.

II. THE CONCEPT OF HEED
The key notion in Ryle's account of what is traditionally referred to as our' apprehension
of the external world' is the concept of 'heed'. As he himself points out (p. 136), this
notion of 'heed', or 'heeding' is closely related to the concept of 'consciousness' which is
the basic concept in all the traditional theories of mind. While heed does not carry quite
the same theoretical load as does the notion of consciousness in the traditional theories,
it is employed by Ryle in his analysis of a wide range of mental concepts, and a large part
16-2
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of his case against the view that mental concepts entail a reference to covert states,
processes and activities, would seem to depend on his ability to show that paying heed
is not a covert activity.
Ryle defines the notion of 'heeding' or 'minding' as embracing such concepts as
'noticing, taking care, attending, applying one's mind, concentrating, putting one's heart
into something, thinking what one is doing, alertness, intentness, studying and trying'.
Concepts which 'entail, but are not entailed by, heeding' include 'enjoying, disliking,
pondering, searching, testing, debating, planning, listening, relishing, calculating and
scrutinizing' (p. 136), looking (p. 232), observing, watching, descrying (p. 207) and recognizing (p. 223). Remembering something, according to Ryle (pp. 91 and 137-9) involves
having paid heed to it at the time, while being conscious of sensations in one's body or
objects in one's environment is evidently synonymous with heeding or noticing them
(pp. 157-8). It will be seen from this that Ryle's concept of heed corresponds more closely
to the traditional concept of attention than to that of consciousness. On the traditional
theories consciousness is the basic notion of which attention is a special active or conative
form. For Ryle on the other hand, it is 'attending' or 'heeding' which is the basic concept, and no distinction is drawn between paying attention to something and being
conscious of it.
Ill. THE CONTEMPLATIVE THEORY OF HEED
The traditional or, as Ryle calls it, the 'contemplative' theory of heed or attention and
consciousness in the form in which I wish to defend it, may be stated as follows. The
expression 'paying attention' refers to an internal activity of the individual presumably
of a non-muscular variety whereby he exercises a measure of control over the vividness
or acuteness of his consciousness of (a) the sensations to which he is susceptible at that
moment, or (b) such features of the environment as are impinging on his receptors, without
necessarily adjusting his receptor organs or their position in any way. In paying attention
to something the individual is regulating the vividness of his consciousness of the object
or sensation in question and hence the number of its features of which he is conscious.
The expression 'being conscious of something' refers to a peculiar internal state of the
individual which normally accompanies any reasonably intense stimulation of his receptor
organs, the particular form assumed by the individual's state of consciousness at a given
moment being determined by the pattern of physical energies impinging on his receptor
organs at the time.
Being conscious of something is by definition a necessary condition of the individual's
being able to give a first hand report on that something either at the time or later. It is
not, however, a sufficient condition of the individual's ability to make such a first hand
report, since it is possible for someone to be conscious of things which he cannot put into
words, without his actual capacity to verbalize being in any way disturbed. Likewise,
though here the relationship is probably contingent rather than necessary, the successful
performance of any skilled activity depends to a greater or lesser extent on the individual
paying attention to, i.e. maintaining a vivid consciousness of, relevant features of the
situation and his own activity with respect to it; but the mere fact that someone is paying
attention to what he is doing does not entail that the performance will be adapted to the
demands of the task.
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IV. RYLE 'S OBJECTIONS TO THE CONTEMPLATIVE THEORY
Ryle's first objection to this type of theory (pp. 136- 7) is that it leads to a reductio ad
absurdum in those cases where we speak of watching carefully or attentively. He points
out that it is always possible to ask of a spectator, whether he has been a careful or a
careless one. In order to interpret this on the contemplative view, he suggests, we should
have to postulate an additional process of watching his watching, which is present in the
careful spectator and absent in the careless one. This interpretation leads to an infinite
regress, since it would always be sensible to ask whether or not this watching of one's
watching was done carefully or not. There is, however, no reason why the contemplative
view should force us to adopt this particular interpretation. As Ryle himself points out
(p. 136), minding can vary in degree. There is, therefore, no reason why we should not say
that the difference between the careful and the careless spectator lies in the amount of
heed that each pays to the scene before his eyes. The careless spectator is not one who
fails to watch his watching, nor is he completely oblivious of what is going on, he merely
pays insufficient heed to it. What distinguishes the careful spectator from the careless one
are the detailed and accurate reports which he is able to furnish as a result of the richness
and vividness of the impressions with which his more active heed-paying provides him.
Ryle's second objection to the traditional theory of attention is that it fails to account
satisfact orily for those cases where we speak of applying our minds to some task, such as
whistling or driving a car. In this case, hP. argues (p. 138), we are not doing two things,
whistling and minding, driving the car and attending to our driving; we are performing
a single activity in a certain way. He points out in support of this contention that we
cannot stop driving the car and continue our heed-paying. This argument, however, is
singularly unconvincing. The fact that w cannot stop driving and continue our h.eedpaying merely shows that we call110t continue t o pay heed to something that ia no longer
there to pay heed to. We do not normally lapse into unco1~sciousness after applying the
hand-brake ; we turn our attention to other things. On the other hand the fact that one
can, if one is sufficiently foolhardy, continue to drive and cease to pay heed to what one
is doing would suggest prima facie that there are two distinct processes going on here.
Ryle is doubtless right in p oin ting out that in driving with care one is not doing t wo things
at once in quite the same sense as one is when one is walking along and humming at the
same time. In humming and walking at the same time one is performing two distinct sets
of muscular movements simultaneously. When heeding and driving occur together, on
the other hand, there is only one set of muscular movements, those of manipulating the
controls; and in that sense there is only one activity being performed. No one, however,
supposes that heed-paying is a separate set of muscular movements occurring alongside
the muscular movements involved in driving. Nor is heeding thought of as an unrelated
activity going on at the same time as the driving. It is a peculiar sort of internal activity
which controls the movements of the driver's limbs, by regulating his consciousness of the
stimuli to which he responds.

V.

THE DISPOSITIONAL THEORY OF MENTAL CONCEPTS

Although Ryle has failed to produce any conclusive objections to the contemplative
theory, it is clear that if he can give a plausible account of the logic of ' heed concepts'
which dispenses with the assumption that they refer to peculiar private events within
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the individual, we should undoubtedly be led to prefer such a theory on the grounds of
parsimony. We must therefore examine the account which Ryle has offered of the logic
of these concepts in order to discover whether or not it constitutes a satisfactory alternative to the traditional view.
The peculiarity of mental concepts as a class is that in order to determine whether or
not someone knows, believes, understands, recognizes, remembers, wants, feels, is
enjoying, attending to or thinking about something, you either have to cross-examine
him or else observe considerable stretches of his behaviour before you can settle the
question with any degree of confidence. This logical peculiarity is traditionally explained
on the assumption that these mental concepts refer to invisible states and processes
within the individual, whose existence and nature can only be determined with certainty
by the individual in whom they occur, although it is usually possible also for an external
observer to make reliable inferences about them by observing the behaviour to which
they give rise.
Ryle's explanation of this logical feature is quite different. He supposes that mental
concepts, or at least most of them, refer to what may be called behavioural dispositions,
i.e. capacities, tendencies or temporary dispositions to behave in a certain way. To assert
that someone has a capacity or tendency to behave in a certain way on this view is not
to say anything about what is going on here and now, it is to assert a hypothetical
proposition about how the individual could or would behave if certain circumstances were
to arise. Hypothetical propositions of this kind can only be verified by investigating the
behaviour of the individual under the conditions supposed. The proposition' X can swim',
for example, can only be verified by observing X's behaviour when in the water. Similarly
with the proposition 'X knows the date of the battle of Salamis': unless you happen at
that moment to hear X say 'Salamis was fought in 480 B.c. ', you would either have to
wait for the chance of hearing his reactions when called upon to exhibit his knowledge of
ancient history, or else adopt the more practical course of testing his knowledge by asking
the appropriate question. The reason why it is often necessary to cross-examine the
individual in order to discover what he knows, is not that knowing is a peculiar internal
state or activity of the individual of which he alone is directly apprised; it is that an
important part of what we mean when we say that X knows the date of the battle of
Salamis is that he can give you the correct date when asked to do so.
With a few notable exceptions of which 'cogitating', 'visualizing' and 'having sensations' are the most important, Ryle attempts to apply this type of explanation to all the
mental concepts treated in his book. In most cases moreover the attempt has proved
remarkably successful. To my way of thinking there can be little doubt that the dispositional account which he gives of such concepts as ' knowing', 'believing', 'understanding',
'recognizing', 'remembering', 'intending' and 'wanting' is substantially correct. It is
only with his attempt to apply it to such concepts as 'attending to', 'observing' and
'being conscious of something' that I wish to quarrel.

VI.

RYLE ' S APPLICATION OF THE DISPOSITIONAL THEORY TO HEED CONCEPTS

Ryle contends (pp. 137- 9) that to say that someone is paying attention to what he is
doing entails that he has at least two important dispositions, (a) the disposition under
favourable circumstances to remember and give a first hand report on what it is he has
been paying heed to, and (b) the disposition to adapt his performance to the various
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demands of the task as they arise. Now it is quite true that if we are told that someone
is paying close attention to what he is doing, we normally expect him to be able to answer
questions about his activity and to have made at least a better showing at the activity
than if he had not been applying his mind to the same extent. It is also true, as Ryle
points out, that we frequently onclude from the fact that someone is unable to answer
quest.ions about something t hat ha been said in his presence, or from his failure in certain
skilled performances, t hat he has not been paying attention to what was aid o:r t o what
he was doing. But it does n t follow from this t hat to say that someone is aying att ention
entails that he has the dispo ition ·to do t hes things. A schoolmaster frequently concludes
from the fact that a boy has got the wron<Y answer to a mathematical problem, that he has
set about it in the wrong way. Yet this would not lead us to say that to set about a problem
in the right way entails a disposition to get the right answer. We only conclude t hat the
boy must have used the wrong method if we know that his capacities are such that he
could not have avoided getting the right answer had he used the correct method.
Similarly, we only attribute someone's failure in a skilled activity to lack of attention if
we know that his capacities are such that no other explanation of his failure is possible.
One would hardly expect someone who had never been near an aeroplane before to be able
to meet the demands of the task of piloting one, however closely he attended to what he
was doing.
On the view which I am urging, the individual who pays attention is more likely to
succeed in so far as he becomes acutely conscioul:l of those features of the situation which
are relevant to the successful performance of the task. Close attention to his own activity
will be of no avail to the unskilled person because he has not learnt to discriminate between
the relevant and irrelevant features. On the other hand an acute consciousness of the
details of his own activity in relation to the environment may actually detract from the
efficiency of performance in the case of an individual who has learnt to make many of the
adjustments involved automatically. Thus we frequently say of someone whose skill is
already well developed that his performance suffered because he paid too close attention
to what he was doing. It is difficult to see what meaning could possibly be attached to
t h:is statement on a dispositional t heory of attention.
In claimfog that ' attending ' entails 'being able to say something about what is going
on', Ryle is on t1:011ger ground. I t is certainly true that it would be extremely odd to
say that someone was paying attention to something, but could tell you absolutely nothing
about it. But it is arguable that this is merely because one cannot pay attention to something without at least noticing the thing to which one is paying attention. There is no
doubt that to say one has noticed something entails that one has the capacity to mention it
and point it out, but to say that one has noticed something and to say that one has paid
attention to it, are not, as Ryle appears to think, to say the same thing. 'Noticing' is an
achievement concept like 'recognizing', 'perceiving', not an activity concept like
'pondering' or attending'. ' Noticing', ' perceiving', or 'recognizing', are the achievements that result from the activities of looking, listening and attending. If one looks,
listens or attends one normally notices or recognizes something or other, but one can also
attend and fail to notice; one can look and fail to see, listen and fail to hear. When we say
that we have failed to notice anything, what we really mean is that we have failed to
notice anything remarkable or anything additjonal to what we have already noticed. You
can hardly be said to have paid attention, if there was nothing at all which you could be
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said to have noticed as a result of your attending. But it does not follow from the fact
that A notices more about the situation than B that A was paying closer attention. The
man who pays closer attention usually notices more, but the relationship is contingent
rather than necessary.

VJI.

RYLE'S ACCOUNT OF THE LOGIC OF HEED CONCEPTS

The expression 'paying attention to something' exhibits the distinctive logical characteristics which are normally associated with words and expressions which refer to activities. The fact that it is perfectly good sense to speak of someone being engaged in paying
attention to something, while it is nonsensical, for example, to speak of someone being
engaged in knowing or understanding something, clearly shows that 'paying attention'
or 'heed' is an activity expression in contrast to dispositional verbs like 'expect', 'know',
'like', and 'believe' or achievement verbs like 'understand', 'remember', 'recognize',
'perceive' and 'infer' where such a combination would be nonsensical.
It might be objected that 'attending' differs from those verbs which unquestionably
refer to activities in that it is not sensible to use it in conjunction with adverbs like
'quickly' or' slowly'. We can say 'he slowly began to pay attention to his surroundings',
but not 'he paid slow attention to his book for five minutes and then rapid attention to
the black-board'. There are, however, a number of expressions which can properly be
described as 'activity verbs' of which the same is true. For example we can say 'he
slowly took hold of the hammer' but not 'he held the hammer slowly for five minutes'.
The analogy between 'attending' and 'holding' seems generally very close.
In support of his contention that 'attending' is not an ordinary activity verb, Ryle
draws attention to the curious fact that it is always possible to replace a 'heed verb' by
a 'heed adverb'. We can speak, to use his examples, of 'reading attentively', 'driving
carefully' and 'conning studiously' just as readily as we can of 'attending to the page
in front of one', 'taking care in one's driving', and 'applying one's mind to the task of
translation' (p. 138). Ryle contends that the adverbial form is the more accurate way
of expressing what is meant when a 'heed concept' is used. To say that someone is doing
something heedfully, he maintains is merely to say that he is doing it in a certain way or in
a certain frame of mind, i.e. with a disposition to adapt his performance to the various
demands of the task as they arise and to answer questions about it.
On this theory the fact that 'paying attention' behaves like an ordinary activity word
is explained on the assumption that the phrase 'paying attention to something' is
analysable into two parts, (a) a categorical statement that a certain activity is taking
place, and (b) a hypothetical or dispositional statement about how the individual in
question would behave if certain contingencies were to arise. Ryle calls it for this reason
a 'mongrel categorical statement'. The categorical part of the statement from which it
derives its logical characteristics, is however, extremely uninformative. It asserts merely
that some unspecified activity is being performed. In order to discover the nature of this
activity we must find out what it is that the individual in question is paying attention to.
As Ryle points out (p. 143) to say that someone is paying attention is an incomplete
statement, unless we are told or unless it is obvious from the context of the remark what
it is that he is paying attention to. On this view the part of the supposed meaning of the
phrase which refers to the performance of an activity is strictly speaking redundant, since
it must always be supplemented by a specification of the activity which is being performed.
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In his lengthy discussion of 'mongrel categorical expressions' (pp. 140-7) Ryle is at
pains to try to explain how it is that the fact of attention or inattention can be used to
explain the failure or success of the individual in the activity he is performing. He shows
convincingly enough that we can explain the bird's flying south by saying that it is
migrating, without implying that migration is an additional process superimposed on the
activity of flying south. The statement that the bird is migrating explains the behaviour
of the bird by bringing the particular behaviour in question under the general rule that
birds of certain species change their habitats at certain times of the year. Unfortunately
he does not explain how the analogy is to be applied in the case where we explain the
failure of an individual to complete a task satisfactorily or to give an adequate report on
what was happening, by saying that he was not paying sufficient attention. It is difficult
in this case to see what the general rule involved could be, unless it is the rule that if you
don't pay attention you won't be able to carry out the activity you are performing
satisfactorily or give an adequate first hand report on what went on. On Ryle's analysis
of attention this general proposition reduces to the tautology 'unless you are disposed to
give a first hand report on what is going on and to carry out what you are doing satisfactorily, you won't be able to give a first hand report on what is going on or carry out the
activity you are performing satisfactorily'.

VIII. THE OBJECTION TO RYLE'S ACCOUNT OF THE LOGIC OF HEED CONCEPTS
Although Ryle fails to produce any conclusive reasons for adopting his theory of
'attending' in preference to the traditional account, it is difficult to produce any decisive
arguments against it as long as we restrict the discussion to the special case where we
speak of someone paying attention to what he is doing. His case breaks down, however,
once we try to apply it to those cases where we are said to pay heed to an object in our
environment or to some feeling we have, without being engaged in any other activity
with respect to it. Ryle castigates the traditional theorists for 'misdescribing heed in the
contemplative idiom' (p. 137), but he himself overlooks in developing his own theory the
important cases where paying heed to something is purely a matter of watching, listening,
observing or contemplating. Ryle explains the fact that 'attending' exhibits the usual
characteristics of an activity verb, rather than those of a dispositional verb, on the
assumption that verbs like 'attending' and 'heeding' assert the occurrence of the activities which are being performed attentively. There is no special activity called' attending',
there is only the attentive performance of an activity. The logical consequence of this
theory is that the individual's own activities are the only sorts of things to which attention
can be paid. If Ryle's theory were correct it should be nonsensical to talk of someone
paying attention to anything other than an activity which he himself is performing. In
fact, of course, we can speak with perfect propriety of the paying attention to any kind
of object, phenomenon or sensation which is visible, audible, tangible, or otherwise perceptible. In such cases there is no activity which is being performed attentively or heedfully. To attend in such cases is merely a matter of contemplating or observing the object
or phenomenon in question. We cannot say that when we pay heed to something we are
watching it, listening to it, observing or contemplating it heedfully, since as Ryle himself
points out (pp. 207 and 223), words such as 'watching', 'listening', 'observing' and
'descrying' already entail that heed is being paid. These expressions do not refer to
activities like driving a car which can be performed with or without heed, they refer to
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special forms of the activity of heed-paying itself. It makes nonsense to say that someone
was observing, watching, contemplating or listening to something without paying any
attention to it, whereas it makes perfect sense to speak of someone driving without paying
any attention to what he is doing.
The inadequacy of Ryle's account appears most clearly when we examine the account
which he gives of expressions like 'being conscious of', 'observing', 'watching' and
'listening'. To be conscious of the sensations in a blistered heel according to Ryle
(pp. 157-8) is to pay heed to them; but what is the activity which is being performed
attentively or heedfully here? It would seem from his long discussion of 'observation'
(ch. vn) that for Ryle to say that one is observing something is to say that one is paying
heed to the sensations derived from it, and 'watching' and 'listening' by the same token,
refer to the paying of heed to visual and auditory sensations respectively. But we cannot
say that 'having sensations' is the activity which is being performed heedfully in these
cases, since to have a sensation itself entails paying at least some heed to the sensation.
We can speak of failing to notice the sensations which one would have had if one had
paid attention to them; but to say that one had a tingling sensation in the left toe without
noticing it is nonsense. Ryle accuses the traditional theory of being unable to provide
a sensible account of the difference between a careful and a careless observer, but his own
theory, while giving a plausible account of carefulness, fails to explain the activity of
observing.

IX. THE DISPOSITIONAL THEORY RESTATED
Although Ryle has failed to provide a satisfactory account of consciousness, attention
and observation in terms of dispositional theory of mental concepts, it would be unwise
to conclude that such an account cannot be given. Ryle's account fails mainly because
he overlooks the fact that our own activity is not the only sort of thing to which we can
pay attention. The possibility of providing a plausible dispositional theory which takes
account of our consciousness of and attention to objects, phenomena and sensations is
not ruled out. Indeed it is not difficult to suggest the form which such a theory might
take.
We have seen that although paying attention to what one is doing does not entail being
prepared to meet the demands of the task in hand, it cannot be denied that to pay
attention to something entails noticing and hence being able to say something about it.
It must also, I think, be conceded that it involves being ready to encounter something,
although one need not be prepared to encounter the sort of thing that is actually there.
This, however, cannot be all that we are saying when we say that someone is attending
to something, since we can be ready to behave in a manner appropriate to the presence
of some object or event in our immediate environment without actually being conscious
of it. Our disposition to act in this way may be a result of something we have been told,
some inference we have drawn or some observation made a few moments previously. In
such cases we might be said to know, remember or suspect that it was there, but we would
not be observing, attending to or conscious of it. In order for us to be conscious of something our disposition to react to its presence must result from its impingement on our
sense organs at the time.
With the qualification that the disposition must result from sensory stimulation, it
becomes quite plausible to maintain that to be conscious of something is to be ready to
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react both verbally and otherwise to the presence of some object or event in one's
immediate environment. On this theory the contribution of attending to skilled performance would be explained by pointing out that unless the individual is disposed to
react in a manner appropriate to the presence of the relevant features of his own activity
and the environmental situation in which it takes place, he is not likely to be very
successful.
On this view' consciousness', 'attention' and' observation' refer to a temporary state of
readiness for something. You would therefore expect them to exhibit the logical features of
expressions referring to temporary states of affairs. Expressions like 'being conscious' or
'aware of' do exhibit these logical characteristics. Words like 'attending', 'observing',
'watching', 'looking' and 'listening', on the other hand, exhibit the logical behaviour
characteristic of expressions which refer to activities. This fact as we have seen, appears
to provide a formidable obstacle to any dispositional theory of the meaning of these words.
Nevertheless the difficulty can probably be overcome without appealing to any kind of
internal process or activity, by examining the notion of 'activity' itself. It is at least
arguable that when we speak of an individual's activities, of the things he does, we refer
to those changes in him which can be induced by such things as commands, entreaties,
instructions and deliberations. Any changes whether muscular or non-muscular which
he can decide or be asked to bring about in himself are things which he does. Paying
attention and observing are not muscular movements, nor are they movements of a
mysterious transcendental musculature, they are, so the theory might run, changes in the
individual's short term dispositions, readinesses or sets (to use a term which has a wide
currency in the psychological literature) which can be induced by appropriate commands,
requests or by decisions on the part of the individual himself.
In the light of these considerations we may restate the dispositional theory of attention,
observation and consciousness as follows: to observe or pay attention to something is to
bring about a change in oneself such that the impingement of the object or phenomenon in
question on one's receptor organs prepares one to respond both verbally and otherwise in a
manner appropriate to the presence of something; while to be conscious of something is to
be so disposed.

X.

THE CASE FOR THE TRADITIONAL VIEW

Stated in this way my quarrel with the dispositional theory is less substantial than my
agreement with it. My contention is not so much that it is wrong as that it is incomplete. It is incomplete because it makes no reference to the internal state of the
individual which enables him to describe and respond appropriately to the presence
of objects in his vicinity. On the view which I wish to defend, when we use what Ryle
calls a 'heed concept', we are not merely referring to the disposition to respond in a
manner appropriate to the presence of the thing in question and specifying how that
disposition is brought into being, we are also referring to an internal state of the individual
which is a necessary and sufficient condition of the presence of such a disposition. I shall
now try to present arguments in support of this contention.
One of the major weaknesses of Ryle's account of mental concepts is, as he himself
recognizes, his retention of the traditional extended use of the term sensation (ch. vu).
He is compelled to retain this use in order to provide something-having a sensationwhich the observer of an object can be said to do heedfully. One of the advantages of the
revised form of the dispositional theory which I have stated is that it dispenses with the
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necessity for this concession to the traditional misappropriation of mental concepts. But
although it dispenses with the necessity of abusing the concept of sensation, it runs into
serious difficulties when applied to those cases where we do speak of being conscious of or
of attending to our sensations, i.e. in those cases where our state of consciousness results
from interoceptive or proprioceptive stimulation or from the various twists and quirks of
our sensory apparatus, rather than from the impingement on our sense organs of any
specifiable state of affairs in our environment.
Suppose that having applied pressure to my eyeball, I am conscious of a sensation of
light. According to the revised dispositional theory this means that I am disposed to
react to the presence of something. But what is it that I am disposed to react to1 It
cannot be the pressure on my eyeball, since to be conscious of light sensations is not the
same thing as being conscious of pressure applied to the eyeball. But it cannot be the
presence of the sensation either. Sensations, as we have seen, do not exist independently
of our consciousness of them. There are not two things, my sensation and my consciousness
of it, in the way that there are two things, a penny and my consciousness of the penny.
The occurrence of a sensation entails someone's consciousness of that sensation.
To be disposed to react to a sensation therefore would be to be disposed to react to
one's consciousness of that sensation. In other words we now have an infinite regress of
dispositions, instead of the infinite regress of ghostly operations which appears so frequently
in Ryle's criticisms of the traditional theories. We might be tempted to meet this objection by supposing that to say that someone is conscious of a sensation of light is to say
that he is temporarily disposed to react as he would normally do if there had been a fl.ash of
light. But to be disposed to react as if there were a fl.ash of light, would be to believe or
be tempted to believe that a fl.ash had occurred; whereas it makes perfectly good sense to
say that he was conscious of a vivid sensation of light, yet it never occurred to him for
one moment to suppose that there had been any actual fl.ash of light. In other words an
individual's state of consciousness is something over and above any dispositions which it
arouses in him.
An objection which applies to any attempt to give a dispositional amount of consciousness and attention is the objection that it always makes sense to ask the individual to
describe what it is like to watch, listen, observe or be conscious of something, whereas it
does not make sense to ask him what it is like to have a certain capacity or tendency. We
can only describe what something is like if it is an object, situation or occurrence. We can
describe, characterize or define such things as relationships, capacities and tendencies,
but we cannot describe what they are like. We can describe what a car is like, but we
cannot describe what its horse-power is like; we can describe what it is like for one billiard
ball to strike another and propel it forward, but we cannot describe what the causal
relationship is like; we can describe what it is like to swim or what it is like to realize that
one can swim, but not what it is like to be able to swim; we may be able to describe what
it is like to be told or call to mind the fact that whales are mammals, but we cannot
describe what it is like to know or believe that they are. If to be conscious of something
were merely to be disposed to react in some way, it should be logically impossible for us
to describe what it is like to be conscious of something. In fact there is no logical impossibility here. We are continually describing what it is like to watch, look at, listen to or feel
things.
It might be objected with some justification here that what we describe is not our
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consciousness, but the things we are conscious of. As we have seen, part of what is meant
by saying that someone is conscious of something is that he can say something about it.
It is certainly true that when we describe some object in our environment of which we are
conscious, our description is a description of the object itself, and not, as has sometimes
been supposed, a description of our consciousness of that object. It is also true that we
cannot describe the state of being conscious in abstraction from the things we are
conscious of. But that does not mean that we do not on occasions describe our consciousness of things as distinct from describing the things themselves. When we say, to use a
familiar example, that the penny looks elliptical when viewed at an angle, we are not
describing the penny, nor are we describing the image which it projects on our retina; we
are describing what it is like to look at a penny from that particular angle; we are saying
that it is somehow like looking at an ellipse viewed full face. When we say this, moreover,
we do not imply that we are disposed to act in a manner appropriate to its being an
ellipse. The elliptical shape of the penny is not an optical or a psychological illusion
(cf. Ryle's discussion of this problem pp. 216-18).
When we describe a state of consciousness, we usually do so by comparing being
conscious of one thing with being conscious of another. Nevertheless there are one or two
expressions like 'pleasant', 'unpleasant', 'vivid', 'dim', 'acute' and 'vague' which we
apply to the states of consciousness themselves. These are somewhat unusual adjectives
to apply to a state of readiness. Furthermore the difference between vividness and
dimness, acuteness and vagueness is difficult to explain on a dispositional theory of
consciousness. The only possible interpretation on such a theory is in terms of the
appropriateness of the behaviour, for which one is prepared, to the presence of whatever
it is one is conscious of. Acute consciousness, however, does not guarantee the appropriateness of the resulting behaviour. The statement 'his consciousness of his own ineptitude was so acute that he was unable to do anything about it', makes perfectly good
sense. It also describes a situation with which some of us are only too painfully familiar.
If we recognize that consciousness is some sort of internal state of the individual these
discrepancies between the intensity of the individual's consciousness and the adequacy
of the behaviour for which it prepares him, no longer constitute a problem.
Finally, there are considerations of a more general nature. If there were no decisive
arguments either way, we should probably prefer the dispositional to the internal process
theory of consciousness and attention on the grounds of parsimony. As against this must
be set the fact that in every other case where verbs having ' activity' characteristics are
involved, it has been found impossible to apply a purely dispositional analysis, and in at
least one group of cases the reference to internal processes within the individual cannot
seriously be denied. The cases I have in mind here are thinking (in the sense of thinking
about or thinking to oneself), pondering, calculating, imagining, dreaming, visualizing and
doing mental arithmetic. Ryle (p. 27) has made a strong case for the view, that when we
talk about someone thinking (in the relevant sense), pondering, calculating, or imagining
we are not asserting the occurrence of any internal process or activity. He contends that
the activity referred to, although sometimes covert, as when it consists of visualizing or
performing mental arithmetic, need not be so. It may equally well consist in some
entirely overt performance such as drawing, talking out loud to oneself or playing a game
of make-believe. To assert that someone is thinking or imagining does not discriminate
between these two possibilities. This argument disposes or, at least appears to dispose of,
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the view that words like 'thinking' and 'imagining' necessarily assert the occurrence of
covert activities, but there is no suggestion that these are dispositional concepts. Nor is
there any attempt to deny that thinking sometimes consists in a purely covert process or
that expressions like 'dreaming', 'visualizing' and 'mental arithmetic' refer to such
processes. If this is conceded with respect to 'dreaming', 'visualizing' and 'mental
arithmetic', it is difficult in view of the weight of traditional and common-sense opinion
and the lack of any positive evidence against it, to see why a similar concession should
not be made with respect to' attending',' observing',' watching', 'looking' and 'listening'.
Concepts like 'observing', 'watching', 'listening' and 'being conscious of' are, in fact,
closely related to concepts like visualizing and dreaming in a way, which is extremely
difficult to explain, if the former are regarded as dispositional concepts. For if we want
to explain what sort of thing this business of visualizing or dreaming is, the answer which
immediately suggests itself is to say that visualizing something is like watching it except
that there is nothing there really and you don't have to have your eyes open. Now if to
watch something is merely to bring about a change in oneself such that the impingement
of the thing in question on one's eyes prepares one to respond both verbally and otherwise
in a manner appropriate to there being something there, this explanation becomes completely unintelligible. Apart from the fact that both visualizing and watching are things
which the individual can be said to do, it is exceedingly difficult on this theory to find
anything which the two cases have in common. We cannot say that to visualize is to be
disposed to act and speak as if there were something impinging on one's eyes when in fact
there is not. Any one who is so disposed would be suffering from a visual hallucination,
and although having a visual hallucination may be said to involve visualizing, we can
visualize things perfectly well without being hallucinated. The similarity between
visualizing something and watching it lies in the internal state of the individual which is
brought into being, not in the behavioural dispositions which that state induces.

XL CONCLUSIONS
If the above arguments prove what I think they prove, are we back where we started at
the beginning of Ryle's inquiry? Do these arguments merely put the Ghost back into the
Machine? I do not think so. So far as I am aware, the criticisms I have made of the dispositional theory apply only to the dispositional analysis of consciousness and heed
concepts generally. The dispositional analysis of intelligence, knowledge, belief, motives
and memory remains unaffected, except in so far as these concepts involve dispositions
to pay attention to or become eonscious of certain features of one's environment. Indeed,
since Ryle himself appears to accept the view that words like 'watching', 'listening' and
'observing' entail a reference to a covert process of having sensations, it is only in the case
of the heedful performance of muscular activities that the view which has been urged in
this paper differs from the account which Ryle has given as far as recognizing a reference
to covert states and processes is concerned. On Ryle's view, however, these processes are
relatively unimportant; we learn to tallc silently to ourselves in order not to disturb
others; we could plan our course of action on paper, but it is often more convenient to do
it in our heads. If, on the other hand, our very ability to describe and adapt our behaviour
to the objects and phenomena which impinge on our sense organs, is dependent on a
special state of affairs within ourselves, which can itself be described by the person in
whom it occurs, the reference which is made to such a process in our use of expressions
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like 'attending', 'observing' and 'being conscious' can hardly be brushed aside as a
matter of no great significance. If such a view is accepted, we can hardly avoid raising the
question which Ryle has dodged persistently throughout his book, namely the question:
'What are these curious occurrences within ourselves on which we can give a running
commentary as they occur?' Lack of space unfortunately precludes any discussion of this
fascinating problem here. It is my belief, however, that the logical objections to the
statement 'consciousness is a process in the brain' are no greater than the logical objections '
which might be raised to the statement 'lightning is a motion of electric charges'.
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IS CONSCIOUSNESS A BRAIN PROCESS?
BY U. T. PLACE
Institute of Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford
The thesis that consciousness is a process in the brain is put forward as a reasonable scientific hypothesis,
not to be dismissed on logical grounds alone. The conditions under which two sets of observations are
treated as observations of the same process, rather than as observations of two independent correlated
processes, are discussed. It is suggested that we can identify consciousness with a given pattern of
brain activity, if we can explain the subject's introspective observations by reference to the brain
processes with which they are correlated. It is argued that the problem of providing a physiological
explanation of introspective observations is made to seem more difficult than it really is by the
'phenomenological fallacy', the mistaken idea that descriptions of the appearances of things are descriptions of the actual state of affairs in a mysterious internal environment.

I. INTRODUCTION
The view that there exists a separate class of events, mental events, which cannot be
described in terms of the concepts employed by the physical sciences no longer commands
the universal and unquestioning acceptance amongst philosophers and psychologists
which it once did. Modern physicalism, however, unlike the materialism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, is behaviouristic. Consciousness on this view is either a
special type of beh_aviour, 'sampling' or 'running-back-and-forth' behaviour as Tolman
(1932, p. 206) has it, or a disposition to behave in a certain way, an itch for example being
a temporary propensity to scratch. In the case of cognitive concepts like 'knowing',
'believing', 'understanding', 'remembering' and volitional concepts like 'wanting' and
'intending', there can be little doubt, I think, that an analysis in terms of dispositions to
behave (Wittgenstein, 1953; Ryle, 1949) is fundamentally sound. On the other hand,
there would seem to be an intractable residue of concepts clustering around the notions of
consciousness, experience, sensation and mental imagery, where some sort of inner
process story is unavoidable (Place, 1954). It is possible, of course, that a satisfactory
behaviouristic account of this conceptual residuum will ultimately be found. For our
present purposes, however, I shall assume that this cannot be done and that statements
about pains and twinges, about how things look, sound and feel, about things dreamed of
or pictured in the mind's eye, are statements referring to events and processes which are
in some sense private or internal to the individual of whom they are predicated. The question I wish to raise is whether in making this assumption we are inevitably committed to a
dualist position in which sensations and mental images form a separate category of processes over and above the physical and physiological processes with which they are
known to be correlated. I shall argue that an acceptance of inner processes does not entail
dualism and that the thesis that consciousness is a process in the brain cannot be dismissed
on logical grounds.

II.

THE 'IS' OF DEFINITION AND THE 'IS' OF COMPOSITION

I want to stress from the outset that in defending the thesis that consciousness is a process
in the brain, I am not trying to argue that when we describe our dreams, fantasies and
sensations we are talking about processes in our brains. That is, I am not claiming that
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statements about sensations and mental images are reducible to or analysable into statements about brain processes, in the way in which 'cognition statements' are analysable
into statements about behaviour. To say that statements about consciousness are statements about brain processes is manifestly false. This is shown (a) by the fact that you can
describe your sensations and mental imagery without knowing anything about your
brain processes or even that such things exist, (b) by the fact that statements about one's
consciousness and statements about one's brain processes are verified in entirely different
ways and (c) by the fact that there is nothing self-contradictory about the statement
'X has a pain but there is nothing going on in his brain'. What I do want to assert, however,
is that the statement 'consciousness is a process in the brain', although not necessarily
true, is not necessarily false. 'Consciousness is a process in the brain', on my view is neither
self-contradictory nor self-evident; it is a reasonable scientific hypothesis, in the way that
the statement' lightning is a motion of electric charges' is a reasonable scientific hypothesis.
The all but universally accepted view that an assertion of identity between consciousness and brain processes can be ruled out on logical grounds alone, derives, I suspect, from
a failure to distinguish between what we may call the 'is' of definition and the 'is' of
composition. The distinction I have in mind here is the difference between the function
of the word 'is' in statements like 'a square is an equilateral rectangle', 'red is a colour',
'to understand an instruction is to be able to act appropriately under the appropriate
circumstances', and its function in statements like 'his table is an old packing case', 'her
hat is a bundle of straw tied together with string', 'a cloud is a mass of water droplets or
other particles in suspension'. These two types of 'is' statement have one thing in common. In both cases it makes sense to add the qualification 'and nothing else'. In this they
differ from those statements in which the 'is' is an 'is' of predication; the statements
'Toby is 80 years old and nothing else', 'her hat is red and nothing else' or 'giraffes are
tall and nothing else', for example, are nonsense. This logical feature may be described by
saying that in both cases both the grammatical subject and the grammatical predicate are
expressions which provide an adequate characterization of the state of affairs to which
they both refer.
In another respect, however, the two groups of statements are strikingly different.
Statements like 'a square is an equilateral rectangle' are necessary statements which are
true by definition. Statements like 'his table is an old packing case', on the other hand,
are contingent statements which have to be verified by observation. In the case of statements like 'a square is an equilateral rectangle' or 'red is a colour ' , there is a relationship
between the meaning of the expression forming the grammatical predicate and the
meaning of the expression forming the grammatical subject, such that whenever the
subject expression is applicable the predicate must also be applicable. If you can describe
something as red then you must also be able to describe it as coloured. In the case of
statements like 'his table is an old packing case', on the other hand, there is no such
relationship between the meanings of the expressions 'his table' and 'old packing case';
it merely so happens that in this case both expressions are applicable to and at the same
time provide an adequate characterization of the same object. Those who contend that
the statement 'consciousness is a brain process' is logically untenable base their claim,
I suspect, on the mistaken assumption that if the meanings of two statements or expressions are quite unconnected, they cannot both provide an adequate characterization of
the same object or state of affairs: if something is a sta~e of consciousness, it cannot be a
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brain process, since there is nothing self-contradictory in supposing that someone feels a
pain when there is nothing happening inside his skull. By the same t oken we might 'be led
to conclude that a table cannot be an old packing case, since t here is nothing self-contradictory in supposing that someone has a table, but is not in possession of an old packing
case.

III.

THE LOGICAL INDEPENDENCE OF EXPRESSIONS AND THE ONTOLOGICAL
INDEPENDENCE OF ENTITIES

There is, of course, an important difference between the table/packing case case and the
consciousness/brain process case in that the statement 'his table is an old packing case' is
a particular proposition which refors only to one particular case, whereas the statement
'consciousness is a process in the brain' is a general or universal proposition applying to all
states of consciousness whatever. It is fairly clear, I think, that if we lived in a world in
which all tables without exceptio'n were packing cases, the concepts of' table ' and' packing case' in our language would not have their present logically independent status. In
such a world a table would be a species of packing case in much the same way that red is a
species of colour. It seems to be a rule of language that whenever a given variety of
object or state of affairs has two characteristics or sets of characteristics, one of which is
unique to the variety of object or state of affairs in question, the expression used to refer
to the characteristic or set of characteristics which defines the variety of object or state
of affairs in question will always entail the expression used to refer to the other characteristic or set of characteristics. If this rule admitted of no exception it would follow that any
expression which is logically independent of another expression which uniquely charact erizes a given variety of object or state of affairs, must refer to a characteristic or set of
characteristics which is not -normally or necessarily associated with the object or state of
affairs in question. It is because this rule applies almost universally, I suggest, that we
are normally justified in arguing from the logical independence of two expressions to the
ontological independence of the states of affairs to which they refer. This would expl ain
both the undou ht.er! force of the argument that consciousness and brain processes must be
independent entities because the expressions used to refer to them are logically independent and, in general, the curious phenomenon whereby questions about the furniture of
the universe are often fought and not infrequently decided merely on a point of logic.
The argument from the logical independence of two expressions to the ontological independence of the entities to which they refer breaks down in the case of brain processes and
consciousnriss, I believe, because this is one of a relatively small number of cases where the
rule stated above does not apply. These exceptions are to be found, I suggest, in those cases
where the operations which have to be performed in order to verify the presence of the two
sets of characteristics inhering in the object or state of affairs in question can seldom if
ever be performed simultaneously. A good example here is the case of the cloud and the
mass of droplets or other particles in suspension. A cloud is a large semi-transparent mass
with a fleecy texture suspended in the atmosphere whose shape is subject t o continual
and kaleidoscopic change. When observed at close quarters, however, it is found to consist
of a mass of tiny particles, usually water droplets, in continuous motion. On the basis of
this second observation we conclude that a cloud is a mass of tiny particles and nothing
else. But there is no logical connexion in our language between a cloud and a mass of tiny
particles; there is nothing self-contradictory in talking about a cloud which is not com-
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posed of tiny particles in suspension. There is no contradiction involved in supposing that
clouds consist of a dense mass of fibrous tissue; indeed, such a consistency seems to be
implied by many of the functions performed by clouds in fairy stories and mythology. It
is clear from this that the terms 'cloud' and 'mass of tiny particles in suspension' mean
quite different things. Yet we do not conclude from this that there must be two things, the
mass of particles in suspension and the cloud. The reason for this, I suggest, is that
although the characteristics of being a cloud and being a mass of tiny particles in suspension are invariably associated, we never make the observations necessary to verify the
statement 'that is a cloud' and those necessary to verify the statement 'this is a mass of
tiny particles in suspension' at one and the same time. We can observe the micro-structure
of a cloud only when we are enveloped by it, a condition which effectively prevents us from
observing those characteristics which from a distance lead us to describe it as a cloud.
Indeed, so disparate are these two experiences that we use different words to describe them.
That which is a cloud when we observe it from a distance becomes a fog or mist when we
are enveloped by it.

IV.

WHEN ARE TWO SETS OF OBSERVATIONS OBSERVATIONS OF THE SAME EVENT~

The example of the cloud and the mass of tiny particles in suspension was chosen because
it is one of the few cases of a general proposition involving what I have called the 'is' of
composition which does not involve us in scientific technicalities. It is useful because it
brings out the connexion between the ordinary everyday cases of the 'is' of composition
like the table/packing case example and the more technical cases like 'lightning is a
motion of electric charges' where the analogy with the consciousness/brain process case is
most marked. The limitation of the cloud/tiny particles in suspension case is that it does
not bring out sufficiently clearly the crucial problem of how the identity of the states of
affairs referred to by the two expressions is established. In the cloud case the fact that
something is a cloud and the fact that something is a mass of tiny particles in suspension
are both verified by the normal processes of visual observation. It is arguable, moreoever,
that the identity of the entities referred to by the two expressions is established by the continuity between the two sets of observations as the observer moves towards or away from
the cloud. In the case of brain processes and consciousness there is no such continuity between the two sets of observations involved. A closer introspective scrutiny will never
reveal the passage of nerve impulses over a thousand synapses in the way that a closer
scrutiny of a cloud will reveal a mass of tiny particles in suspension. The operations required to verify statements about consciousness and statements about brain processes
are fundamentally different.
To find a parallel for this feature we must examine other cases where an identity is
asserted between something whose occurrence is verified by the ordinary processes of
observation and something whose occurrence is established by special scientific procedures.
For this purpose I have chosen the case where we say that lightning is a motion of electric
charges. As in the case of consciousness, however closely we scrutinize the lightning we
shall never be able to observe the electric charges, and just as the operations for determining the nature of one's state of con~ciousness are radically different from those involved
in determining the nature of one's brain processes, so the operations for determining the
occurrence of lightning are radically different from those involved in determining the
occurrence of a motion of electric charges. What is it, therefore, that leads us to say that
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the two sets of observations are observations of the same event~ It cannot be merely the
fact that the two sets of observations are systematically correlated such that whenever
there is lightning there is always a motion of electric charges. There are innumerable cases
of such correlations where we have no temptation to say that the two sets of observations
are observations of the same event. There is a systematic correlation, for example, between the movement of the tides and the stages of the moon, but this does not lead us to
say that records of tidal levels are records of the moon's stages or vice versa. \Ve speak
rather of a causal connexion between two independent events or processes.
The answer here seems to be that we treat the two sets of observations as observations
of the same event, in those cases where the technical scientific observations set in the
context of the appropriate body of scientific theory provide an immediate explanation of
the observations made by the man in the street. Thus we conclude that lightning is
nothing more than a motion of electric charges, because we know that a motion of electric
charges through the atmosphere, such as occurs when lightning is reported, gives rise to
the type of visual stimulation which would lead an observer to report a flash of lightning.
In the moon/tide case, on the other hand, there is no such direct causal connexion between
the stages of the moon and the observations made by the man who measures the height
of the tide. The causal connexion is between the moon and the tides, not between the
moon and the measurement of the tides.
V.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF INTROSPECTION AND
THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL FALLACY

If this account is correct, it should follow that in order to establish the identity of con-

sciousness and certain processes in the brain, it would be necessary to show that the
introspective observations reported by the subject can be accounted for in terms of processes which are known to have occurred in his brain. In the light of this suggestion it is
extremely interesting to find that when a physiologist as distinct from a philosopher finds
it difficult to see how consciousness could be a process in the brain, what worries him is
not any supposed self-contradiction involved in such an assumption, but the apparent
impossibility of accounting for the reports given by the subject of his conscious processes
in terms of the known properties of the central nervous system. Sir Charles Sherrington
has posed the problem as follows: ''rhe chain of events stretching from the sun's radiation entering the eye to, on the one hand, the contraction of the pupillary muscles, and
on the other, to the electrical disturbances in the brain-cortex are all straightforward steps
in a sequence of physical "causation", such as, thanks to science, are intelligible. But in
the second serial chain there follows on, or attends, the stage of brain-cortex reaction an
event or set of events quite inexplicable to us, which both as to themselves and as to the
causal tie between them and what preceded them science does not help us; a set of events
seemingly incommensurable with any of the events leading up to it. The self "sees" the
sun; it senses a two-dimensional disc of brightness, located in the "sky", this last a field
of lesser brightness, and overhead shaped as a rather flattened dome, coping the self and a
hundred other visual things as well. Of hint that this is within the head there is none.
Vision is saturated with this strange property called " projection", the unargued inference
that what it sees is at a " distance" from the seeing " self". Enough has been said to
stress that in the sequence of events a step is reached where a physical situation in the
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brain leads to a psychical, which however contains no hint of the brain or any other bodily
part .. . . The supposition has to be, it would seem, two continuous series of events, one
physico-chemical, the other psychical, and at times interaction between them' (Sherrington, HJ.17, pp. xx-xxi) .
.Just as the pbysiologist is not likely to be impressed by the philosopher's contention that
there is some self-contradiction involved in supposing consciousness to be a brain process,
so the philosopher is unlikely to be impressed by the considerations which lead Sherrington
to conclude that there are two sets of events, one physico-chemical, the other psychical.
Sherrington's argument for all its emotional appeal depends on a fairly simple logical
mistake, which is unfortunately all too frequently made by psychologists and physiologists
and not infrequently in the past by the philosophers themselves. This logical mistake,
which I shall refer to as the 'phenomenological fallacy', is the mistake of supposing that
when the subject describes his experience, when he describes how things look, sound,
smell, taste or feel to him, he is describing the literal properties of objects and events on a
peculiar sort of internal cinema or television screen, usually referred to in the modern
psychological literature as the 'phenomenal field'. If we assume, for example, that when
a subject reports a green after-image he is asserting the occurrence inside himself of an
object which is literally green, it is clear that we have on our hands an entity for which
there is no place in the world of physics. In the case of the green after-image there is no
green object in the subject's environment corresponding to the description that he gives.
Nor is there anything green in his brain; certainly there is nothing which could have
emerged when he reported the appearance of the green after-image. Brain processes are
not the sort of things to which colour concepts can be properly applied.
The phenomenological fallacy on which this argument is based depends on the mistaken assumption that because our ability to describe things in our environment depends
on our consciousness of them, our descriptions of things are primarily descriptions of our
conscious experience and only secondarily, indirectly and inferentially descriptions of the
objects and events in our environments. It is assumed that because we recognize things
in our environment by their look, sound, smell, taste and feel, we begin by describing
their phenomenal properties, i.e. the properties of the looks, sounds, smells, tastes and
feels which they produce in us, and infer their real properties from their phenomenal
properties. In fact, the reverse is the case. We begin by learning to recognize the real
properties of things in our environment. \Ve learn to recognize them, of course, by their
look, sound, smell, taste and feel; but this does not mean that we have to learn to describe
the look, sound, smell, taste and feel of things before we can describe the things themselves. Indeed, it is only after we have learnt to describe the things in our environment that
we can learn to describe our consciousness of them. We describe our conscious experience
not in terms of the mythological 'phenomenal properties' which are supposed to inhere
in the mythological 'objects' in the mythological 'phenomenal field', but by reference
to the actual physical properties of the concrete physical objects, events and processes
which normally, though not perhaps in the present instance, give rise to the sort of
conscious experience which we are trying to describe. In other words when we describe
the after-image as green, we are not saying that there is something, the after-image,
which is green, we are saying that we are having the sort of experience which we
normally have when, and which we have learnt to describe as, looking at a green patch
of light.
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Once we rid ourselves of the phenomenological fallacy we realize that the problem of
explaining introspective observations in terms of brain processes is far from insuperable.
We realize that there is nothing that the introspecting subject says about his conscious
experiences which is inconsistent with anything the physiologist might want to say about
the brain processes which cause him to describe the environment, and his consciousness
of that environment in the way he does. When the subject describes his experience by
saying that a light which is in fact stationary, appears to move, all the physiologist or
physiological psychologist has to do in order to explain the subject's introspective observations, is to show that the brain process which is causing the subject to describe his
experience in this way, is the sort of process which normally occurs when he is observing an
actual moving object and which therefore normally causes him to report the movement of
an object in his environment. Once the mechanism whereby the individual describes what
is going on in his environment has been worked out, all that is required to explain the
individual's capacity to make introspective observations is an explanation of his ability
to discriminate between those cases where his normal habits of verbal description are
appropriate to the stimulus situation and those cases where they are not and an explanation of how and why, in those cases where the appropriateness of his normal descriptive
habits is in doubt, he learns to issue his ordinary descriptive protocols preceded by a qualificatory phrase like 'it appears', 'seems', 'looks', 'feels', etc.
I am greatly indebted to my fellow-participants in a series of informal discussions on
this topic which took place in the Department of Philosophy, University of Adelaide, in
particular to Mr C. B. Martin for his persistent and searching criticism of my earlier
attempts to defend the thesis that consciousness is a brain process, to Prof. D. A. T.
Gasking, of the University of Melbourne, for clarifying many of the logical issues involved
and to Prof. J. J. C. Smart for moral support and encouragement in what often seemed a
lost cause.
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THE 'PHENOMENOLOGICAL FALLACY'A REPLY TO J. R. SMYTHIES
BY U. T. PLACE
Institute of Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford

In attempting to demonstrate the fallaciousness of my account of what I have called
(Place, 1956) the 'phenomenological fallacy', Smythies (1957) appears to have misunderstood what I meant by that term. He seems to think that on my view to come out with
a statement like 'there is a green image in O's mind' is to commit a logical fallacy.
Statements by themselves can be true or false, meaningful or meaningless, but only
arguments and inferences can be valid or fallacious. To commit a logical fallacy is to
draw a conclusion which is not justified or demanded by the premisses of the argument.
To say that an inference is fallacious is not to imply that the conclusion is necessarily
false, merely that it does not follow from the premisses.
The phenomenological fallacy in my sense is the fallacy of supposing, for example,
that the statement 'X looks green to O' commits us logically and inescapably to the
conclusion 'there is a green image in O's mind'. This is not to say that the statement
'there is a green image in O's mind' is logically untenable. It may be possible, as Smythies
points out) to develop a sort of sense-datum language in which the statement 'there is
a green image in O's mind' is used where we should normally say 'so and so looks green
to O'.
If such a language were generally adopted, there is a sense in which anyone who said
'X looks green to 0' would be committed on switching to the sense-datum language to
the statement 'there is a green image in O's mind', just as anyone who said ' the sky is
blue' would be committed on translating his remarks into French to the statement 'le
ciel est bleu '. But it would still be fallacious to deduce from the premisses 'images in the
mind are sometimes green', 'brain processes cannot be green' the conclusion 'images cannot
be brain processes', since words like 'green' in the sense-datum language would not mean
what they mean in our ordinary physical object language to which statements about
brain processes belong.
Another possibility which Smythies seems to be hinting at in the latter part of his
paper is that, although we cannot legitimately infer the real properties of images in the
mind from the apparent properties of things in the environment, we might conceivably
have other reasons, perhaps of an experimental nature, for adopting the view that there
is something literally green, i.e. green in the sense that grass, corroded copper and the
'Go' signal of the traffic light are green, in O's mind whenever something looks green to
him. If such a hypothesis were established beyond reasonable doubt on other grounds,
the inference from the apparent properties of things to the real properties of images in
the mind would no longer be a fallacy, since it would be supported by the major premiss
'whenever something appears to have a certain property, there is an image in the mind
which actually has that property'.
While this possibility must undoubtedly be conceded, it is difficult to see any reason
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for giving serious consideration to a hypothesis for which there is no empirical evidence,
which is inconsistent with the whole trend of scientific thinking and to which no precise
meaning has yet been given.
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MATERIALISM AS A SCIENTIFIC HYPOTHESIS
discussing the logical status of the thesis that sensations are
processes in the bra in , J.J. C. Smart1 contends that I was partly
right and partly wrong in maintaining that this thesis could and
should be interpreted as a straightforward scientific hypothesis. 2 He
argues that in so far as the issue is between a brain-process thesis
and a heart, liver, or kidney thesis the issue is empirical and can be
decided by experiment. But in so far as the issue is between materialism
on the one hand and epiphenomenalism, psycho-physical parallelism,
interactionism, and so forth, on the other, the issue is nonempirical.
I shall argue that Smart is partly right and partly wrong in maintaining
that the issue between the kind of materialism which both he and I
would wish to defend and the rival doctrines of epiphenomenalism,
psycho-physical parallelism, interactionism, and so forth, is a nonempirical issue.
In my own paper on this topic 3 I argued that there are certain
logical conditions which must be satisfied to enable us to say that
a process or event observed in one way is the same process or event
as that observed in (or inferred from) another set of observations
made under quite different conditions.4 In that paper I suggested
only one logical criterion, namely, that the process or event observed
in or inferred from the second set of observations should provide us
with an explanation, not of the process or event observed in the first
set of observations, but of the very fact that such observations are
made. I illustrated this point by comparing the case where the
movements of the sun and the moon observed astronomically are
used to explain the movement of the tides observed geophysically
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J. J. C. Smart, "Sensations and Brain Processes," Philosophical Review,

LXVIII ( I959), I4I-I56. The reference is to remarks on pp. 155-I56. I should
say that I am in substantial agreement with the remainder of Smart's paper.
U. T. Place, "Is Consciousness a Brain Process?," British Journal of
Psychology, XLVII (1956), 44-50.
3
Op. cit., pp. 47-48.
''.This problem is discussed in more general terms in two papers by H. Feigl.
In "The Mind-Body Problem," Revue Internationale de Philosophie, IV (I950),
reprinted in H. Feigl and M. Brodbeck (eds.), Readings in the Philosophy of
Science (New York, I953), pp. 6I2-626; the relevant passage will be found, in
the latter volume, from the bottom of p. 62 I to the top of p. 623. See also
pp. 438-445 of "The 'Mental' and the 'Physical,'" published in H. Feigl,
M. Scriven, and G. Maxwell (eds.), Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of
Science, II (Minneapolis, I958), pp. 370-497.
2
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with the case where observations interpreted in terms of the motion
of electric charges are used to explain, not a separate event called
"lightning," but the fact that we see and hear the sort of things we
do on a stormy night. 5 I would now want to add to this the rather
obvious additional criterion that the two sets of observations must
refer to the same point in space and time, allowing for such things as
the time taken by the transmission of light and sound, distortions in
the transmitting media, the personal equation of the observer, and
differences in the precision with which location is specified in the two
sets of observations.
For the purposes of the present argument it does not matter whether
this account of the logical criteria used to establish the identity of
an event described in terms of two different procedures of observation
is correct or not. What is important is that there must be some logical
criteria which we use in deciding whether two sets of correlated
observations refer to the same event or to two separate but causally
related events. The problem of deciding what these criteria are is a
logical problem which cannot be decided by experiment in any
ordinary sense of the term; and since we cannot be certain that the
criteria are satisfied in the case of sensations and brain-processes
unless we know what the criteria are, the issue is to that extent a
philosophical issue. Moreover, even if we agree on the nature of these
logical criteria, it is still open to the philosopher to question the
logical propriety of applying them in the case of sensations and
brain-processes.
For the sake of argument, however, let us assume that these
6 Feigl in Feigl and Brodbeck, op. cit., p. 623 top, gives another example,
that of temperature and molecular movement, which brings out the same
point, although Feigl's interpretation of it differs from my own. He distinguishes
between the identity of things observed under different conditions, as in the
case of the same mountain observed from different viewpoints by different observers (p. 622 near top), and the identity of concepts, as in the case of 2 8 and
v' 64 (p. 622 bottom). The identity of things is established empirically, while the
identity of concepts is established either deductively, as in the case of 2 8 and
V 64, or empirically, as in the case of temperature and molecular motion,
by the empirical verification of a scientific theory within which it is possible
to define one concept in terms of the other. I prefer to regard the temperature,
lightning, and sensation-brain-process cases as examples of a special variety
of the identity of things in which an identity is asserted between a state,
process, or event and the micro-processes of which it is composed. I suspect,
however, that the difference between Feigl's position and my own on this
point is not as fundamental as it appears at first sight.
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philosophical issues have been settled and that they have been settled
in favor of the materialist hypothesis. We now find ourselves faced
with a purely empirical issue, namely, whether there is in fact a
physiological process, be it in the brain, the heart, the liver, the
kidney or the big toe, which satisfies the logical criteria required to
establish its identity with the sensation process. As it happens, we
already know enough to be quite sure that, if there is such a process,
it must be situated in the brain, and even within the brain there
are extensive areas that can be ruled out with virtual certainty as
possible loci of consciousness-areas, for example, where brain lesions
produce motor disturbances without any change in consciousness
other than an awareness of the disability itself and emotional reactions
to the problems it creates. But the empirical problem is not, as Smart
seems to think, simply a matter of determining the precise anatomical
location of this physiological process. It is still an open question
whether there is, even in this. relatively circumscribed area, a process
which satisfies the logical criteria required to estahlish its identity
with the sensation process. 6 Even assuming that we know what these
criteria are and are satisfied that they are applicable in this case, we
cannot regard the question as finally settled until a process satisfying
the necessary criteria has been discovered or until we are sure that
we know enough about the brain to be certain that no such process
exists.
Until such time as this issue is settled by further psycho-physiological
research, materialism remains an empirical hypothesis-the hypothesis that there exists, presumably in the brain, a physiological
process which satisfies the logical criteria required to establish its
6 We certainly cannot say that a process has been
qiscovered which
satisfies the criteria I have suggested, that is, a process an understanding
of which enables us to explain the peculiarities of sensations, mental images, and dreams as reported by the individual in whom they occur.
We can, of course, explain a great many of the peculiarities of sensation
in terms of the stimulus pattern impinging on the receptors, the anatomy
and physiology of receptor organs, and the cerebral projection of afferent
nerve fibres; but what we want, if I am right, and what we have
not yet got, is the clear identification of a process in the brain· which
"incorporates" a relatively small part of the total stimulus pattern impinging
on the receptors at any one moment in the way that the sensation process
does, that is capable of assuming forms determined by factors endogenous to
the brain as in dreams and mental imagery, and that has the sort of function
in the individual's thought processes and his adaptation to his environment
which his sensations and mental imagery appear to have.
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identity with the sensation process. If this hypothesis is confirmed, the
need disappears for alternative theories designed to explain the
relationship between sensation, considered as an independent nonphysiological process, and the physiological processes with which it
is correlated. Theories like epiphenomenalism could then only be
made tenable by refusing to accept the logical criteria put forward
as establishing the identity of a process characterized by reference to
two entirely different observation procedures or their application to
the case of brain-processes and sensation. Given a solution of the
logical issues favorable to materialism, these theories can be ruled out
on empirical grounds in a way that Gosse's theory of creation 7 cannot
be ruled out.
In practice, of course, those who object to the materialist hypothesis
are much more likely, and indeed would be much better advised, to
make their stand among the logical issues I have mentioned than to
accept the logical criteria put forward as establishing the identity of
a physiological process with the sensation process and pin their hopes
on the failure of scientific research to discover a process satisfying
these criteria. It is among these philosophical issues that the real
battle will be fought. To this extent Smart is right when he says that
the issue between materialism on the one hand and epiphenomenalism,
psycho-physical parallelism, and so forth, on the other will not be
decided by a program of experimental research. But this does not
affect my contention that materialism can and should be treated as
a straightforward scientific hypothesis. It may be that the logical
criteria for establishing the identity of the object of two types of
observation are logically inapplicable to the case of sensations and
brain-processes. If so, I am just plain wrong in claiming that
materialism can be treated as a scientific hypothesis; but if the criteria
are applicable, I am right. I am not partly right and partly wrong.
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UNDERSTANDING THE LANGUAGE OF SENSATIONS

In a well known passage in the Philosophical Investigations
1
Wittgenstein, arGues that a private lan,s:uage the component words
.

.
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of which refer to the speaker's private exneriences could not be
understood by or explained to another person.
This argument has
.
2
been taken by some p h ilosophers,notably by Kenny as showing that
2

A.Kenny, Action, ~~otion and Vill. London,

Routledge & Kegan Paul,1963

there cannot be such a thing as a private experience or a private mental
event.
My concern in this paper is to def end the view that there
are such thinr;s as private experiences cJ.nd that we can and <lo describe
Consequently I am not concerned v :;_t :n t ~ Le qu ust ion as to whether
them.
or not this is a correct interpretation of Wittcenstein's view at the
time when he wrote Part 1 of the Philosophical Invcstip;ations.
It is
sufficient for my purposes that at least some reputable philosophers
should have thought that this arr;ument of Wittgenstein's, to;.~ether
with other ar~urnents to be found in the sections that follow it,
show either t~1at private experiences, as traditionally und-'rstood,
do not exist, or, if they do, that nothin g intellis ible can be said
a.bout them.

~ittzenstein

Kenny surmnarises the arr,ument which he attributes to
as follows:

"Any word purportinr; to be the Lame of something, observable only by
introspection, and merely causally connected with publicly observable
phenomena, would have to 2.cqui.re its meaning by a purely private
and uncheckable performance.

But no word could acquire a meaning

by such a performance; for a word only has meaning as part of a language;

and a language is something essentiu.lly public and shareable"

3

3

Kenny,

op. cit. p. 13.
The conclusion that lCenny quite properly draws from these

"'

premisses is that there is no way in which a word which p'rported
to refer to

'somethin~

observable only by introspection' could acquire

such a meaning; and hence that meaningful words like 'pain' which
have been traditionally interpreted in this way, have been misunderstood.
Since I believe that there are such things

·. as private experiences

"observable only by introspection and merely causally connected with
publicly observable phenomena" and that wor'ds like 'pain' , 'itch' ,
'throb' and 't in:~le' are tl'w names of such experiences,
~

it is clear that

clo not accept the conclusion that Kenny draws from the argument he

attributes to Wittgenstein.

But since I accept that the conclusion

follows logically from the premisses of argument, it follows that I
am committed to rejecting either one or both of the premisses

f-rom which

the concl.usion is derived.
I have no wish, however, to dispute tfi,2 tlwsis which Rppears
as the second pren:d.sses in the argument as stated by Kenny, where he
maintains that a word purporting to refer to a private experience
cannot be supposed to acquire its meaning by virtue of a private decision
to use the word to refer to a particular feature or aspect of the private
experience

of the individual concerned.

For to hold that words like

'pain' can and do acquire their meaning in this way would contradict
1
1
•
•
,
•
,
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U.T.Place, 'Is consciousness a brain process ?' British Journal of
Psychology, xlvii (1956), 44-50. The reference is to p.49
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to describe our own private experiences. In attempting to refute
what I called the'phenomenological fallacy', I argued that
"it is only after we have le<3.rnt to describe the thin~;s in our
enviromnent that we can learn to describe our consciousness of -them.
We describe our conscious experience ••.••• by reference to the actual
physical properties of the concrete physical objects, events and
processes which normally, though not perhaps in the present instance,
give rise to the sort of conscious experience which we are trying to
describe".
As will be apparent from this quotation, my quarrel is with
the first premiss of the ,1.rgument that Kenny attributes to Wittgenstein,
the thesis that any word"purporting to be the name of somethin~
observable only by introspection ••.••••••• would have to acquire its
meaning by a purely prive:1te and uncheckable performance." My
contention is that because the meaning of a ~10rd can only be explained
by pointing or referring to publicly observable features of the
common physical environment in which we all find ourselves, it does
not follow that the word in queation can only be understood as
ref erring to those publicly observable phenomena by reference to
which its meanine is explained. In my view there is no contradiction
involved in holding £.2..!!!. that words like 'pain' refer to a
private experience ~ that the meaning of the word 'pain' can only
be explained by reference to the :1)Ublicly observable concomitants
of pain.
On Kenny's interpretation of his argument Wittgenstein
is apparently committed to a view which, on the evidence of other
thin.zs he says in the Philoso_phical Inv(J.st i.·;at ions, it is difficult
to believe he would have seriously held,nrunely, the view that the only
way to explain the meaning of a word or expression is to point at the
object or phenomenon to which it refers.
In fact there is no word
or expression whose meaning can be explained in this way. It is
sometimes possible to explain to someone to what or to whom one is
refer"ring when using a proper name or what Strawson 1 has called
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a 'singular referring expression' by pointing to the object or person
in question; but in neither case ~muld it be natural to d~scribe this
as explaining the meaning of the proper name or the expression~
In the case of the proper name this is because proper names are not
words to wh:i.ch the concept of 'meaning' applies. Singular referring
expressions such as 'the hat I wore yesterday' do have meaning; but
their meaning is not the same thing as the object to which they refer.
The meaning of an expression like 'the hat I wore yesterday' is the
same regardless of who says it or the occasion on which it is said.
Its referent on the other hand, if it has one, will change frotn day
to day and from speaKer to spenker.
Learning the meaning of a word or expression, as Wittgenstein
repeatedly emphasises il". the !:,11iloso2hicaJ Investigations, is a matter
of learning a rule for the use of a word or expression in question.
In the case of a referring word or expression the rules with which we
are concerned are the rules governing the use of the word or expression
in ~uestion as a means of ref erring or dratving attention to some
recurring feature of the world that can appear in a uide variety of
different contexts.
The meaning of a ref erring word or expression can be taught

in a number of different ways .. One way is to give the kind of definition
which spells out in terms of a number of other words the criteria used
in deciding whether or not the term in question applies in a given case ••
For example the term 'bowler hat' might be defined as 'a hard hat
with a brim and rounded dome-like top'. In this case it makes sense
to say that the definition states the meaning of the word.
Another way of explaining the meaning is by ziving synonyms
as in a typical dictionary definition. In this case the synony.ms
can be said to 11avE~ the same or approxiJnately the same meaning as
the word defined, though they do not state the meaning as in the
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previous example. In both these cases the definition can only succeed
as an explanation of the meanin~ of the word or expression in so far as
the individual who is trying to learn the meaning already knows the
meaning of the words of which th·2 definition is composed.
It follows
from tl1is that definitions of either kind nre cf limited applicntion in
the acquisition of word meaninzs and can only be used once the individual
has acquired a substantial vocabulary which must have been learned
in some other way. One procedure whereby a child can be taught this
bu.sic voca:.mlary is the procedure that has been som<;whnt misleadingly
referred to by philosophers as 'ostensive definition'.
This is the
procedure in which the child is taught the rule for using a word as a means
of referrin~ to somethin~ by repeatedly pointing at instances to which it
applies or to which it can be used to refer.
To call this 'ostensive
definition' is misleading because it suggests that the object or
phenomenon to which the teacher points is part of the meaning of the word
in the way that 1 beinr; a hard hat' is part of the meaning of the term
'bowler hat' in a formal verbal definition. That this is not the case
is shown by the fact thu.t if instead of pointing physically at an instance,
we explain the meaning of a Hord by giving an instance referred to by
a singular referring expression, the sin~ular referrinG expression that

I

I ref e~'s t~ t~e instant will ~ot be part ~f ~he IDE-} aninr; o~ t~e word 1-vhose
meaning it is used to explain.
Thus '.1.f instead of pol.nt1ng at a bowler
hat, we explain the meaning of the term to a child by saying that it
is the sort of hat Uncle GcorGe wears when he goes to the office, it is
cloarly a matter of contingent fact and not a necessary truth that
the hat Uncle George habitually wears when he goes to the office is
a bowler, from which it follows that being the sort of hat Uncle George
habitually wears to the office is not part of the meanin~ of 'bowler hat'.
There are two morals that I wish to draw from this example.
The first is that no conclusions about the meaning of a word or eXI--l""'::ssion
can be drawn from a single instance to which attention is drawn in explaining its meaning. :hus if Uncle George 1 3 bowler happened to be black,
a child could as readily conclude from this example that the word'bowler'
was a synonym of 'black' as that it meant a :1at of a certain shape
and solidity.
11y second moral is that the function of the so-calletj
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ostensive definition is simply to draw the pupil'-s attention to an instance
of something to which the word in question applies, it is only by repeatedly drawing the pupil's attention to a number of such instances in a v~riety
of differ-ent settings that the pupil can, by the learning processes known
to the psychologists as generalisation and discrimination, gradually learn
to understand what the word means, at least to the extent of being able to
identify what it is that someone else is referring to when he uses the
word in question.
Wha.t are the implications of these conclusions for the case with
1ihich \.·Ji ttgenstein is concerned where a child learns the rv:IL:.:tning of a
sensation word like 'toothache'? In § 257 of Philosophical Invcstip;ations
Wittgenstein arr;ues that nif human beings showed no outward signs of pain
(did not groan,grirnace,etc.) ••••• it would be impossible to teach a child
the meaning of the word 'toothache' "· He then goes on to consider the
possibility that a child might teach itself the meaning of such a wor4
by a process of private ostensive definition, and he concludes that this
idea is a logical non-starter, because neither the child not anyone else
could ever know r-Jhether or not 11e (the child) was using the word correctly.
Now in the light of the above considerations we can probably agree that
a word like 'toot!.1ilChe' or, if not 'toothache' then certainly the more
fundemental concept of an 'ache' of 'pain' is the sort of basic word whose
meaning could not be explained to a child by means of a verbal definition
and would have to be explained by some kind of ostensive procedure. If,
howev.3r, pain is a pl"ivate experience which is 'observable only by
introspection' it follows that the teacher cannot in any literal sense
point cJ.t an instance to ~·Jhich the word 'pain' applies ,whether it be an
instance of his own or of his pupil's pain.Furthermore we can readily agree
with Wittgenstein in holding that it :makes nonsense to talk of a child's
teaching himself the meaning of the word 'pain' by private ostensive
definition.
Clearly if someone wants to teach a child the meaning of a word
that refers to a private experience the best he can do if he cannot
explain its meaning by definition is to draw the child's
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attention to instances of tnat experience by pointing to its publicly
observable concomitants.
Now one, though by no means the only
publicly observable concomitant of pain is characteristic behaviour
(groans, grimaces, etc.) that it ::!s s2ic1 to evQJ::e. Consequently one way
of explaining the meanin~ of 'pain' by the ostensive method would be
to point to someone, preferably the child who is learning the word,
·when he is di s playing this sort of behaviour. Horeover, if it were
the case, which it is not, that the behaviour it evokes were the
only publicly observable:: concomitant of pain, I think we can agree
with Witt genstein that if reople ceased to exhibit this behaviour,
it would rio longer be possible to explain to a child the meaning
of the word 'pain' by the ostcnsive method,
since on this hypothesis
there would no longer be anything to point to.
There is nothing, however, in this argument that requires us
to accept the contention that Kenny attributes to Wittgenstein to the
efff;Ct that private ostensive def~_nition is- the. only .
form of the ostensive method that could conceivably be used in explaining
the meanin~ of a word that refers to a kind of private experience.
This conclusion follows only if you suppose either tlLat there has to
be some logically necessary connection between the meaning of the word
and th e object or phenomenon to which the teacher points in explaining
its mean ing
or tha·t th e ob j c ct or phenomenon :t;hat is actually and
l i t er a lly pointe d a t must always be of somethinc to which the word
a p plies. In f a ct, as we have seen, there is no reason why we should
accept either of these assumptions. We have seen in the case of Uncle
\George and his bowler hat that, in so far as one can make sense of the
p otion of a logical connection between the meaning and an instance to
k hich it applies, there need be no such logical connection between the
..eaning of the word and the instance used to explain it.
We have also
hoted that the function of the pointing is merely to draw the pupil's
p.ttention to one of a number of instances to which the word applies,
~rom which follows the.t any device that ·will serve to call the pupil's
'
attention simultaneously to the word and instance to which it applies
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will satisfy the requirements.

In the case of private experiences,
of course, the only device that the teacher can use in order to
draw the pupil's attention to the relevant private experience is to
draw attention to its publicly observnble concomitants in the pupil's
own case;
but the fact that ti1::i_s rrocedure is necessn.rily indirect
does not mean that it is nccessar3-ly in.effective.
In § 270 of 1 Philos~>phical Investigatio:i-s
Wittgenstein
argues thu.t if tl~ere is a publicly observable phenomenon such as a
rise in blood pressure recorded on a raanometer which is inva1'iably
correlated with a private experience of the individual w~ich he designates
by means of the letter E,
thir::-: s;_gn (the letter E) can only ser•ve a
useful function in tl1e language p;cunc in su far as it serves to draw
attention to the outward concomitant with which the experience is
correlated (the rise in blood pressure recorded by the manometer).
This suggestes that Witt.r::;onstcin i:;rould argue that if the only way to
draw an individual's attention to a private exnerience of his J.s to
draw his uttention to a publicly observ21ble concomitant of that
experience, .it would be ii'Ilpossible to draw his attention to the
experience without at the same time drawing hi'.3 ci.ttention to the
publicly observable concomitu.nt. ~ 1-fo would, therefore ,have. no way
of knowing that the word question referred to the experience rather
·than the concomitant of th.:it experience ,and thus no way of learning to USE
E as a sign for the occurrence of the experience rather than as a
What
sign nec.:rning a rise in blood pr'f.:.!Ssurc on the manometer.
Wittgenstein does not seem to have appreciated, in formulating this
example, hmrnver, is that this situation would only arise in a case
such as he envisa,'._';es, whers the occur'rence of a particular priva.te
experience is correlated and, moreover, invariably correlated with
only one oublicly observable concomitant.

In fact sensations
'I•
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are correlated rather loosely wi.th an appreciable number of differ'ent
publicly observable concomitants. Pains, for' example, are cor!'elated
not only witl1 a number' of different behaviours such as groans,
grimaces and more complex forms of escape and avoidance Lehaviour
to which the pain stands in ±he relationship of cause to the behaviour
as effect; they are also correlated with publicly observable events
such as various kinds of tissue injury which are the causes of which
the pain is the effect.
By Rs sociating the word 'pain' with all these
· ' has its
·
·
di· f .Lerent concomitants, -.....i: eachofl\· .;ih:.cn
own sepaPate an d pecu 1 iar
designation, it is not difficult to see how an individual can soon
learn to eliminate all possible. alternative constructions and thus
come to use the word 'pain' as the name of the only feature common
to these nrnlti!'","1.riou~: situations as they apply to himself, namely
a particular variety of private experience that he has on such
occasions. He can only acquire this ability, of course, if he does in
fact have a distinctive experience which is correlated with the stand4rd
concomitants of pain, botl1 its causes and its effects, 5_n ·th2 :3tm1clard
way that pains are correlated with their publicly observable concomitants
in all member's of the human species who are normal in this respect.
.i::

•

At this point in the ar[~tuncmt ,however, Wittgenstein introduces
another objection aimed at discrediting or,perhaps one should rather
say, undermining our confidence in the belief that sensu.tion words
are the name;J of private experiences.
§ 271 he argues that if
In
pain is a particular kind of private experience, J_t is loeically possible
that someone might use the word 'pa.in"'in a •.-Ja-y fitt:Lng in with usual
symptoms and presuppositions of pain'anc~ ::;c·t bt.:: referring to a quite different experience each time; and in
§ 272 he argues that it is logically
possible - "thour;h unverifiable - that one section of mankind had
one sensation of red and another section another". The implication
here is that there is no means of knowing whether t11e private experience
that is supposedly referred to by a given word or expression is like
or unlike the experience ref erred to by that word by different people
or by the same individual on different occasions. There is therefore

-10no means of knowing whether or not the word is being used in the same
or in a different sense on different occasions; and a word, such as
this whose meaninr: can change from one occasion to another without
one being any the wiser can perform no usefullinr;uistic function; it ·
cannot serve to conununicate anythin.~.
As Wi tt.n;ens:tein puts it
" a wheel that can be turned thou~h nothing elr.;e moves
, is not part
of the mechanism 111 • In examining this argument we need to consider
separately the two cases that Wittgenstein gives
the one in i~1ich
O'Q•

cit.

§

271.

the word 'pain' refers to somethinf, different when used by the same
individual on different occasions and the one in which the word refers
to sor.wthing different when used by different people. The case ':lhich
Wittgenstein discusses in
§ 271
when someone uses the word 'pain'
a way fitting in with tl1e usual symptoms and presuppositions of pain~
but,nevertl1eless, uses it to refer to a different experience every time,
begs the question.
For if it is the case, as I for one believe it is,
that the word 'pain' refers to a narticular variety of private experience,
it follows that one of the ''presuppositions of pain" is the presupposition
that pain is a private experience all instances of which as they are
]experienced by a given individual h~ve that distinctive quality
characteristic of pain; and if this is one of the ~resuppositions
of pain, it follows that someone ·who uses 'pain' to refer to a set of

rin

experiences that do not have any such distinctive quality in common is not
using 'nain' in a way fittin~ in with its usual presuppositions
J.fovertheless it is not sufficient siuply to assert as a matter
of individual opinion that being a private expl~rience with the
distinctive quality characteristic of pain is one of the presuppositions
of pain.
Some evidence is required to show that this is how the word
is ordinarily used.
Wittgenstein implies that the word 'pain' is
ordinarily used in such a way that it can be just as easily construed
as referring to the publicly ollservable concomitants of pain as to any
supposed private experience underlying them. But if this were so,
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every occurrence of the standard concomitnnts of pain ought to be
a pain and there should be no differences b etween different kinds
of pain that cannot be accounted for in terms of differences in its
publicly observable. concomitants.
In fact it is not difficult to produce examples where these

principles do not hold.

Groanin~

and grimacing, for example, can occur
just as readily i1.nd without any element of pretence in response to a
sens.:i.tion like nausea which can be just as unpleasant as any pain, but is
not itself a form of pain. Nausea,of course, makes us want to vomit
which pains do not; but this is hardly a reason for refusing to call it
a pain.
The reason why we do not call nausea n pain is simply that
it feels different; and it is just tJ1is business of things feeling
different, lookin_rr different,soundinp; different, tasting different and
smelling diff erent that we are talking about when we use expressions
like 'immediate' or 'private' experience.
Similarly its being located
in one 's teeth is not the only or even tl1e essential difference between
toothache and other sorts of pain.
It makes sense to say of someone
that he felt a hot smarting pain in h i s tooth instead of the usual
cold bony feeling of toothache.
Thus in the first of T:Jittgenst~inls two cases where someone
uses the word 'pain' to l°'(::.r>: r to a different experience each time,
someone who used the word in this way would not be using it in the way

we oPdinarily u~Je it, because the r:ossibility of compar·ing onf.: pain ·
with another' and with o·ther exp eri{mces that are not pains with respect
to the way they feel to t:he person ~.J}lO hi.ls them is built into our
ordinary concept of 'pain'.
But c.:m

~rn

say in the second case that Hi ttgenstein discusses

in
§ 272, where it is suggested that ever yone might have a different
experience which he calls 'his pain' 01"' 'his sens at ion of red' , that
the possibility of compm'.'inG one person's pain or sensation of red with
1
_,
' s is
.
.
•
•
. '
ano _,1-.aer
a 1 so b· u1· 1 t 1nto
t.le
presuppositions
o f concep t s 1.J_ ]--,e ' pain
or 'the sensation of red '2
I think \Je can.
1

1
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As I see it we know perfectly well that different people
have similar experiences under similar circumstances; and when they
do not, we usually know that thC::y do not. The argument that we cannot
know whether other people's experiences are like or unlike our own
Pests on thc. fallacious assumption that the only way to compare
two experiences is to have both of them.
We certainly cannot compare
two experiences had by different individuals in the way we compare
the appeci.rances of two things we are looking; at simultaneously.
Nor can we compare them as we compare the appearance of something
we are looking at now with t}ie appearance of somethinr; we looked at
on a previous occasion. But these are not the only ways in which
we can compare thinr;s. We can compare the experiences of two
different people, I suggest, in the sort of way that we might compare
two towns ;-Tith respect to their position in the economy of their
respective countries, or two individuals with respect to the positions
they occupy in different organisations. We can compare them, (a) with
respect to the environmental conditions that normally prevail when
the individual has an experience of the kind in question and which
serve to characterise it, and (b) with resr-ect to its likeness to
and difference from other exp0riences of the same individual.
Ny toothache is li}:e is like your toothache and unlike all

other experiences of yours in that it is a sensation produced in bad
cases of tooth decay and in the course of dental operations.
You may say that in this r(;spect it is only hy definition that my tooth.ache is like your tootl1achc; but what is the force of 'only' here.
In any case my toothache need not be like yours only by definition.
It is true of my toothache tha.t it is more like the aches that I
feel in my muscles and joints and in my head, than the smarts and stings
that I feel on the surface of my sLin.
It also bears a strong
resemblance to the Gensation of cold that I get.
It may or may
not be true of your toothache that it is related to other sensations
of yours in this way. I should have to ask you to find out. But
if it is, this 5_s a respect in which it is not analytic to say that
my toothache is like your toothache.

-13It may be objected that all we knmJ from this is that two
experiences had by different people when their sense organs are stimulated
in the same way stand in the same sort of relationship of likeness
and difference to other experiences that the same individuals have
under other conditions of st imula·tion; it tt;lls us nothing about the
intrinsic likeness or difference of the two experiences.
But what is
this 'intrinsic' likeness and difference? Does it make sense to talk
in this way? If two things are alike or unlike, they must be alike or
unlike in some respect. In ;.-1hat other respect can an experience of
mine be like or unlike an experience of yours ? Similar to mine as mine
is like other experiences of mine? But my experiences are like and unlike
one another with respect to the way they feel to me. How can an
experience of younbe like an experience of mine with respect to the
way it feels to me, since I cannot feel it?
Let us suppose,however, that there is such a thing as this
intrinsic likeness and difference between the experiences of different
people, and that we just do not have any means of discovering whether
t1vro experiences of different peoples are siinilar in this respect.
Does it matter for the purposes of the arguraent we are considering
that we do not know whether or not two experiences are alike in this
respect? The argument is tha.t i.f we have no means of knowing whether
or> not two experiences are alike, the1.,e is no means of knowing whether
the vmrd used to ref er to both of them refers to the same sort of
thing.
If we knew nothing about these two experiences except that they
were experiences that someone was having at some time, this argument
would carry weight.
But, as we have seen, we can usually specify at
least two respects in which the experiences are alike or different; and
if two things are alike in the only respects in which they can be known
to be alike, what is the point of s·aying that the word or phrase that
is used to refer to the may refer to something quite different in the two
cases?
He can understand the word 'chair', and understand it in the
$ame sense, when it is used to refer to items of furniture that we know
differ in a great many respects. h1hat, then, is the point of saying
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that words that refer to experiences cannot be understood~ because
things to which they refer may differ• in a respect in which it is
logically impossible for us to know whether they differ or not?
To conclude, Wittgenstein's 'beetle' in the box ( § 293)
has no place in the language game, because there is nothing that
each person can say about his own 'beetle', except that it is a 'beetle'.
"It would be quite possible for everyone to have something different
in his box'!.
Sensations are not like this. In ordinary speech there
are various things we can say about them, and thus compare :our own
with other people's with respect to those features that we can
specify. At first sight the situation in which we refer to sensations by
a name given to that kind of sens4tion instead of by description,
seems parallel to Wittgenstein's example; but in his example there
is only one 'beetle' in each box, which stays there all the time,
whereas each of us has innucerable sensations ~hat appear, disappe~r
and reappear in a lawful and predictable relation to one another and
the circumstances outside the box, and the principles governing
this appearance, disappearance and reappearance are very much the same
for all of us. It is this lawful and predictable relation of sensations
to their publicly observable concomitants that makes the communication
of private experience possible.
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When I was asked to comment on a paper by Putnam entitled
"Psychological Predicates," I expected to find myself discussing a
paper dealing with the problems of how far there is any characteristic or set of characteristics which distinguish psychological predicates from predicates of a non-psychological kind. I have always
assumed, at least since first reading Ryle's The Concept of lvfi11d, that
mental or psychological predicates are an extremely heterogeneous
collection and that any theory which purports to hold good for
psychological predicates in general would be difficult to sustain.
I was therefore somewhat surprised to find not only that Putnam
was confining his discussion to one very special kind of psychological
predicate, namely 'pain' predicates, but also that he was apparently
assuming that conclusions which are arguably true of pain statements can be readily extended to cover psychological predicates in
general.
Putnam begins by distinguishing three typical questions which
concern the philosopher of mind: "(1) How do we know that other
people have pains? (2) Are pains brain states? (3) What is the
analysis of the concept of pain?" He then says that he proposes to
confine his discussion to the second of these questions. This is
unfortunate. For had he devoted some time to the analysis of the
concept of pain, he might have avoided discussing the relative
merits of three theories about pains, namely that they are brain
states, functional states, and behavioral dispositions, all three of
which in my view are false-false because pains are not states and
hence cannot be brain states, functional states, or behavioral
dispositions.
Putnam refers to the theory he discusses according to which pains
are brain states as a theory some philosophers have held. He does
not say which philosophers; but one gathers from a reference to
Smart at one point that he is referring to a view which I put forward
in an article in the British Journal of Psychology in 1956 and which was
defended by J. J. C. Smart in an article in Philosophical Review in
1959.1 My thesis in that paper was not the thesis that statements
1 U. T. Place, "Is Consciousness a Brain Process?," British Journal of Psychology,
XLVII, 1956, pp. 44-50. J. J. C. Smart, "Sensations and Brain Processes,"
Philosophical Review, LXVIII, 1959, pp. 141-156. Both papers are republished in
The Philosopl!Y of Mind, ed. V. C. Chappell, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962.
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like "pain is a brain state" are logically defensible. I do not think
they are and did not think so when I wrote the paper. The view
I was defending and the view which Smart defends in his paper is
that statements like "having a pain is a process in the brain" are
logically defensible, and I emphasize the word 'process.' The theory
as I understand it is a theory about mental processes, not a theory
about mental states, and having a pain on this view is a mental
process, not a mental state. And if it is not a mental state it cannot be
a brain state.
It may be argued in Putnam's favor that there is a sense of 'state'
in which having a pain is a state. We might say that being in pain
is an unpleasant state to be in. Nevertheless we do not speak of
having a pain as a state of mind. Being in pain can and usually does
have devastating effects on an individual's state of mind, but it is
not itself a state of mind. A state of mind is the sort of thing that RyleZ
has called a short term tendency or disposition. Examples of states
of mind are emotional states such as elation, depression, excitement,
anger, fear, disgust, embarassment, jealousy, boredom, weariness,
and nostalgia; moods of various kinds, such as reflective, cheerful,
irritable, joking, and garrulous; short term propositional attitudes
such as expecting, doubting, and intending; and abnormal states of
consciousness such as confusion, disorientation, and delirium. States
of mind are like mental processes and unlike mental capacities, traits
of character, and other long-term tendencies and dispositions in that
it is possible to distinguish fairly clearly defined periods of time during which they are and are not the case. And as \.Yittgenstein3 has
pointed out they share with mental processes the property of being
continuously the case from their beginning to their end.
Mental states differ from mental processes, that is from sensations,
experiences, thoughts, mental pictures, dreams, and the like, in that
although they are continuously the case from their beginning to
their end, they cannot be said to be continuously going on. It is this
characteristic of being something of which it makes sense to say
that it is going on continuously from its onset to its offset that
differentiates mental processes 4 from other mental occurrences and
conditions. It is closely connected with another logical feature of
1

G. Ryle, The Concept of Mind, London, 1949, pp. 95-97.
L. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, Oxford, 1953, p. 59, footnote (a).
•It will be appreciated that the term 'mental process' is being used here in a
technical sense. In its ordinary use, in so far as it has one, the term 'mental process'
is roughly equivalent to 'thinking' in the activity sense of that term. The use of a
technical term to characterize this particular variety of mental occurrences seems
unavoidable. There are a number of other technical terms to be found in the
philosophical and psychological literature which embrace approximately the
aame range of concepts-'experience,' 'consciousness,' 'conscious experience,'
'1cnsations,' 'raw feels,' etc. All of them are in one way or another misleading.
1
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mental processes, namely their logical connection with mental
activi ty verbs. Thus for every expression in which an individual is
said to have a men tal process there is a corresponding verbal
ciqJression in which he can be said to do what he other wise h as, and
the doing is a n activity kind of doing. I can both have thoughts a nd
think, have dreams and dream, have a mental pictw·e and visualize,
have a sensation and pay attention to it, and my thinking, dreaming,
visualizing, and a ttending are all things I can be engaged in doing.
Most m ental states, on the other hand, are expressed in an adjeclival
rather than in a verbal form. They are things people are said to be
or to be in, rather than things they have or do. And in the case of
propositional attitude states where we do use the verbal form,
where one can both have intentions and intend, have doub ts and
doubt, have expectations and expect, the verb is not an activity
verb. Expecting, doubting, and intending are not things one can be
engaged in doing.
Another difference between mental states and mental processes is
that mental states are in an important sense less private than are
mental processes. They are shown and expressed in behavior in a
way that mental processes are not. I can express my intention or my
anger, or show m y confusion, or wha t I expect, in what I say or do.
Philosophers often talk about the behavioral expressions of pain, as
if pain was expressed in behavior in the way that a nger is expressed.
We might say "he expressed the pain he felt at this disappointment,"
using 'pain' in a derivative sense in which it serves to characterize a
state of distress; but we never say "he expressed the pain he felt in
his big toe." Nor do we say that he showed the pain in his toe. That
sort of pain can't be shown. What we show in our behavior is that
we are in pain. We betray the fact, we do not express it. True we
can express our 'thoughts, but we do not express them in our
behavior or in what we say-we express them in words.
If mental processes cannot be expressed in what we say and do
in the way that mental states can, by the same token mental states
cannot be described by their owner in the way that mental processes
can. I can describe what it is or was like to have a particular
sensation or experience, what my after images, mental pictures,
or dreams are or were like. It makes no sense to ask me to describe
what it is like to have an intention or to expect something. It makes
some sense to ask me to describe what it was like to be angry or
confused, but if you ask me to do so, what I describe are the sensations and thoughts that I had at the time, not the anger that was
expressed or the confusion that was shown in my thoughts, in what I
said and in my behavior.
The distinction between mental states and mental proces;;es
may seem a fine one, but it is a distinc~ion which is vital to the
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theory of psycho-physical identity in the form in which I hold it.
To explain why this is so, it may be helpful to say something about
the reasons which originally led Smart and myself to formulate this
view. I cannot speak for Feigl 5 here who came to hold a very
similar view independently by a rather different route.
At the time when this thesis was being hammered into shape at the
University of Adelaide, both Smart and myself were strongly
influenced by Ryle arid The Concept of Mind. Both of us, though for
slightly different reasons, wanted to get rid of the notion of extraphysical mental states and processes.
We both thought that Ryle's dispositional theory had effectively
and permanently knocked the ghost out of such concepts as "intelligence," "knowledge," "comprehension," "memory," "belief,"
and "motives"; but we were worried about the apparently irreducibly subjective character of another group of concepts clustering
around the notions of "sensations," "dreams,'' and "mental
images." We were aware of\rVittgenstein's 6 attempt to reduce pain
to pain behavior but were unconvinced by it, although Smart's
adoption of the identity thesis was delayed by a feeling that it
might somehow prove possible to develop a more defensible version
of the Wittgensteinian view.
Admittedly we did not consider Putnam's functional-state theory
in this connection, not merely, I think, because it was not then
available, but because we did not think we needed a theory to do
the job which in my view the functional-state theory does. As I see
it, the functional-state theory is a theory designed to meet objections
to a behavioral-disposition theory of mental states, capacities,
and tendencies similar to those which Putnam outlines in his paper
against a behavioral-disposition theory of pain. The objections to
Ryle's dispositional theory of mental states, capacities, and tendencies are now well known, but in the early nineteen fifties they
were only faint whispers and we did not seriously consider them.
We were concerned not with the inadequacy of the dispositional
theory in those cases where it appears at first sight to provide a
reasonably plausible and convincing account, but with those cases
where Ry!e himself makes no attempt to apply it and, as in the case
of sensation, 7 has to apologize for falling in with what he calls
"the official story." And the reasons which led us (and Ryle presumably) to reject the dispositional account in the case of sensations,
mental images, and dreams, namely their episodic and describable
character, would, I am convinced, have led us to reject the functionala H. Feig I, "The 'Mental' and the 'Pl-iysical' ,"in .Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy
of ScicncM, Vol. II, eds. H. Feig! el al., Minneapolis, 1958, pp. 370·497.
a Wittgenstein, op. cit. , paragraphs 367, 370.
7 Ryle, op. cit., p. 200.
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state theory as applied to these concepts had we considered it at the
time. Certainly nothing that Putnam has said convinces me that the
objections which convinced us that the dispositional theory of
sensations will not do, do not apply with equal force to the functionalstate theory.
I am conscious at this point that I may be overstating my case in
that what I mean by a functional-state theory may not in fact be
what Putnam means by a functional-state theory. Indeed I am
inclined to think that there are two functional-state theories or,
as I should prefer to call them, a functional-state theory and a
functional-process theory, and that what is wrong with Putnam's
paper is that he confuses the two. He is led into this confusion, I
suggest, partly by a sense of the word 'state' in which it can quite
properly be used to refer to the condition of continuous process at a
specific point in time, the sort of thing that is caught by a still
photograph of a moving object, and partly by the discontinuous
step-like character of the operations carried out by the sort of
electronic hardware on which his theoretical model is implicitly
based, and in which it differs markedly from the continuous streamlike character of such biological processes as consciousness or
the circulation of the blood. This confusion is reflected in his
presentation of what I should prefer to call a functional-process
theory of pain as an alternative to and hence, by implication, as
incompatible with the psycho-physical identity thesis.
As I see it, it is not the functional-process theory which is incompatible with the psycho-physical identity thesis, but another theory,
the functional-state theory proper. The functional-process theory,
which is the sort of theory, I think, Putnam is trying to develop,
can in principle be made to yield a valid account of pain and other
mental processes. This theory, I shall argue, is in no way incompatible with and is in fact complementary to the psycho-physical
identity theory. The functional-state theory proper, which is
incompatible with psycho-physical identity, provides an excellent
account of mental states, capacities, and tendencies; but it fails as an
account of pain and other mental processes. Since, however, the
psycho-physical identity theory is not intended to cover mental
states, capacities, and tendencies, there is no conflict between the
two theories provided each is restricted to its proper domain.
Since I am not as familiar as Putnam is with Turing machines and
probabilistic automata and how one ought to talk about them, I
propose, in stating the difference between these two theories to use
the analogy of a machine that I do know how to talk about, namely,
the automobile. Automobiles lack a great many features which
human beings possess, but like any functioning system they have
what I want to call functional states or performance characteristics

--~-----
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and they have functional processes going on inside them, and these
are different. A functional state in my sense is a performance
characteristic like the ca.r's horsepower. Performance characteristics
like horsepower provide a very good conceptual analogy in my
view not only for capacities like knowledge and intelligence, but
also for tendencies like beliefs and motives. Like an individual's
beliefs and motives a car's horsepower determines the way it
behaves when driven in a way which it is not quite natural to
describe as causal; and it is just about as implausible to suggest that
horsepower statements are reducible to a complex set of hypothetical statements aboul how the car would behave in an indeterminate variety of situations as it is to say this about belief and
motive statements.
It is less easy, perhaps, to find a convincing analogy for mental
states in the automobile, since automobiles do not generally exhibit
the phenomenon of spontaneous recovery from changes in their
performance characteristics, apart from those, such as ease of
starting, which vary with the weather. Nevertheless, it makes sense
to talk of carbon deposits in the cylinder head or a dragging brake
as altering the performance characteristics of the machine, even
though these changes have no special names and cannot normally
be reversed without recourse to surgery.
The important thing about functional states considered as
performance characteristics of the machine is that they are characteristics of the whole functioning unit under consideration, and
not of its individual parts. The perfo!'mance characteristics depend,
of course, on the ph}'sical dimensions and characteristics of the
machine; but the horsepower is not the same thing as the constructional feature on which it depends. Clearly if we apply this analogy
to mental states, capacities, and tendencies we do not want to say
that they are the ph ysical states of the brain microstructure. The
most we could possibly want to claim is that they are characteristics
of the individual as a functioning unit which he has by virtue of the
current state of the microstructurc of his brain.
Now there are some philosophers, and I am not altogether clear
whether Putnam is one of these, who want to say that having a
pain is a performance characteristic of the whole person and not of
any one of its parts in the way that the horsepower of a car is a
clrnracteristic of the machine as a whole or at least of the engine as a
whole and not of any of its individual parts. But if, as I have argued,
having a pain is a process, this cannot be right. The only processes
that can apply to the car as a whole are its actual movements,
accelerating, turning corners, slowing down, etc. These surely
correspond to the individual's overt behavior; and having a pain or
a dream, with all due respect to the Wittgenstein.ians, is not primarily
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a matter of overt behavior. Nor does Putnam want to say that it is.
But if having a pain is a process and is not the overt behavior of the
system as a whole, the only sort of process it can be is a process
involving some specific part or parts of the coutrolling machinery.
In terms of the automobile analogy, it must be, to use an t!Xample
which I owe to Putnam himself in conversation, something like
the pumping process which occues iu lht: cars fuel pump. r ow it is
pcrfectJy true, as Putnam, I think, would want to point out, that we
can specify this pumping process in terms of its functional properties
in the totaJ system without saying anything about its physical
realization. vVc can characterize the pumping process in functional
terms without knowing anything about the size 01· other physical
charact ristics of the actual pump involved and its precise physical
location within the machine as a whole. But this docs not mean that
we cannot go on to ask ·what form the physicaJ realization actually
takes and where it is physically located. It always makes sense to
ask what the physicaJ realization and physical location of a functionally defined process are in a given case, in a way that it does not
make sense lO ask for a specification of the physical realization
and physical location of a performance characteristic such as horsepower.
Furthe1more, the functionally defmed process and its physical
realization are not two independent causally related things in the
way tbat a performaQce characteristic and the structural characteristics on which it depends are two independent causally related
things. It is true that the functional descriptjon of a process is only
contingently related to the description of its physical realization.
Fuel pumps differ in design and in the details of their construction,
although they all have the same functional description in relation to
the machine as a whole, and no conclusi ns about the design or
position of the fueJ pump of my car follow from the statement that it
has one. But this does not mean thac the physical description and
the functional description refer to two different things, and no one
but a Platonist would think that they did.
I have a great deal of sympathy with Putnam's attempt to
construct a machine model in terms of which it is possible to specify
in functional terms what is involved in someone's having a pain.
Where I cannot agree with him is in claiming that his theory is an
alterna.tive hypothesis which is somehow incompatible with the
psycho-physical identity hypothesis. I would prefer to regard this
type of enterprise as one of the essentiaJ steps in a program designed
to give some empirically testable substance to the psycho-physical
id~ntity hypothesis. I have spoken in the past8 of the materialist
1 U. T. Place, "Materialism as a Scientific Hypothesis," Philosophical Review,
LXIX, 1960, pp. 101-104.
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thesis as a scientific hypothesis, and I still believe that in an important sense this is right; but as it stands it is more in the nature of a
proposal or "schematon," to use Putnam's term, for the construction
of hypotheses than an actual hypothesis. We can see this if we ask
the Popperian question, "What evidence would count against it?"
Clearly, as it stands, we should have to know all that there is to know
about the brain before we could be certain that it contains nothing
which satisfies the logical criteria that have to be satisfied in order
for us to be able to say that this brain process is that mental process;
and how would we ever know that we knew all that there was to
know? Only when we can formulate hypothese~ which assert the
identity of specific mental processes with specific brain processes,
do we have a genuine scientific theory which is susceptible to
empirical disconfirmation. And it is only when we begin to specify
in precise functional terms what sort of processes these might be,
that it becomes at all possible to make concrete suggestions as to
their possible physical realizations.
Our present situation is rather like that of a man who is trying to
work out from the way it performs, from the noises that it makes,
and from a superficial inspection of the working parts, how an
automobile works. Above the din of the motor he hears from time to
time what he identifies as a pumping noise and wants to know
where and what it is that is doing the pumping. He cannot locate
the sound because of the background noise and all he has to go on is
the hypothesis that there is some kind of pump operating. So he
follows Putnam and starts to construct a theory of how such a thing
as an automobile might work and what function a pump might have
in such a system. Once he hits on the notion that a system such as
this would require a pump to pump fuel from the fuel reservior
to the fuel injection system and can locate the fuel tank and fuel
injection system with a fair degree of certainty, he knows where to
look to find the fuel pump. But if he followed Putnam's advice he
would not attempt to locate the fuel pump for fear that his first
hypothesis might turn out to be v.rong. He would have to remain
satisfied with the tantalizing knowledge that somewhere in the
machinery there must be one.
Putnam argues that one of the virtues of his theory, as compared
with the psycho-physical identity theory, is that it is consistent with
any number of possible theories about the nature of the physical
realization of pain conceived as a functional state, including dualism,
which he interprets as the view that pains "qua" functional states
have "transphysical realizations." I have two comments 9 to make
1 I owe the suggestion that I should comment on this part of Putnam's paper to
Professor R. N. Smart.
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about this contention. In the first place the psycho-physical identity
theory considered as a philosophical thesis is no less consistent with
any hypothesis about the physical realization of mental processes
than is a theory such as Putnam's. For the psycho-physi.cal identity
theory considered as a philosophical thesis is not the thesis that
sensations, etc., are brain processes; it is the thesis that this statement
makes sense, not the thesis that it is true. What is maintained is that
this is a scientific hypothesis which, like any scientific hypothesis,
may turn out to be false.
Vve have already seen that there are problems in specifying the
evidence which would constitute a decisive disconfirmation of the
hypothesis. Nevertheless, supposing for the sake of argument that
we did have good reasons for thinking that we had examined all the
possible physical realizations in terms of brain activity that could
conceivably be suggested, and shown that none of them satisfied the
relevant criteria which would enable us to identify them as the
sensations reported by the subject, we would then be forced to
concluc1e that the hypothesis is false . And if the hypothesis, although
sensible, is nevertheless false and there are no other physical
processes which could conceivably be identified as the mental
processes in question, we should then have no alternative but to
conclude that some form of dualism must be true. How we could
ever hope to formulate a dualistic hypothesis in such a way that it
would become empirically disconfirmable, in the way that I have
suggested the brain process hypothesis can and should be made
empirically disconfirmable, is beyond me. This, howeve·r, is a
problem that can safely be left until we find ourselves forced by the
empirical evidence into the situation of having to adopt such a
theory, a situation which is not likely to arise in the forseeable
future, if it arises at all.
The fact that the psycho-physical identity thesis has the same
implication in this respect as Putnam's functional-state or, as I
should prefer to call it, functional-process theory su·ongly suggests
that this theory is not so much an alternative to the psycho-physical
identity thesis as another way of saying the same thing. But if so,
and this brings me to my second comment, there is something wrong
with Putnam's contention that the functional-state (process)
theory is an empirical hypothesis. For it is only. in the capacity of a
philosophical thesis that the psycho-physical identity thesis is
compatible with dualism, which would suggest that in so far as it is
consistent with dualism the functional-state (process) theory is
likewise a philosophical thesis rather than an empirical hypothesis.
There is, in any case, something rather implausible about an
alleged scientific hypothesis which is going to be right however the
facts turn out. Immunity from empirical disconfirmation is not as
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Putnam seems to think a virtue in a scientific theory, though it may
be a virtue in a philosophical one.
What Putnam is doing, I suggest, is giving us an analysis or
elucidation of the concept of pain in terms of a machine model.
The facts which would count against his theory are not psycbo\ogical
facts or neurophysiological facts; they are logical or perh'aps we
should say linguistic facts, facts about the use of the word 'pain.'
The theory he outlines in his paper is an account of what a machine
would have to be like for us to be able to ascribe pain to it. And it is
the contention implicit in this enterprise that machines are conceivable to which the concept of pain can be properly ascribed,
which would appear to be logically equivalent to the contention of
the psycho-physical identity theorist that statements like "having a
pain is a brain process" makes sense.
For if it makes sense to ascribe pain to a mechanical system and
the brain is such a system, as it clearly is, then it must make sense to
ascribe pain to the brain. And as we have seen, to say that it makes
sense to ascribe pain to the brain is not to say that pain actually is
something going on in the brain, only that it may be.
The conclusion that Putnam is providbg a conceptual elucidation
of the concept of pain, rather than developing a scientific hypothesis,
appears at first sight to have some embarrassing consequences.
For if what he is doing in describing a machine to which the concept
of "having a pain" could be properly ascribed, it would seem to
follow that the only sense in which having a pain could be said to
be the relevant functional state of the machine would be a sense
in which this is analytically true. And to say this would be to say
that the functional description means the same as the pain statement,
which is plainly false.
I suggest that in order to defend the validity of Putnam's enterprise we need to draw a distinction between two things which I
propose to call "a conceptual analysis" and "a conceptual
elucidation." By "a conceptual analysis" I mean a set of statements
which taken together jointly assert all that is asserted and only what
is asserted by the anafysandum. In this case the anarysans is offered as a
translation. of the analysandum, and the meaning relation between
them is symmetrical. The anarysans expresses everything that theanarysandum expresses and vice versa. It may be doubted whether
there are any statements which are susceptible to conceptual
analysis in this sense; but on any view there must be at least some
that are not, and it seems very possible that pain statements are a
case in point. It may nevertheless be the case that there are statements which are not susceptible to conceptual analysis, which are
susceptible to what I want to call "conceptual elucidation." In
doing what I call "conceptual elucidation" a piece of theoretical
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apparatus is constructed in the Putnamian manner in terms of
which it is possible Lo assert all that is asserted by the elucida11dum.
In this case, however, the elucidans does qot assert only what is
asserted by the clucidanr.'um, ince it will have implications deriving
from the lheoretical apparatus in which it is embedded which the
elucidandum does not have. The elucidans, in so far as it is correct,
expresses everything that the elucida11d11m expresses, but not vice
versa. The meaning relation between them is asymmetrical.
lfI am right in this interpretation of Putnam's enterprise, we have
here another remarkable parallel between Putnam'!! theory and
the psycho-physical identity thesis. It is sometimes argued in
objecting to the psycho-physical identity view that if something A is
identical with something else B, anything that is predicable of A
must be predicable of B and vice versa. It is then objccted 10 that
sensations cannot be idc:nlical with brain processes, since rhere are
things which can be predicated of sensations that cannot be predicated of brain processes, and things that can be predicated of
brain processes that cannot be predicated of sensations. Now it is
not difficult to show that there are things predicable of brain
processes-the number and location of the neurons, the nature of
the physico-chemical processes involved, etc.-which are not predicable of mental processes. It is much more difficult to show that
sensations have properties that brain processes could not have. I
have argucd 11 that there is no case for ascribing properties to
sensations which brain processes could not have, provided we
remember that the properties we are talking about are the pr_o perties
of the process of having or e.xperiencing a given sensation, rather
than the properties of the sensations themselves treated as if they
could somehow exist independently of someone's experiencing or
having them; and I have yet to see a convincing refutation of this
contcntion. 12 To show that there are properties predicable of
having sensations which cannot in principle be predicated of brain
processes would undoubtedly constitute a decisive refutation of
10
Sec for example James W. Cornman, "The Identity of Mind and Body,"
Joumal of Pliifosophy, LIX, 1962, pp. 486-492.
11
"Is Consciousness a Brain Process? " pp. 49-50 in the original article and
pp. 108-109 in Chappell, op. cit.
11 The most difficult objection to meet is that of Kurt Baier ("Smart on Sensations," Australasia11 Joumal of Phifosophy, XL, 1962, pp: 57-68), who argues that
privacy is a property of mental processes that brain processes in principle cannot
have. Ba·icr's objection is best met, I suggest, by pointing out that the privacy of
mental processes is not a property. It is merely the absence of a properry (public
observability) which is in some sense predicable of brain processes. Of the adjectives listed by Cornman, op. cit., p. 490 only 'intense,' 'unbearable,' and 'fading'
arc predicable of the experience itself. I find no difficulty in predicating these of
brain processes.
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the thesis in the form in which I hold it, since the hypothesis that
the experiencing of this sensation is that brain process could only
be verified by showing that the relevant brain process has all the
properties that the mental process has. It is not, however, an
objection to the thesis in the form in which I held that the brain
processes have, as they clearly do have, properties that the mental
process does not have.
What many people who discuss the psycho-physical identity
thesis seem to overlook is that the identity relation that is being
asserted between brain processes and mental processes is not a
symmetrical relationship of equivalence. The thesis is that mental
processes are brain precesses and nothing else, but not the thesis that
certain brain processes are mental processes and nothing else.
Clearly any brain process that might be identified as being a given
mental process would have many other properties besides being
that mental process, just as an electric discharge through the
atmosphere has many other properties besides being lightning.
We do not want to say that an electric discharge through the
atmosphere is lightning and nothing else; nor do we want to say
that the old packing case is his table and nothing else, although
we do or might want to say the converse. For this reason it is
somewhat misleading to talk about the putative relationship
between mental process and brain processes as a relationship of
identity, particularly when addressing oneself to those who are
accustomed to the notion of identity used in formal logic. In my
original paper on this subject I referred to the "is" that relates
lightning to electric discharge and which I wanted to say could
sensibly be said to relate consciousness and brain processes as an "is"
of composition. rather than as an "is" of identity ;13 and this still
seems to me a much better way of stating the thesis. 14
11

"Is Consciousness a Brain Process?," pp. 45-46 in the original article and
in Chappell, op. cit.
u Professor J. J. C. Smart (personal communication) argues that once an
identification of this kind becomes a mauer of established scientific fact it becomes
possible to apply to the original ordiDary discourse concept all the prcdicatel which
arc applicable to ihc scientific concept with which il has been identified, and that
therefore the relationship is a genuine symmetrical identity and not, as I have
arglted, an 'asymmetrical relationship in which 1he predicates applicable to the
ordinary discourse concept apply 10 the scientific concept, but not vice versa.
Consideration of cases such ns "lightning is an electri c discharge through the
atmosphere," "tempcralurc is the ampliiudc of atomic motion," and "water is
H 10" suggests that Smart is right in his contention that once the identification
becomes a matter of established scien1ific fact, there nre no predicates predicable
of the scien iific concept which a scientist, at least, would be unwilling to apply to
the ordinary discourse concept. I would maintain, however, that when and in so
far as this state of affairs is reached, the ordinary discourse concept h-as undergone
a definite change of meaning in the direction of assi1nilation to the scientific
pp.
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To stress the asymmetry of the identity that is being asserted
here is also to my mind a much better way than the method Putnam
adopts of meeting the objection that to assert identity between pains
and brain processes or between pains and the functional states of a
probabilistic automaton involves a change in the ordinary meaning
of the word 'pain.' Putnam tries to dodge this objection, to which
his theory is ac; much exposed as is the psycho-physical identity
theory, by saying that we have no precise criteria for a change of
meaning here. I am unhappy about this solution. For to say we
have no precise criteria for deciding when a "change of meaning" or
"an extension of usage" has occurred would appear to suggest that
we have no means of deciding such issues, and hence that the very
substantial part of linguistics and philosophy that is based on the
assumption that such decisions can be reached is a complete waste
of time. Now it may well be true that we do not have any preci e
criteria, which can be stated at the present time, for deciding
whether or not we are using a word in the same or in different
senses from one occasion to another. But it does not follow from this
that we have no way of deciding such issues. People do not usually
need to consult a rule book or a lexicon to decide whether a word
or expression means chc same thing in one con text as it does in
another. Nor do they have to learn any rules by heart to be able co
do so. It may be helpful for certain theoretical purposes to talk as if
people apply rules and criteria when they decide issues of this
kind; but if so, it jg important to remember that these rules and
criteria are rules and criteria of a rather peculiar kind, which people
can apply perfectly well without being able co state the rules and
criteria they are applying. We can only state what the rules and
criteria are by studying the way they are applied. The ability to
make the relevant distinctions is logically prior to and presupposed
by any attempt to state the criteria involved and hence no consequences about the possibility or impossibility of deciding such
concept with which it ha.~ been iden tified and that lhe identity relation has, by
virtue of this process or assimi lation, ceased to be a J')'lllhttic relation and become
arwlytic. A liquid which had the appearance and all the commonly recognised
properties of water would not now be ca Lied "water" by the chemist if its chemical
formuJa was not H 20. It would no longer be an exception to what was once an
empirical hypothesis to the effect that what the la}man calls "water" is always a
substance wit.h the chemical formula H,O. I would contend tha t so long as the
identity remains a matter of empirical hypothesis the relationship is asymmetrical
in the sense that rhe predicates applying 10 the scientific concept can only be
applied to the ordinary discourse concept on the assumption that the hypothesis is
correct. To anyone who questions the hypothesis, they remain logically inapplicable or at least doubtful application in the way that it must at one time
have appeared logically inappropriate to apply the concept of "wave-length" 10
the ordinary concept "light."
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issues follow from the fact that we cannot state criteria we apply in
deciding them.
I should prefer to defend Putnam's theory, and my own in so far
as it involves his, by saying that it is not an objection to a functional
charactetization of pain in terms of a machine model tbat tbis
characterization involves (as we can surely agree it does) a change
in the meaning of 'pain' in the sense of introducing new conceptual
elements which are not implied by the cw-rent use of the term.
This is not an objection to his thesis, because he is offering an
elucidation of the concept of pain in terms of a machine model,
not a translation. It is, however, an objection to such a characterization that ft involves a change of meaning in the sense of failing to
include some feature which is built into our current concept of pain.
This must be evidence against any theory of what pain is, since
"pain" is an ordinary discourse concept and hence any account of
what we mean by 'pain' which is inconsistent with the way the term
is ordinarily used is not an account of 'pain' as we ordinarily use
the word.

Reprinted from the Aristotelian Society
Supplementary Volume XL 1966

Symposium : "Consciousness and Perception " by
U. T. Place
Mr. Watson's paper may be summarized in the following
syllogism:Major Premiss:- ' If psychologists wish to develop the kinds
of explanations of behaviour they are, for the most part in fact
attempting to develop, then consciousness is not an item or
process to which reference may legitimately be made."
Minor Premiss:-" The use of the concept of perception in
psychological explanations of behaviour involves an impUcit
'appeal to consciousness' in deciding wbat aspects of behaviour
are to be attributed to perception."
Conclusion:-" There are reason for suggesting a conflict
between the theoretical progranune of psychology and the use of
the concept of perception in the explanation of behaviour."
I am not concerned to que.i;tion the validity of thi.s argument.
Nor do I wish to dispute the conclusion. I disagree, however,
with both the premisses from which Watson derives it. While J
cannot dispute the fact that consciousness, once the official
subject matter of Psychology, is a concept and a topic which has
been almost completely abandoned by contemporary experimental
psychology, I cannot agree with Watson that to use the concept
and attempt to study the phenomenon·is an illegitimate procedure
by the standards of scientific method on which contemporary
experimental psychology is based. Nor can I accept without
reservations his contentjon that when the psychologist tries to
explain behaviour i.n terms of perception, he is making an implicit
appeal to introspective evidence.
Watson gives four argmnents for his _view that consciousness is
not a concept which the experimental psychologist can legitimately
employ.
1. For his purpose the psychologist must employ concepts
which are equally applicable to animals and human beings;
consciousness is only applicable to human beings.
2. Contemporary psychological theorizing is based on the
preswn.ption " that there are no causal proces,ses antecedent to
behaviour which could not be described within the range of the
concept of physiology, chemistry, engineering and so on ;"
consciousness is a process which cannot be so described.
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3. It is very doubtful if it is possible to investigate conscious
processes " in an acceptable scientific manner."
4. Psychologists are reluctant to employ concepts which
present "considerable philosophical problem "; consci011sness
is such a concept.
I shall argue as against this :1. That it makes sense to attribute consciousness to animals
and that although the evidence at present is only circumstantial,
there are good reasons for believing that it exists in the case of
some of the higher mammals other than man.
2. That there are no good reasons for supposing that conscious ness i.s a process that cannot be described in phy ical tenus.
3. That although there are serious methodological problems
involved in studyiJlg the phenomena of co.nsciousn.ess, they do
not justify the conclusioJl that the phenomena are not su ceptibl.e
t o scientific inve tigatioJl.
4. That although consciou ness presents problems which are
at present classified as philosophical they are nevertheless
empirical problems about the meaning of words in the subject'.
natural language.

Before presenting the arguments for the ·e conclusions,
something needs to be said about the concept of Consciousness.
Watson defines Consciousness " as some kind of 'intervening
event' intervening, that is to ay, bet·.veen the input, stimuli or
cues which impinge upon organisms, both from without and
withi11 theil· bodie.s, and the behaviour which they exhibit in
these circlllnstances.' This intervening event or process, as he
calls it elsewhere, differs from " tho e to which psychologists a1·e
apt lo Tefer i.11 attempting to explain behaviour, because " th.ere
is nothing theoretical about it." "Consciousness" he says. "is
an intervening process the occurrence of which can be directly ascertajned.'
This definition clearly will not do as it stands. The view of
consci0usness as an event or process intervening between input
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and output accords well with the traditional view. But to define
it as an intervening process, the occurrence of which is directly
ascertained, would on the face of it allow us to count as a conscious event or process any neurological process or event, resulting
from sensory input and producing an output at the effector
organs, the occurrence of which is directly ascertained by means of
recording electrodes implanted in the nervous system and harnessed to a uitable amplifying and recording device. Clearly in
order to define consciousness adequately we need to specify the
special kind of direct ascertainment involved.
As traditionally conceived, the occurrence of consciousness
is directly ascertained only by the individual in whom it occurs.
For knowledge of the consciousness of other persons we are
completely dependent on their introspective reports. Furthermore, whereas the occurrence of intervening neural events can be
directly ascertained only when the necessary recording equipment
is attached, the introspecting subject requires no recording
equipment to ascertain his own conscious processes, and can, if
required, give a runriing commentary upon them as long as he is
awake.
If, as the traditional concept of consciousness implies, human
beings can report the occurrence inside themselves of events and
processes which play an important part in determining their
behaviour, this is not a fact which a scientific psychology can
readily ignore. If these processes are as important as most of
their owners think they are, the information we can derive from
the individual's description and reports of them ought to provide
us with a kind of direct access to the intervening processes
controlling behaviour which we cannot obtain at present in any
other way. But even if the information to be derived from this
source proves not very helpful for the understanding of behaviour
in general, the verbal behaviour of the subject when asked to
report these occurrences is a behavoural phenomenon in its own
right for which some explanation is required.
Most human beings believe they can report and describe things
that go on inside them that others cannot observe. It may be
that this is a false belief and that when they think they are reporting
inner processes and events, they are doing something quite
different. But if so, it is the responsibility of the psychologist, as
a student of human behaviour, to show that human beings do not
in fact have this capacity they think they have and to explain how
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they come to believe that they have. If, on the other hand,
human beings have this capacity, then it is equally the responsibility of the psychologist to explain how this comes about.
The only argument which will excuse the psychologist from
the obligation to study consciousness, in the sense defined, is a
satisfactory explanation of the alleged introspective reports of
human subjects which dispenses with the assumption that they
refer to inner events and processes on which the behaviour of the
individual is causally dependent. In other words, in order to
justify abandoning the concept of consciousness, the psychologist
needs positive evidence that no such events and processes exist.
It is clear that Watson provides no such evidence in his paper.
Let us, however, examine the reasons he gives for rejecting the
concept.

II

The argument that consciousness is not acceptable as a
scientific concept because it cannot be applied to animals in the
way that it is applied to human beings, assumes, firstly, that the
concept of consciousness has no legitimate application in the case
of animals, and, secondly, that there is no place in a scientific
psychology of behaviour for a concept which has application only
in the case of human beings. I want to dispute both of these
assumptions.
In the light of what we know about the evolution of the
human species it is implausible to attribute the same behaviour,
when it occurs in humans, to a different set of intervening processes
from those to which it is attributed when it occurs in animals.
But in so far as human beings do things that animals do not do,
it is not inconsistent with the theory of evolution to use concepts
which have no application to animals in explaining behaviour
that is peculiarly human.
If we examine the behavioural functions commonly attributed
to consciousness by noting the kinds of failure in performance
that are attributed to the individual's failure to attend to and
become conscious of the relevant stimuli and to other defects in
the processes reported in the introspective evidence, we find that
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many of the performance failures.attributed to defects of consciousness involve the peculiarly human function of language. Thus
the individual's failure to mentio;n some feature of the environmental situation confronting him, either at the time or when
required to recall it later, may be attributed to a failure to pay
attention to the relevant features of the stimulus.
Performance failures are also commonly attributed to a
failure to think carefully enough about the situation before
engaging in action. Thinking, as it occurs in human beings, is
an activity, which is closely bound up wit.h. the use of language.
Not only does thinking frequently involve audible or sub-vocal
speech, but even in those case,s where the subject reports a thought
that is unaccompanied by words or images, the thought can
seldom be expressed in any way other than in terms of the
concepts of a human natural language. Animals do not give
descriptions of their envii:orunent nor do they th.ink in words, or
have thoughts which can be legitimately expressed in terms of
concepts of human natural language. Hence in so far as it is
used to explain behavioural functions of this kind, there is no
inconsistency between the principle of evolution and the fact, if
it is a fact, that consciousness has no application in the case of
animals.
On the other hand, there are some performance failures
attributed to defects of consciousness which do not involve
language, and which involve types of behaviour not radically
different from those exhibited by animals. Thus failures in
skilled performance are frequently attributed to a failure to pay
the necessary attention to the relevant features of the stimulus.
Performance suffers in this case, not necessarily because the
fadividual fails to repeat the verbal maxims required to guide his
behaviour appropriately, but because he fails to excll.lde from
consciousne,ss stimuli which are irrelevant to t11e successful performance of the task, and to give sufficient prominence in his
consciousness to those features of the stimulus pattern which
must control his response, if the behaviour is to be performed
successfully.
Furthermore, although human thinking is typically a verbal
process, many of the behavioural situations in which it is used are
practical-problem-situations not involving the manipulation of
verbal material, which do not differ in any important respect
from problem situations which can be rapidly and efficiently
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resolved by anthropoid apes. Since apes cannot be supposed to
think in words, and yet can solve problems which in the case of a
human subject would require some kind of verbal thinking, it
follows either that the thinking which the human subject reports in
such cases is redundant, or, if it is not redundant, that it is possible
to think without words, and apes, if not other animals, have this
capacity.
As it happens, there is evidence from the introspective reports
of human subjects of a form of thinking, namely mental imagery,
which, although it is usually accompanied by verbal thinking,
does provide the individual with a means of representing to himself
situations not present to his seJ1ses without using words. If
thinking, as applied to the solution of problems, is a matter of
representing to oneself by means of some symbolic or pictorial
replica the results of various possible courses of action and
selecting an appropriate response before engaging physically
with the environment, it is conceivable that an organism with the
capacity to form mental images, but without the capacity to use
language, could use its mental imagery in this way.
Thu$ there are some things that animals do, which, when done
by human , are commonly attributed to conscious processes,
not nece sarily involving language. In order to reconcile this
fact with the principle of evolution, we must either suppose
that some kind of conscious process is involved when animals
do these things, or we must give up the assumption that conscious
processes are as necessary to successful performance as they appear
to be in the case of human beings.
ls there any reason to suppose that the concept of consciousness
has no application in the case of animals? Clearly, since animals
have no properly articulated language they cannot provide us
with the introspective reports which constitute our evidence for
the conscious processes of human beings. But becau.se we do
not have any sort of direct evidence of the occurrence of such
intervening procesi;es in the cai;e of animals, it does not follow
that :mch processes do not occur. What it does mean is that,
when applied to animals, conscious processes become hypothetical
constructs like " those to which the psychologist is apt to refer in
attempting to explain behaviour.
As such, explanations of anima l behaviour i11 tenns of
conscious procesi;es must take their place alongside alternative
explanations of the same behaviour in tenns of other hypothetical
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constructs based on different considerations and explanations which
avoid all reference to hypothetical intervening processes of any
kind. All such explanations must stand or fall by their fertility
in explaining the observed facts of behaviour, and in making
possible the integration of the facts of behaviour with evidence
derived from other sources such as neurophysiology and (dare
one say it?) introspection.
As Lloyd Morgan pointed out, the scientific principle of
parsimony requires that the internal processes postulated to
account for animal behaviour be the simplest that will account for
the observed facts. And as the behaviourists have undoubtedly
shown, it is possible to give a plausible account of most animal
behaviour without postulating intervening processes of any kind,
conscious or otherwise. Nevertheless, there is at least one piece
of evidence from the experimental study of animal behaviour for
which it is difficult to give a plausible explanation without
postulating the occurrence of a conscious process.
In a recently reported study by Vaughn 1 Rhesus monkeys
were trained to avoid an electric shock by pressing a bar
attached to the hand whenever any one of a variety of images
was projected on to a screen which provided the only source
of visual stimulation. After this response had become well
established the animals were placed in conditions of sensory
deprivation which caused them to fall asleep. From time to
time during sleep the animals suddenly began pressing the bar at
the same rate as they had previously learned to do; and these
bursts of bar-pressing were found to coincide with the rapid eyemovement phase of sleep.
Rapid eye-movement sleep is a distinct physiological condition found in many of the higher mammals which, in the case
of human subjects woken during one of these periods, is associated
with reports of vivid dream imagery. This is in marked contrast
to the vague imageless thoughts reported by subjects woken from
1
Vaughn, C. J. "The development and use of an operant technique to
provide evidence for visual imagery in the rhesus monkey under ' sensory
deprivation'", Doctoral dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1964. Quoted
in Luce, Gay G., Current Research on Sleep and Dreams, U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare : Public Health Service Publication No.
1389, 1965, pp. 85-86
I am indebted to Dr. Allen Rechtschaffen of the University of Chicago,
Sleep Laboratory, for drawing my attention to this report.
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the deeper phase of sleep in which the rapid eye-movements and
other associated physiological characteristics are absent. It is,
thus, very tempting to suppose that the bar-pressing, observed in
this experiment during the rapid eye-movement phase of sleep,
was due to the occurrence of internally generated replicas of the
visual stimuli to which the animals had been trained to make
this response.
If these results can be repeated, and can be shown to occur
when the animal has been trained to respond in this way to
visual stimuli and only to stimuli of this kind, the conclusion
that the sleeping animal is responding to visual dream imagery
will be the only hypothesis that will conveniently fit the empirical
facts. This conclusion, if it is substantiated, would not only
provide very strong evidence for the occurrence of visual dream
imagery in monkeys; it would also provide very strong grounds
for suspecting the existence of other forms of consciousness in
sub-human primates. For it is hardly likely that monkeys would
have developed the capacity to form visual images only for the
purpose of dreaming. However, until we have some more
precise way of determining which behavioural functions do and
do not depend on the occurrence of conscious processes in man,
or some means of detecting these processes physiologically, the
problem of the nature and existence of animal consciousness will
remain largely a matter for speculation.

III

There can be no doubt, to my mind, that Watson is right when
he argues that there is no place in contemporary scientific psychology for concepts which cannot readily be integrated into the
fabric of scientific thinking as a whole.
Where I do not agree with him is in supposing that there is any
necessary incompatibility between the assumption that behaviour
is in part causally determined by conscious processes, and the
assumption " that there are no causal processes antecedent to
behaviour which could not be described within the range of
the concepts of physiology, chemistry, engineering and so on."
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I have argued elsewhere2 that the view that consciousness,
jn the sense in which we are using it for the purposes of th.is
symposium., is a process in the brain is a reasonable scientific
hypothesis which cannot be dismissed on logical grounds alone.
It is :not clear whether Watson thlnks there is some logical
contradiction in supposing consciousness to be a process in the
brain. But if he does, the only argument he gives which can
conceivably be construed as supporting th.is conclusion is the
argument in which he maintains that consciousness is an intervening process quite different from those postulated by psychologists, because its occurrence is directly ascertained.
Treated as an argument against the mind-body identity thesis,
this argument has consequences which I do not think Watson
would want to accept. For jf something which is directly ascertained cannot be the same thing as something whoi;e existence
is postulated on the basis of theoretical considerations, it follows
that the planet Neptune now observed by astronomers, cannot be
the same planet as the planet whose magnitude, orbit and position
were itJ.dependently calculated by Adams and Le Verrier before it
was discovered in 1846. Nor will it ever be possible for a
neurophysiologist to observe any of the brain processes currently
postulated by the theoreticians, or any they may postulate in the
future, since, if their occurrence were directly ascertained they
would not, on Watson's view, be the same processes.
I conclude that Wati;ou has not provided any convincing
reasons for holding that there is a logical contradiction involved
in supposing consciousness to be a process in the brain. But if
there is no logical contradiction involved, there is certainly no
empirical evidence which is inconsistent with the hypothesis, artd
much that is difficult to account for on any other asswnption.
And if there are no logical or empirical considerations which
make the hypothesis untenable, there need by no inconsistency involved in holding both that an individual's consciousness determines his behaviour, and that "there are no processes causally
antecedent to behaviour which could not be described within the
range of the concepts of physiology."
1
U. T. Place, "Is consciousness a brain process?", British Journal of
Psychology, XLVII (1956), 44-50.
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IV
It cannot be denied that the scientific investigation of consciousness presents serious methodological problems, but it is
not at all clear that these problems are ~ch as to put the
phenomenon entirely beyond the reach of scientific investigation.
1f there is ufficient em1lirical evidence to wan-ant the conclusion
that a phenomenon exists, there must be at least some accepta ble
empmcal evidence concerning its properties, since we canoot have
evidence of the existence of something, UJ1less we have evidence
that there exists something having the properties in tenns of
which the thing in question is defined. And if we have acceptable
empirical evidence about at least some of the properties of
consciousness, .it is difficult to see how the phenomenon can be
wholly insusceptible of scientific investigation.
Watson's argument seems of imply that there are some way
of investigating natural phenomena which are intrinsically
acceptable from a scientific point of view, wl1ile other methods
are intrinsically unacceptable. But this is surely misleading.
The method of investigatio·n that is scientifically acceptable
depends on the nature of the phenomenon under investigation .
A method which is quite un acceptable in investigating one
phenomenon, because other methods less liable to yield erroneous
conclusions are available, may be scientifically acceptable in
investigating anot11er phenomenon, because it is the only or
best possi ble method available in t he circumstances. Conclusions
drawn on the basis of a method which has a large margin of error,
must necessarily be correspondingly tentative, but it is usually
better to draw conclusions on the basis of unsatisfactory empirical
evidence than none at all.
The methodological problems involved in the tudy of
consciousness derive from the incurably subjective' character of
the reports on which we depend for our knowledge of the process.
Introspective reports are almost invariably made some time, even
if only a matter of seconds, after the events they report and are,
therefore, almost certainly subject to the distortion which, as
has been repeatedly demonstrated by psychological experime11t,
normally occurs when an individual attempts to reproduce from
memory material of any complexJty. But since, as tirings stand,
we have no means of checking the accuracy of introspective reports
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against the reality they purport to describe, we have no basis for
discriminating between what is distorted in the report and what
is not, and can only assess the probable amount of distortion
likely to be present by analogy from the amount of distortion present when the individual reports similar events where the accuracy
of his report can be checked .
This is a serious methodological problem, but it is by no
means unique to the study of consciousness. Similar problems
arise in any situation where the scientist is dependent for his
information on the retrospective reports of untrained human
observers. Yet I do not think many psychologists or socio·
logists would argue that we ought to ignore such questions as
the incidence and frequency of different types of sexual behaviour
over the past fifty years, because we are completely dependent
for our infom1ation on this topic on the retrospective reports
of untrained human observers on matters about which they have
strong motives for misrepresentation. Scientific prudence requires that any conclusions drawn on the basis of such evidence
be treated with the utmost caution; but it is surely better, and
more consistent with aims and the methods of empirical science,
to base conclusions on the best empirical evidence available,
than to refuse to investigate a problem on the grounds that it
cannot be studied in an acceptable scientific manner.
If consciou processes could not be investigated in an acceptable scientific manner, there would not ex.ist, as there clearly
does, a substantial body of information about them based 011
systematic empirical investigation. During the latter part of the
nineteenth and the early years of the present century a great deal
of information was accumulated about the effects of various
stimulus conditions on the resulting conscious processes as reported by introspective observers, which laid the foundation of
our present knowledge of the physiology of the sense organs. In
the medical field there exists a large, if relatively unsystematized,
body of knowledge about the effects of various pat hological
conditions, physical as well as psychiatric, on conscious processes
reported by the patient which, in spite of the development of
more precise and objective methods, still plays an important
part in diagnosis and in assessing the effects of treatment.
The evidence collected, notably by Galton, on individual
differences in mental imagery and other purely subjective aspects
of thought processes represents a substantial, if neglected,
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contribution to empirical knowledge in psychology, and whatever
we may think about the curious theoretical apparatus of psychoanalysis, Freud's contribution to our knowledge of dreams at a
purely descriptive level can hardly be denied.
The reason why psychologists have virtually ceased to add to
this body of knowledge, is not that they have now discovered
that all the conclusions drawn on the basis of introspection in the
past can no longer be accepted. What wa.s discovered at the
beginning of this century is that it is impossible to resolve theoretical issue by appeal to introspective evidence alone. For if one
theoretical po.sition predicts a given conscious phenomenon and
another theory predicts the opposite, and if one set of introspective
observations is consistent with one theory and another set of
observations is consistent with the other theory, it is always
possible to argue that the observations that are inconsistent with
the theoretical position of one's choice are unreliable; and in the
absence of an independent check on the reliability of the introspective reports, there is no way of resolving the issue.
As long as psychologists were content to assemble empirical
information at a descriptive level, this problem did not arise.
But when the stage was reached where further progress required
the resolution of theoretical issues which could not be resolved on
the basis of the only kind of evidence available, the scientific
investigation of consciousness ground rapidly to a halt.
It follows that the only way to overcome this obstacle and
revive the interest of psychologists in the scientific investigation
of consciousness, is to find some way of providing an independent
check on the reliability of introspective reports. On a dualistic
theory this is impossible, since, on this view, introspection is the
only kind of evidence one can have of the nature of conscious
processes. But if, as I have argued, consciousness is a process in
the brain, it may eventually become possible to check the reliability of introspective reports against electro-ph.ysiological
recordings of the processes they report, once these have been
identified. Needless to say the implications of such development
from the standpoint of the psychology of consciousness are as
exciting as its social implications are alarming.

v
The philosophical problems that arise concerniug the concept
of consciousness would not worry the psychologist, if he did not
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find himself inescapably involved in them whenever he tries to
use the concept. If he could use the concept of consciousness, as
he uses concepts like Time and Cause, without feeling that he
needs to consult what the philosophers have to say on the matter,
there would be no problem.
That the psychologist should find this situation embarrassing
is understandable. It is not just that he finds himself involved in
matters that fall within the competence of specialists from another
discipline. After all psychologists are quite happy to defer
to neurophysiologists in matters of brain function, and even to
engineers in matters of psychological theory. But to have to
defer to philosophers in matters of consciousness is a very
different matter.
It is not only that the psychologist is trying very hard to
secure and maintain the reputation of his discipline as a natural
and empirical science, and is, therefore, reluctant to become
involved with a discipline that claims to handle its problems without recourse to empirical evidence at any point, and is not, like
mathematics, recognised as an indispensable tool of scientific
research. More important than this is the view, widely held by
scientists, that there is no way of reaching a final and agreed
conclusion in a philosophical argument. It is a consequence of
this view that, if the psychologist is foolhardy enough to use the
concept of consciousness, he becomes inescapably involved in
problems to which he can never hope to obtain a final and agreed
solution.
In order to meet this objection, we need to consider why the
psychologist cannot use the concept of consciousness without
becoming involved in philosophical problems. The reason for
this is that you cannot say anything about consciousness from a
scientific point of view, without raising the question whether we
have any scientifically acceptable evidence for the existence of
such a process. Consciousness, as we have defined it, is a process
intervening between input and output, the occurrence of which is
directly ascertained by the individual in whom it occurs, but which
cannot, as things stand, be observed by anyone else. It follows
from this definition that the only evidence we can have of the
existence of such a process comes from the introspective reports
which the individual gives about it. There is no doubt, of course,
about the existence of these reports. It is a matter of empirical
fact that people frequently make statements which, so they claim,
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are reports of events and processes inside them that others cannot
observe. But are they really doing what they claim to be doing?
Can we account for tbis verbal behaviour without postulating
some inner process to which the alleged introspective statements
can be taken to refer?
These are questions which we can only answer by introducing
considerations wll.ich are currently classified as philosophical.
In order to decide whether an alleged introspective statement can
be accounted for, without assuming that it refers to an inner
process or event, we need to examine the logical implications of
the words and expressions used in making the :;tatement. In
other words we can only decide whether the introspective reports
are what they purp0rt to be, by studying what Professor Ryle has
called 'the logical geography' of the words and expressions involved in giving, asking for and talking about them, and seeing
whether the assumption that they refer to inner processes is the
only hypothesis that will fit the logical facts.
The facts of logical geography with which we are here concerned are logical facts about words and expressions in the
natural language of the introspective observer for our purposes,
English. But because they are logical facts, it does not follow
that they are not at the same time empincal facts about the
English language.
It is true that the native English speaker requires no empirical
evidence to tell bim that if something is red all over it cannot be
green all over. The fact that something cannot be both red and
green all over at the same time is not an empirical fact · it is a
logically necessary truth. It is nevertheless an empirical fact
about the English language that the words red and 'green' are
used in such a way that the sentence somet11ing cannot be red
and green all over' expresi;es a logical necessary truth, and in such
a way that a native speaker is justified in inferring 'Xis not green'
from the statement 'Xis red all over'. It is with these empirical
meta-language statements about the logically necessary relations
holdfag between the words and expression of a given natural
language that we are concerned, when we study the logical
geography of the words and expressions used by the subject in
giving and talking about his introspective reports.
As I see it, it is an accident of the present stage in the evolution
of human thinking that th.is particular branch of empirical
inquiry happens to be the responsibility of the philosopher. Jn
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the past, philosophy has given birth to a number of empirical
sciences, from physics in the 17th century to psychology in the
19th century, and there is no particular reason to suppose that its
child-bearing days in this respect are 'over. Indeed there is more
than a little evidence that philosophy is at the present time heavily
pregnant with an empirical scientific discipline concerned with the
functional or meaning aspects of language.
If this development takes place and the notion of 'logical
geography' becomes something more than a metaphor, the problem of deciding whether or not introspective reports refer to inner
processes, will cease to be a philosophical problem. It will be
recognised as an empirical problem, falling within the competence
of the empirical science of linguistics, and therefore, as a problem
to which we can reasonably expect to find a definite solution,
and concerning which the experimental psychologist need have
no inhibitions about consulting the relevant specialist.

VI
The arguments I have presented are designed to undermine
what I take to be the major premiss of Watson's argument;
namely that the use of the concept of consciousness is incompatible with the aims and methods of experimental psychology.
1 have tried to show that consciousness is a process for the existence
of which we have considerable empirical evidence in the case of
humans and strong circumstantial evidence in the case of the
higher mammals, that in spite of the methodological problems
involved, consciousness is a phenomenon susceptible to scientific
investigation, and one which does not require any supernatural or
extra-physical explanation.
Watson, however, is not primarily concerned with the investigation and explanation of consciousness as a phenomenon in its
own right. He is concerned with the use of this concept in
explanations that are given by psychologists of the overt behaviour of organisms. Now, although the arguments I have presented provide a case for retaining, or rather reviving consciousness
as a proper subject of scientific research in psychology, they do
12
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not provide any very convincing support for the use of this concept
in explaining behaviour, whether human or animal, at the present
time.
If consciousness exists and is causally related to behaviour in
the way it appears to be, it follows that an explanation of behaviour
that takes account of all the intervening processes on which the
occurrence of behaviour depends, must include consciousness
among them. But this is true only of the final and complete
explanation which it is the object of scientific research to achieve,
but which is seldom achieved in practice, and is certainly a very
long way off as far as the behaviour of organism is concerned.
But because we cannot yet fit all the pieces of jigsaw together, it
does not follow that we cannot at the present time provide
perfectly satisfactory explanations of many aspects of behaviour
without mentioning consciousness, or any other kind of intervening process.
An explanation is what it is, only in so far as the exp/icans is
initially better understood than the explicandum. There can be
no point in trying to explain behaviour in terms of intervening
processes, if we already understand the behaviour by itself better
than we understand the intervening processes. And whatever
may be true of the intervening processes postulated by the
neurophysiologist and the cybernetician, it is surely the case that
our knowledge and understanding of consciousness is very much
less than the knowledge and understanding that we have of the
overt behaviour of the organism.
It would seem, therefore, that although Watson's contention
that any reference to consciousness is incompatible with the aims
of experimental psychology is unacceptable, we have to concede
that our knowledge and understanding of this process is far too
poorly developed at present to justify an attempt to make anything
but the most tentative use of what we know about it in giving a
scientific explanation of behaviour.

VII
If we have to concede that there is some substance in the
major premiss of Watson's argument, in so far as the explanation
of behaviour in terms of consciousness is concerned, we cannot
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avoid conceding the substance of his conclusion, namely that the
use of the concept of perception in the explanation of behaviour
::;annot be easily reconciled with th~ aims of experimental psychology, unle,ss we can upset his minor premiss which holds that the
concept of perception as used by psychologists is really the old
concept of consciousness in disguise. For if Watson is right in
thinking that Perception is old Consciousness in disguise, the
object of the camouflage, presumably, is to enable the psychologist to introduce considerations derived from introspection into
his theoretical fommlations, without making it obvious what he
is doing either to himself or to those of his colleagues who would
disapprove of such a procedure. Such a device, if this is what it
is, is indefensible by any intellectual standards. It would be far
better to recognise the fact that, in using perception in this way,
the psychologist is making use of evidence derived from in1rospection, and face up to the methodological and theoretical
problems involved in using such evidence and relating it to evidence
from other sources.
In examining the case for what I take to be the minor premiss
of his argument, I do not propose to follow Watson in his attempt
to see whether genuine empirical substance can be given to the
concept of perception, considered as an intervening process on
the input side of the input to output channel, without making use
of considerations derived from introspection.
It seems to me that we cannot hope to make sense of the
concept of perception, as it is used in the explanation of behaviour,
if we construe it as an intervening process in the input-output
channel, whether we think of it as a theoretical construct for which
the overt behaviour of the organism is our only evidence, or as a
conscious process available to introspection. To construe it in
either of these ways involves a radical misunderstanding of the
logic of the concept, and Watson's discussion provides ample
evidence of the conceptual confusion that results from this
misunderstanding.
When a psychologist talks of explaining behaviour in terms of
perception, I take it that he has in mind a situation such as the
following.
Let us suppose that a man whom we may call Mr. A encounters
another man, Mr. B, and let us further suppose that Mr. B
happens to be a valued customer of the firm for which Mr. A
works, one who places large orders and pays his bills promptly
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and in full. Now let us suppose that Mr. B happens to resemble
another man, Mr. C, who also has dealings with Mr. A's firm, but
has always been a bad payer and at present owes the firm a considerable sum of money which has been outstanding for a long
time. Let us also assume that Mr. A is aware of the facts about
both Mr. B's and Mr. C's financial dealings with the company
and that he knows Mr. C by sight, but has not previously met Mr.
B, and has not been told of the similarity in the appearance of
Mr. B and Mr. C.
In these circumstances there is, clearly, a danger that Mr.
A will mistake Mr. B for Mr. C and will, consequently, behave
towards Mr. B in a way very different from the way he would
have behaved had he realised that it was Mr. Band not Mr. C
with whom he was dealing.
In terms of the concept of perception, as the psychologist
would use it in this context, the pattern of behaviour which Mr.
A adopts depends on whether he perceives Mr. B, correctly, as
Mr. B or, incorrectly, as Mr. C.
Now ifl am right in thinking that this is a typical example of
an explanation of a piece of behaviour in terms of the concept
of perception, it is evident that this is not an explanation in terms
of any intervening process in Mr. A's input-output channel,
whether introspectible or otherwise. There is only one point
in this account of Mr. A's behaviour where it can be plausibly
argued that there is an implicit reference to Mr. A's conscious
processes. This is contained in the statement that Mr. B resembles Mr. C. This statement might be held to imply that the
visual experience that results when Mr. A looks at Mr. B is
similar to the visual experience that results when he looks at Mr.
C. But since in this case the similarity of the visual experiences
in the two cases is a simple function of similarity of the physical
stimulus they project on to the retina under normal conditions
of viewing, it is this physical similarity of the two men that is
mentioned in the explanation of Mr. A's behaviour.
But even if we allow that there is an implicit reference to
Mr. A's visual experience in the mention that is made of the
resemblance between Mr. B and Mr. C, it is clear that the similarity between the visual experiences in the two cases does not by
itself explain Mr. A's behaviour. What it explains is why Mr.
A is liable to perceive Mr. Bas Mr. C. It is the way he perceives
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Mr. B, not the visual experience which leads him to perceive Mr.
B in this way, that explains his behaviour.
It is clear from this that the way Mr. A perceives Mr.Bis not
the same thing as his visual experience of Mr. B. Nor is it an
additional inner process conjured up by his visual experience of
Mr. B. It is simply the way Mr. A interprets the situation confronting him on the basis of his visual experience. In other words,
it is a matter of what he comes to believe is the case as a result of
this particular sensory input and the experience it generates. It
follows from this that when we explain behaviour in terms of the
way an individual perceives a situation, it is what he believes that
explains his behaviour, not the visual experience that is instrumental in creating that belief. Furthermore, when we explain
behaviour in terms of the way the individual perceives the
situation, we are not explaining it merely in the terms of the
beliefs generated by the immediate sensory input. For in our
example, it is not just the fact that Mr. A perceives Mr. B as Mr.
C that explains his behaviour. What explains his behaviour is
the fact that he mistakenly perceives Mr. B as a customer who
does not pay his bills. Built into the description Of Mr. A's
perception of Mr. B, there are other beliefs, beside the belief based
on sensory input that Mr. B is Mr. C, beliefs about Mr. C's
financial relations with the company based on what Mr. A has
been told or discovered himself from an examination of the
company's books.
When the psychologist explains behaviour in terms of the way
the individual perceives a situation, he is explaining behaviour in
the way we explain human behaviour in every-day life, in terms of
what the individual helieves about the situation and what it is
that he wants to achieve or avoid.
For the purpose of every-day life such explanations are
perfectly satisfactory. They enable us both to understand
behaviour ex post facto, and to make reasonably reliable predictions, in advance of the event. Although they are quite properly
avoided by psychologists in explaining animal behaviour, and
have been largely displaced by what are felt to be more scientific
explanations in those areas of human behaviour that have become
the special province of the experimental psychologist, there are
important areas of human social behaviour where no effective
scientific alternative to explanations of this type has yet been devised. And when social psychologists, like Murphy, defend the
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use of the concept of perception in the explanation of behaviour
it is, I suggest, their scientific right to use explanations in terms of
the individuals beliefs and motives that they are really concerned
to defend.
But if those who defend explanations of behaviour in terms of
the concept of perception are really defending explanations in
terms of beliefs and motives, it follows that they are not in spite
of appearances, defending an explanation of behaviour in terms
of consciousness. For to explain behaviour in terms of an
individual's beliefs and motives does not, as such, involve any
reference to his conscious processes. Nor does our information
about an individual's beliefs, about how he interprets the situation
confronting him, come from introspective reports in any ordinary
sense of the term.
One kind of information that we obtain from introspective
reports, and which can be obtained only from this source, is
information about when a particular interpretation of the environmental situation confronting an individual actually occurred to
him. But this is a piece of biographical information which is of
no immediate relevance to the explanation of his behaviour.
We are not interested in information of this kind when we inquire
about an individual's beliefs in order to understand his behaviour.
What we want to know is not when, but how the individual interprets the situation. Again there are some cases where our only
source of information about how the individual interprets the
situation confronting him is his introspective report. But this
applies only in those cases where the individual changes his
interpretation before it affects his overt behaviour, and such
interpretations, it goes without saying, are of no relevance for
understanding the overt behaviour he does exhibit.
If, on the other hand, the interpretation the individual makes
does affect his behaviour, whether it be what he says or what he
does, we are no longer solely dependent on his introspective
report in drawing conclusions about what has now become his
belief.
In some cases where we do not understand why an individual
says what he says or does what he does, we may ask him to explain
his reasons for doing or saying this, and in giving his reasons he
may preface his remarks with the words 'I think' or 'I believe
so-and-so'. But he may equally not mention himself at all, and
simply make statements about the situation confronting him. It
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is true that, in making these statemeuts, he can properly be said
to be expressing his belief, and to imply that he believes what he
says. And, although he may very well be mistaken in his beliefs,
he cannot properly be said to be mistaken in saying or implying
that he so believes, though he may be lying or even deceiving
himself.
The fact that one cannot be mi.staken in saying that one
believes something, the fact that belief statements have what has
been called 'private logic,' has lent colour to the idea that belief
statements are a kind of introspective report, since having a
private logic in this sense is one of the distinguishing marks of the
statements people make about the events and processes that make
up their consciousness. But to say that someone who makes a
statement about matters of fact which may be quite unrelated to
himself or his circumstances is making an introspective report,
simply because he happens to mean what he says, is surely to
stretch the notion of introspection to a point where it ceases to have
any meaning.
In the vast majority of cases we do not have to question the
individual in order to find out what he believes. Nor do we
require any assurance from him that he believes what he says.
He shows what he believes in what he says about the situation and
in the congruence between what he says and what he does. To
believe something is simply to be disposed to make the statement
believed under appropriate circumstances, to draw the conclusions
that follow, or appear to follow, from it, and to act accordingly.
If we know from observation that someone has made a given
statement, has drawn the conclusions that follow from it and has
acted accordingly, we have all the empirical evidence we require
for the conclusions that he believed what he said, better evidence
in fact than we would have, if all we knew was that he said that
he believed the statement in question.
Another reason why beliefs do not qualify as consciousness,
in the sense we are using the terms for the purpose of this symposium, is that they are not events or processes. A process is
something that is extended in time and of which it makes sense to
say that it is now going on. An event, in the sense we are using
it here, is something that occurs at a particular point of time, but
is not extended in time. Beliefs are extended in time and therefore are not events, although the acquisition of a belief, which is
not extended in time, is an event. But though they are extended
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in time, beliefs are not things of which it makes sense to say that
they are going on now. Hence they are not processes.
It would appear to follow from the fact that beliefs are not
events or processes that they are not the sort of things that can
enter into causal relationships with processes and events. We
can think of beliefs and motives as performance characteristics
like the horse-power of a car. Knowledge of the horse-power of
a car can be used to predict and hence explain its behaviour, just
as we can use knowledge of an individual's beliefs and motives to
explain and predict human behaviour. But such explanations
are not causal explanations in the sense that an explanation of the
movement of a car in terms of the explosion of gases in the
cylinder is a causal explanation. An individual's beliefs do not
push him into behaving as he does, any more than a car's horsepower forces the crankshaft to revolve.
When we explain an individuals' behaviour in terms of his
beliefs and motives we are not explaining behaviour in the way the
scientific psychologist wants to explain it, in terms of a flow of
energy or information from input to output, from stimulus to
response. This is not, even in the most extended sense, a
stimulus-response explanation of behaviour. Still less is it, as it
has been represented, a stimulus-stimulus explanation of behaviour. It is a response-response explanation in which the
subsequent verbal and non-verbal behaviour of the individual is
predicted, and hence explained, from a knowledge of his present
and past verbal behaviour and the relationship between this and
his non-verbal behaviour, but with no implication that the antecedent behaviour from which the subsequent behaviour is
predicted is the cause of the subsequent behaviour.
There is no reason to suppose that this type of explanation is
in any way incompatible with a causal input-output type of
explanation, any more than there is an incompatibility between
explaining a motor-car's behaviour on the road in terms of its
horse-power and explaining it in terms of the mechanical processes
that occur under the bonnet, or in tenns of the way the driver
manipulates the controls. But only confusion results if we try
to treat belief-motive explanations as if they were causal inputoutput type explanations.
For some reason psychologists have found it almost impossible
to resist the temptation to do exactly this. Indeed one of the
many reasons for the psychologist's disillusionment with the
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concept of consciousness in the early days of the psychology of
behaviour seems to have been that if you interpret an explanation
of an individual's behaviom in terms of his beliefs as a causal
explanation, this seem<; to require that immediately before he
performs an action the individual should recite to himself all the
statements which he believes, which are relevant to the performance of the action in question. In fact, the introspective
evidence shows quite categorically that such recitations, if they
occur at all, seldom include more than a tiny fragment of the
beliefs which are relevant to the explanation of the action in
question.
The phenomenological concept of perception which was
introduced into psychology in the nineteen-twenties by the
Gestalt psychologists seems to have been substituted for the
traditional concept of consciousness at this point in order to
reconcile the belief-motive explanation of behaviour with the
input-output model in a way which is not so obviously expo ed to
refutation by the evidence of .introspection. By representing the
individual s beliefs as a set of relationships holding between a
collection of ghostly phenomenal objects in a phenomenal environment, known as the 'field' or 'life-space', which is supposed
to reside inside the subject's head, beliefs can be made to exert a
continuous causal effect on behaviour, at the expense of turning
every factual statement that the individual makes about any topic,
however remote from himself and his own concerns, into a report
of an inner _process.
If this diagnosis of the role played by the concept of perception
in psychological explanations of behaviour is correct, Watson's
view that it is just the old concept of consciousness in disguise is
clearly an over-simplification of a very complex relationship
between the two concepts to which it is impossible to do full
justice here. Enough has been said, however, to show that the
objections that can be raised to the use of the concept of consciousness in the explanation of behaviour cannot be applied pari passu
to explanations of behaviour in terms of the concept of perception.
For in so far as explanations of behaviour in terms of perception
are explanation in terms of the individual's beliefs, they are not
explanations in terms of conscious processes; not do they depend
in any intelligible sense on the evidence of introspection.
On the other hand these considerations do not provide any
very convincing case for the continued use of the concept of
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perception in the scientific explanation of behaviour. Whatever
we may think of the propriety- of explaining behaviour in terms of
an individual's beliefs and motives in a scientific context, to
present such explanations in terms of the phenomenological
concept of an intervening introspectible perceptual process is
indefensible. To do so, involves a radical misunderstanding of
the logic of these explanations and the introduction of a fictitious
intervening process whose properties cannot conceivably be
reconciled with any physical process known or unknown, a
process the postulation of which is not required by the empirical
evidence, whether it be from objective observations of behaviour
or from introspection.
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substantial part _of Sir Cyril Burt's reply ( 3urt 19G 9)

to Powell's (1969) criticism of his paper (Burt 1968) on the problem
of the relationship between brain and consciousness is devoted to a
criticism of the thesis that consciousness is

~

process of the brain

which I suggested. could be regarded as a reasonable empirical scientific
hypothesis in a paper p1_tblished in the BT'itish Journal of Psycholocy
some years aeo (Place 1956).

I would like to take this opportunity

of answering some of Burt's critic isms and of cor recting some of the
logical and factual mist·aJ:es which his paper contains. At the same
1

time, in order to rebut
his contention that the so-called mindbody identity theory does not and was not intended to have any
experimental or e~pirical implications, I shall attempt to define
more precisely than I have done hithepto, what sort of a brain
process I take consciousness to be, a11d to indicate wherea:'.Jouts
in the brain such a process is likely to be found.
Burt maintains quite correctly that in oPder to show
that consciousness is a brain process we need to know what criteri.:1
we ordinu.riJ_y em:ploy in deciding thc.t two apparently different
things are Pect.lly one and the sa."I!e thing, and then find out whether
these cr i teria are, or could conceivably be satisfied in the case
1

of consciousness and a particular brain process. He clains,

hc·~iiever,

that the advocates of the mind-body identity th.esis h.:ive omitted "to
enlir;:1ten us as

to what criteria, if any, we

a1"'G

to apply in order

to demonstrate a suspected identity". This statement is false.
I discussed this natter specifically in my 1956 paper in connection
with the case where we say that li;a-h tn.ing is the s.:i.me thing as an
electric c~iaha.rse through the atmosphere and came to tl:.e conclusion
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"that

~,1 e

treat two s2ts of observations as observ.::i.tions of the
same event in those cases whe1...,e the technical scientific observations
set in the context of the appropriate body of scientific theory
provide an irrunediate c.xplanation of the observations made by the
man in the street".
I discussed this matter further in a
subsequent pa.per (Place 1960) in which I iJ.ddcd " the rather
obvious criterion that the two sets of observations must refer to
the same point in sp:1c '.~ .:i.nd ti.me, allowing for such things as the
time taken by the transmission of lirrht and sound, distortions
in the transmitting media, the personal e~uation of the observer,
and differences in the precision with wbich location is specified
in the two sets of observations".
From his criticism of my use of the lightning-electric
discharge analogy, it is clear that Burt has read the relevant
section of my 1956 paper and it is difficult to tclieve that he
did not real is,; that in that section I was attempt ins to specify
what he calls e.. criterion of identity.
3e that as it may, he
clearly rejects the criterion I have suggested and atte~pts to
replace it by -two of his m-m.
His criteria of iG.entity are
(1) that the two things in question must be so alike as to be
indistinguishable and ( 2) that they must be locatec:l. at the same
point in suu.ce.
H2 then tries to shew that neither of these c1,iteria
apply in the case of consciousness and a brain proc8ss.

As against this I shall argue,(l) that indistinguishability
is not a criterion of the identity of two things in the sense in
which I or any other advoc3.te of the mind-body identity .. theory has
used them, (2) that even if we accept his indistinguishability
criterion, Burt hu.s not shown, as he thinks he has, that consciousness
and a brain process are obviously different in appearance, (3)
.that his reasons for thinking that conscious experience is located
at some other point in space than in their owner's head are unsound.
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(4) that his l'"'eason:; for rcjecti:::-,g my 'explanation of ob:.>ervr::i.tions'
cri ter-ion ar·e f allc:i.cious and ( 5) that if we accept this criterion and
apply it to the case of consciousness and brain process, a good case
can be made out for the view thcit a. brain process satisfying this
criterion occurs in the sensory areas of the cerebral cortex and
only in this part of the central nervous system.
Indistinguishability as a criterion of identity
Although the view which I had put forward in my 1956
paper is comnonly ref erred to by philosophers as the theory of
mind-body identity, I did not in fact use the term 'identity'
in my paper.
I avoided using the word, because I wished to avoid
certain ambiguities which arise when it is used in this connection.
One of these ambiguities is well illustrated in Burt's paper.
To say that the relationship between brain processes and consciousness
is one of identity,r~.ay sur;gest,as does to Burt, that what we are
saying is that consciousness is identical with a brain process in the
sense that two pins from the same packet can be said to be ic:entical.
It is in this sense that "t'.m th:Lngs may be regarded as i.:lentical if
they are so much alike as to be indiatinguishable''· But this is not
the sense of 'identical' that I or any other proponent of the identity
theory would apply to the case of consciousness and brain process.
Identical in this sense implies that there are two separate things
that are so alike that it is impossible to distinguish one from the
other except by the fact that they occupy ttm distinct and se::1arate
positions in space. ffnat we are saying is that consciousness and
a particular brain process are one and the same thing, occupying
the same position in spu.ce and tine.
Two 'things' that are really
one and the same thing are seldom in fact S:J alike as to l.Jc indistinguishable from one another.
A house viewed from the back or the inside
· will look quite different from the way it looks from the front, yet
this does not in any way prevent it from be::'..ng the same house.
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~ere it not for this difference in appearance when viewed from

different points the possibility that there might be more than one
thing here would not arise.
Burt, of course, recognises that the .analogies I have
in mind are more like the case of the sarae house viewed f1~om
different points than the case of th2 two identical articles from
the assembly line, but this, he contends, yi,akes my view a double
aspect theory like that of Fechner rather than a true identity theory.
Personally I have no objection to calling my view a double aspect
theory provided it is recognised that there are some respects in
which the analogy of the same house see:: from the inside and the
outside is misleading when applied to the brain process/consciousness
case. It is misleading in so far as it suggests that we observe
our experiences in the saJP_e way that we can observe the pen on the
EEG writine out the change of electrical potential on the scalp.
We may also be misled by this :1 naloey into supposing that the brain
process and the experience are to be thout;i1t of as t\vO separate parts
of some other thin;; in the way thu.t the front elevation and the
interior of the living room u.re tHo separate parts of the same thing,
the house.
But even if we were ~·concede that two things have to be
indistinguishable in appearance to be one and th~ same thing, I cannot
see that Burt has made out a case for saying that consciousness and
brain activity are quite obviously different in their physical
appearance. He seems to think that we can loo}~ at brain processes
and conscious experiences and see that they are different in a sinrple
sense perceptual sense. This must surely be wrong for the reason
that neither brain activity nor conscious experience are things we can
look at and see in the literal sense-perceptual sense. We cannot look
at brain activity because it is an electro-chemica.l process which
cannot be made visible even under the most powerful microscope.
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We can look at brains~ we can look at theoretical models of brain
activity express.::d in either algebraic or geometrical terms and we
can look at the marks on paper ma<le by a pen that is moved by the
amplified electrical potentials generated by br•ain activity.
But we can never look at the brain activity itself.
Nor for a different reason can we look at a. conscious
experience in the literal sensc:.-perceptual sense. \'!hen we look
at something in the literal sense, light emitted~ transmitted or
reflected from some object in the physical environment impinges
on the retina and produces a characteristic visual experience.
On the b2csis of that visual experience we are able to describe the
object from which the light i.s being emitted, transmitted or reflected.
We can also say something, though not usually very much, about the
visual experience that is produced when we J.!ook at something. But
we do not need to and, indeed, we cannot look at the experience
in order to describe it, since our ability to describe the experience
does not dapend, as does our ability to describe the object in our
environment, on light impingirnon the retina.
Spatial Location as a Criterion of Identity
Whereas indistinguis~1ability is not in my view a r2levant
criterion in decidin;: the €''1pirical identity of tuo s.eparatcly
conceptualised 'things' , I do a.ccept iderit i ty of lo cat ion in both
space and time as a criterion of this kind of identity (Place 1960).
Hitherto, however I have not thought it necessary to defend my vier,;,
which I took to be obvious, that conscious experiences, in so fa:r
as they can be said to have a S?atial location, occupy some not very
precisely determined position beneath the skin of their owner and that
there is nothin[ in our description of them that is inconsistent with,
and a considerable mnount of enpirical evidence to support the
hypothesis that they are actually located inside the skull.
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Burt, howe'Jer, seems to think that it is equally obvious
that they are r.::rt so located. In support of this conterd:ion he i:;ives
three

axa.mplc~s

of alleged expGriences of which, he says, that " no one •••

unless he had some preconceiv8d theory to maintain, would think of
assicning to them the locus and status of proces.ses x.·rithin my head";

(1) the pain he (Burt) feels in his toe,
(2) the blueness he sees in the sky,
(3) the pulsating bul:_::e
he takes to be the soldier's brain.
The e..rztL'1rnnt here I take it, is
(1) that the pain cannot be in his head because it is in his toe,
(2) that the blueness cannot be in his head because it is in the sky,
(3) that the soldier's brai.n cannot be in his (Burt's) head because it
is in the soldier's head. Takinr; t}1ese examples in the reverse order,
I would certainly agree th2t in the case where Bur•t is looking at the
exnosed brain of the soldier, the soldier's brain is in the soldier's
head and not in Burt's head.
What is in Burt's head, in my view,
is the visual experience which Burt has when he looks at the soldier's
brain.
But the visual experience that Burt has when he looks at
something, is not the s:une thing as the thing he is looking at and
no-one but a phenomenalist would think th~t it ·oas.
If Burt or
anyone else is not convinced by Dr.Johnson's well known refutation
of phenomenalism, I would refer him to the posthumous publication
of Austin's 'Scmse and Senslbilia' lectures (Austin 1962), or tn my own
discuss::=,,n of tl1e so-called 'phenomenological fallo..cy', (Plac2 1956 and

his three examples are

1959).

The same princiyle applies to the slizhtly more complicated
case of the blueness of the sky.

I ce1,tainly

~ave

no tem.:;·tation

to say that the blueness is in Burt's head. If the sky is blue, it iS'
blue, whether or' not Burt or anyone else is lookinr, at it.
difficulty is that there is something rather ocd about
the blueness is in the sky.

The only

sayin~

th2t

For one thinr, the sky is a very

indeterminate physical location. Anything that is more -than a few fee.t
above the surface of the earth can be in the sky, even if it is several
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million l i E;ht yea!'s ar-?ay. Furtherl2oY.'c, we cannot say th0.t the
blueness~ OY' t:F; gr>eyness) or the pinkness or the blackness of
the sky is located at any :;:urticula:' point in this va.st expanse.
Strictly speaking t~1 2 colour of the sky has no physical location
because there is no such thing as the real or actual colour of the
sky in the way that there is a real or actual colour of such thinss
as a policeman's uniform, a sa~?hire or the flame of a bunsen
burner. We cannot say ·that the sky is re2lly blue, but sometimes
appears black, pink r.;rey or yellm1. There is no dist in ct ion in the
case of th2 sky between its apparent colou1'"' and its real colour.
One might say that the colour of the sky is always ap~;arent and
never real. But this should not be taken to imply that the colour
of the sky exists only in the ob0e:rveP 1 s experience. The apparent
colour of the sky is determined by purely physical and optical
factors which determine the wave length of the light projected
on to the retina of any actual or potential obsei•ver who i3, or might
be, looking upwards from any point on or above the ec1.rth 1 s surface.
The case of the uain in Burt's toe is qui·te .different.
Here I clearly do want to say that the pain is an experience
of Burt's which is physically located in his heu.d. But to say that
the pain is physically located in Burt's h~ad is not to deny th~t there
is a perfectly ~ood sense in iiliich the pain is located in his toe,
The ctrgument that somethinr; cannot be in two pli1ces at 0nce is
deflected in this case by pointing out that the \-mrd 'in' in the
sentence 'Burt feels a nain in his toe' functions in a different
way from the way it functions in the sentence 'Burt J1a.s a stone in
his shoe'. If Burt's pain were in his toe in the sense that the
stone is in his shQ:, it would be possible to i emove the pain from
Burt, though not perhaps frora his toe, by the simple expedient
.
.
.
. tha.
.
o f amputatine
his
toe. In fact 'a. pain
1n
toe ' is
a port-mant·:;au
11
phrase that we use to describe an unpleasnnt experience that results
typica.lly fromintense stimulation of the nerve endinzs in the toe,
but which may equally ~vell be produced by the stL";lUlation of the
relevant afferent pathway at any point betw-3en the extremities and the
J.

1

'·
I
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sensory cortex or by the stimula·tion of the relevant r.art
This shows
of the cortex itself·
call 'a pain in the toe' is not J .••
physically located in that part of
to be physicci.lly located anywhere,
is in the sensory cortex.
~n

that the experience we
the toe in t~e sense of being
the body, If it can be s a id
the evio.ence sugzests that it

The Exp lanation of Com_rnon Observations as a Criterion of Identity
Although Burt has not given any co.r.vincin.'.:; reti.son9
for thinking that conscious e x~eriences are not located in the
subjects' head, this only shows tLat their physical location,
in so far as it is at all deterr.:inate, is consistent with the
hypothesis that they are processes in the brain.
We certainly
cannot claim that the positive evidencG as to their precise physical
location is sud1 as to preclude any other possibility. Hence
in order :to show that consciousness is a process in the brain
we need a further criterion of identity to which we can
appeal in providing evidence for this claim.
Reasons for thinking
that Burt's indistinguishability criterion is not acceptable
as a criterion of identity in this connection have already
been given. We have now to consider the reasons that Burt gives
for rejecting the explanat ion-of-corrunon- observation criterion of
identity which I proposed in TIY paper.
His argument here is that
in the lightninr,-elect1. . ic discharge example, w1.1 ich I used
in deriving t~is criterion, the electric discharge causes the
visual sensation experienced by the observer and that therefore these
two events, the electric discharge and the visual sensation
are two separate causally rE::lated events and not one and the su.me
event.
Fr-cm this he concludes t:iat t ~1e li.;htning/electric
discharge case is not an example of two apparently se!:'arate thi:r:gs
being found to be one and the same thing, .:ind th2t, consequ"2nt ly,
no relevant conclusions can be drawn from this example.

9.

I would of course

a~~ree

conpletely wi "th Burt

i:;~wn

he says

that th2 ele ctric discharp;e a.r.d the visue_l sensation ezperienced
by the obsepv.er arc two separate ca.us2.lly rQlated events.
But I do not consider that this in any way invalidntes my argument.
For unlike Burt I do not \·<ant to identify liehtninz w~_th the
.~\ S I
unc1e:i::ist and the
visuCJ.l experience of the obse.!_,ver.
liz:htnin[); is a -r::·hysical event in
the environment of the observer which occurs whether or not
ordinary usage Of this Hord,
any one happens to

~Je

there to observe it. We cc.n sc..y that

lightning causes the observe~'s visual experience, just as
we can say that the electr:.c disd1nrge through t:':le at:r;losrhere
does.

It is this physical event - lightning - that we ordinarily

identify uith the electric disch2rc;e not the observer's visual

As I understand the matter, the observer and

experience.

his visual experience enter

~.nto

the matter only uhen we

come to account for thG f.:i.ct that these

t·,~o

separate

descriptions

are said to be descriptions of one and the same phys:i_cal event.
The point here is t::i.at the word 'li?;htnins' is used in ordinary
language as

t~1e

un k nm,m or a t
night;

name for the physical phenomenon (nature
•
..] )
. i= icu
1 east unspec:..".
seen 1--..) y th e o b server on a s t ormy

whereas the electric dischar:;e is the na'lle of a theoretical

event whose

occt~rrence

in the atmosphere under cer'tain meteorological

conditions is established

by inference fron experimental

studies such as those of Benjarnin FranJzlin and his kite. Each
description is thus based on or defined in terns of a particular•
kind of observati.on or set of observations. It follows from this
that in order to show that the two descriptions ref::;r to the same
event, what •,-rn have to do is to ex:;Jlc.in how :!.t comes about that we
have these two separate descriptions, when ir: fact there is only
one event beine desc1"'ibed. And, in order to do this, Hhat we have to
do is to explain in terms of one description, which is alwu.ys in such
cases the more complex scientific description, hou it comes ,] .bout
that when such a physical event occurs an ordinary o:Jserver in the
street who hap;1ens to be ar>ound should have the sort of visual m:'
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other experience he does have ancl shoulc:''t be temnted in
consequa~cc to ~escr~be the physical event he observes
(not his visual experience) in the way he does.
Generalising from this exami:-,le of lightninr, and t:irn

electric discharge ,I ar13ued in the 1956 :~")aper that what we
need to do in order to discover a brain process, of which
we could properly and legitimately say that it is the very same
thing as the conscious exreriencc reported by the subject,
is to find a rrocess in the brain whif>:! genePal functional characteristics and particular conc.i tion at any moment in time are
such as to explain
(a) the fact that hll.i~an be:Lnss are
apparently able to ~ive first hand descriptions of a process
occurring within themselves which plays an important part in
the control of their behaviour, and (b) the character of these
experiences at any one time as described by the subject.
In other words if it is possible to explain the phenomenon of
introspection and the character of indivictual introspective
reports in terms of the funct~_onal c:iaracteristics a.nd tempor9-Y'.j
state of a ~recess in the b~ain ~Jithout havine to introduce into
the explanation a se:?arc.te process - the experience - which is
produced ~y the brain process and reported by the subject,
we shall then be justified in saying that the b!'ain process and
the conscious experience are one o.nd the saJn.e thing.
The empil...,ical implications of t:1e Identity Theory
I c1.id not atter.ipt in the 1956 paper or in tl1e subsequent
discussion in 1960 to taJ~e the matter any further than this.
Lo~ically

the next step to be taken in finding whether there
is such a process in the brain is to construct a theoretical
model of a brain process ~~ich would have the ?roperty of being
introspectible, find out fro:ri the model wha:t ('ther properties
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such a brain process would be expected to have, and then see
whether there is any evidence for the existence of such a process
in the brain, and, if so, where it might be located.
I did not feel when I wrote the 1956 paper, nor do I feel
now, that my com;_:,et <.mc~ in the field of neurophysiology and
cybernetics is sufficient to allow me to do justice to this task.
I must state quite categorically, however, in view of Burt's statement
that I did not propose the theory in the first place for its
"explanatory value or as a guide to experimentation", that although
I did not feel competent to undertake it myself, I clearly
envisaged the development of a programrae of theoretical and
experimental research along these lines as a consequence of my
paper.
This is implied (a) by the explicit statement that
I regarded the view that consciousness is a proceq,9- of the brain
as an empirical scientific hypothesis ci..nd (b) by the fact that
although the arguments in the paper were of a logical and philosophical
nature, the paper was published in the British Journal of Psychology
and not in a i·1hilosophical journal
uh ere the force of the argunents
would have been better appreciated, as they subsequently were when
the case was presented to a philosophical audience by Professor
J.J.C. Smart (1959).
A Psychonhysiological theory of Intros pection
The f a-ilure of my paper to arouse the sort of interest
on the part of the psy~hologists, and neurophysiologists that it
has aroused amongst philosophers, together ·with my own failure to
. · puc>sue the matter in this direction has meant that the empirical
implications of the materialist hypothesis have remained largely
.
unexplored. The only significant develo r ment that I know of in
the direction of providing a neurophysiolozical explanation of
introspection that has occurred in more than a decade is Putnam's
(1960) description of a theoretical machine which detects and records
its own states from moment to moment.
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I cannot myself accept Putnam's proposals as a satisfactory
account of introspection even at the theoretical level for two reasons
Firstly because when it is interpreted in terms of the physiological
hardware it implies the existence of receptor organs or specialised
nerve endings whose only function is to detect the activity of other
nerve cells or groups of nerve cells.
I can find no evidence of
any such receptors or specialised nerve cells in the central hervous
system.
The second reason is that Putnam's theory prov id.es no explanation
of why only a very limited part of the total control activity of the
bPain can be detected in this way, or why the descriptions themselves
are as meager and puzzling in their import as they actually are.
It is only fair to add that Putna~ has since expounded a revised theory
of introspection which is very close to the one developed below
(Putnam 1966). His original conception of introspection in terms of
an internal scanning process has, however, been revived. in a recent
book by Armstrong (1968).
Although to my knowledge Putnam's is the only important
contribution to the theory of introspection in terms of brain activity
that has emerged, it would not be true to say that the1"'e have been
no important developments in the neurorsychology of consciousness
since 1956. One has only to think of the remarkable escalation
.of rese arch into . the physiology
of . dreaming which has resulted from
.
the discovery by P&erinsky & Kleitman (1955) of the rapid eye movement
phase of sleep and its association ·with dreaming. So far, however, this
research has shown no sien of providing an an~wer to such questions
as where precisely in the brain the process of dreaming occurs
( as opposed to the areas from which it is contro~led), and how the
individual comes to have this remarkable ability to describe what
is presumably some part of the complex pattern of neural activity
that is observed during RErI sleep.
0
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A more .iJnportnnt development from the standpoint of the
theory of introspection is the work of Broadbent (1958) who has
developed a theory of attention in tm'.'r.i.s of a filter nech2nisrn.
controlling the input to a limited capacity c}1annel. Broadbent is
concerned witl1 the problem of accounting for the selective perception
a.nd retention of two or more simultaneous]_y presented auditory
messages rather than with the problem of con3cious experience and the
subject's ability to describe it. It is clear, nevertheless,
that the mechanism he describes is essentially the same process
as the one we ordinarily refer to by such phrases as 'paying attention
to something', 'concentrating on it',' looking at it',' listening to ~; t I '
etc.
In an earlier paper (Place 1951t-) criticisinr; Ryle's (1949)
'behaviourist account of 'attending' or 'heed paying' , as he calls
it, I gave the following account of the concept of attention as
ordinarily understood.
11

The expression 'paying attention' refers to an internal

activity of tlrn individual presumably of a non-musculai, variety,
whereby he exercises a raeasure of control over the vividness or
acuteness of his consciousness of (a) the sensations ~o which
he is susceptible at the moment, or (b) su~1 features of the
environment as are inpir~r; ing on his receptors, without necessarily
adjusting his receptor orr,cns or theiP position in a.ny way. In payin.:;
attention to something the individual is regulating the vividneGs
of his consciousness of the object or sensation in question and hence ~~
number of its features of which he is conscious.
The expression
'being conscious of something' refers to a peculi2r internal state
of the individual ~vhich normally accompanies c:my reasonably intense
stiJaulation of his receptor organs, the particulc:i.r fo:rrn assumed by the
individual's state of consciousness at a ziven moment being determined
by the pattern of physicnl energies i.mpingif'.g on his receptor orp;ans
at the t irae.

"Being conscious of sor'.1ething is by definition a necessary
condition of the individual's being able to ~ive a first hand report
on thcit something either at the time ar later. It is not ,however,
a sufficient condition of the individual's ability to make such
a first hand report~ since it is possible for someone to be
conscious of things which he cannot put into words, without his
capacity to verbalise being in any way disturbed. Likewise, though
here the relationship is probably contingent rather• than necessary,
the successful performance of any skilled activity depends to a
r:;reater or lesser extent on the individual paying attention to, i.e.
maintaining a vivid consciousness of, relevant features of the
situation and his own activity, with respect to it''· (op.cit.p.244).
If this is a cc-rrect account of the relations:1ip between
attention and consciousness as ordinarily understood, it is clear
that while the 'non-muscular activity' of attending is equivalent
to the operation of Broadbent's filter mechanism, the resulting
consciousness is equivalent to the filter out:i;ut, the limited
capacity channel which it is the function of the filter to protect
from overlou.ding. The question tilu.t arisc~s, therefore, is Hhetller
it is possible in terms of Broadbent' s :model to explain how human beings
might be supposed to acquire the ability to report and describe
what is ~;oing on in the limited ca.paci ty channel at any gi vcn moment
and why the activity in this particular part of the system should
be so describable and not other parts.
As I see it, the answer to this question is to be found
in the sugr,:estion, which I hinted at in my 1956 paper, that the
ability to report and describe conscious experience is a by-product
of the ability to describe what is going on in the environment.
In learning to describe what is going on in tl1e environraent,wc learn
among other things to respond to c:'1aracteristic patterns of sensory
stimulation by using or becoming ready to use certain words which
are sctid to refer to or describe the objects and phenomena in
the environrnent fron which the distinctive stimulus .r.nattern in

.·
...'

question emanates.

In the light of the considerations presented

above,.however, it is apparent t110..t the imr,i .ediate stimulus that
t ·!1 ~·-

in(~ividual

is the neural
input after it has successfully oassed throush the filter meci1anism,
in other words, the activity in the limited cu.pacity channel.
Since the p2tt'3rn of activity in the limited capacity channel
under normal waking conc.:it ions is presumCJ.~ly controlled by the
pattern receptor stimulation at that part of the sensorium from
which the filter is accepting information at the time, there will
norrna.lly be a consistent relationship b.:~twecn the occurrence of a
particular pu..ttern of activity in the limited capacity channel
and t'i1e existence of a. particular atate of uffaiPs in the individual's
determines

descriptive re3 i:::;onse of <ln

stimulus envirionment.

Hhen this is the case the individual \,Jill be

able to learn a descriptive response to the relevant pattern of
activity in the limited capacity channel which, in ter:cs of the
conventions of the language he is learning, will be an appriopriate

description cf the current state of the stir,mlus environment.
In some cases, however, the pattern of neural activity
in the L!_::lited capacity channel which elicits a particular description

may occur under conditions
of the

cnviro1~ent,

where there is no corresponc:ing state

either because the stimulus ut the receptors is

very similar to that normally rcquire::i to produce the relevant pa.ttern

of activity :;..n the hiGher centr-es of the c-:mtra.l nervous system, as

in the case of an illusion, or because mi some internal factor actin;::;,
presunably, on the filter mechanism · · :zib r:roduces a pattern of
activity in the limited capacity channel tha.t is quite unrelated to the
pattern of stimulation at the icr:.eptors, as in the case of a mental
imar;e, a drean or a hallucination.
On most occasions when such

CJ.

discrepancy occurs between

the individual's descriptive re~ctions and the actual state of the
envirorunent there is u. cue in some othc1~ part of the sensory input
which, if it is filtered into the limited capacity channel, can act
as a c1iscriminat5..ve stiraulus whicl·1 the ind:i.viduul can use in learning
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to inhibit his i'r!\Mediate descriptive responses, as well as other
impulsive reactions to the stimulus based solely on the way it
looks, sounds, tastes,smells or feels. However, once he has le~rned
to inhibit these FossilJle or actually inappropriate descriptive
responses when attemptinz to give cJ.n accurcJ.te description of the state
of affairs in the environment, the individual can also lenrn to
reissue them with an appropriate qualificatory phrase 'it appears to
me','it looks to me', 'it sounds to me','it feels to me like'
or 'as if it were so and so' which serve to uarn the audience that
this is not intended as a descriptive: statement about an actual
state of affairs in the environment.
Such statements are introspective in the sense that they
provide inf orr:1ation, not about the environment, but about the
individual's mm otherwise uno!Jscrvu.ble reactions to the stir.mlation
impinging on his receptors. They r;ive information primarily about the
speaker's L"'Ilmediate unconsidered descriptive tenptations that he is
able to suppress. But they also provide information about the ii:uneciate
source of tl1osc descriptive temptations, the individual's conscious
experience, ilhich on the present hypothesis is to be identified with
neural activity in Broadbent's limited capacity channel.

l

I

In my vie-;J this explunat io~ accounts for the majority of those
introspective statements made by human subjE.cts which can properly b ·3
said to refer to conscious experiences. The only statements referring
to the individual's own conscious experience, in the strict sense (i.e.
'consciousness of' as opposed to 'consciousness that') which remain
unaccounted for are those in w11ich the particular somatic sensations
such as pains, tickles, itches, etc., are referred to by name.
I do not propose here to enter into a di~cussion of the thorny problem
of how we learn to give names to this sraall group of conscious
experiences for which He do have pro:per names. Nor do I propose to
discuss other varieties of introspective statement' such as those
which mention the various 5nterpretations or constructions that

1 7.

an individual is or was tempted to put on an e.ctually or symbolically
presented situation, or those which describe the individual's feelings
or emotional reactions to his experiences. Suffice it to say that in
my opinion whenever an individual makes what is misleadingly called
an introspective statement or report, he is either (1) expressing
his otherwise suppressed verbal tem!'tations or ( 2) expressing in
words his suppressed temptations to behave in aome non-verbal way,
or ( 3) makine a statement whose meaning can only be learnt and
explained by reference to statements which express such temptations.
If I am right in thinking that this theory can be developed
so as to account, not only for all the information that human beings can
provide about events and processes inside themselves that control
their behaviour, but also for the fact that no other kinds of information
about the process controlling behaviour is forthcoming from this source,
and can do so without postulating an entity, the individual's conscious
experience, which is something over and above Broadbent's limited
capacity chu.nnel, we have, I sugr,est, on the analogy of the case
of liehtning and the electric discharee, all the evidence we need
to satisfy us that consciousness and Broadbent's limited capacity
channel, are one and the sarne thing. B1"oadbent 's limited capacity
channel, however, is nothing mo:"!e than a unit in a J.:1art icular
cybernetic model of how the brain must be supposed to function in 01"'der
to account for certain features of human nerformance. It is not as
it stands the name of any anatomically specifiable brain process.
Nevertheless the fact that Broadbent found it necessary to introduce
into a theoretical model of brain functlon desir,ned to account for
certain facts of human performance, an element which has or can
readily be supposed to h~ve all t~c properties commonly attributed
to human ~onsciousness, makes it at leat highly probable that there
actually exists a part of the brain which is specialised to perform
this particular function.

ltj •

The Physical Location of· Consciousness
In fact it is not very difficult, even for someone with as
limited knowledge of such matters as myself• to indicate the general
area in which a process answering to this description is likely
to be found. The first point to be made in translatin8 Broadbent's
model .in terms of the physiological and anatomical hardware is that
the limited capacity channel, and hence, on the present argument,
consciousness, is going to consist, not as Burt seems to tliink,
in some special kind~ electro-chemical process at the molecular,
atomic or sub-atomic level of analy:;is, but in a complex pattern of
activity involvint; the excitntion and inhibition of a very large
number of individual neurons. This pattern of activity is going to
be distineuished not so much by any special paculiarity of the way
the neurons in question interact, but by the function it performs in the
process whereby information is transmitted from input to output.
Since, as we have seen, the limited capncity channel ap;iears in
the flow diagram with its input end at the output end of the filter
mechanism, and since one of its in1portant functions is to select
appropriate verbal behaviour on the output side, we would expect to find
these relationships reflected in the anatomical lay-out of the brain.
Now there is considerable body of evidence that has
accumulated in recent years wl1ich sug,c;ests that the functions
attributed by Broadbent to his hypothetical filter mechanism are in
We also
fact perfcrmed in the brain by the reticular formation.
know that the reticulc:lr formation ~lays an important part in the control
of the general level of consciousness particularly the process whereby
the individual is aroused from sleep. The evidence relating to the
functions of the reticular formation has been reviewed by French
(1960) and Lindsley (1960). It seems unlikely, however, that
consciousness will turn out to be a process in the reticular formation
itself. Consciousness we have suggested is the output from the
filter mechanism, not the mechanism itself. It is something that
is regulated b;~~8ticular formation rather than something that
The ret icula1"1 format ion as ·
takes place in that part of the brain.
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a whole appears to pet'form a regulative function with respect to
many parts of the nervous system, but in ito capecity as a filter
mechanisn it is the contrd it exercies over the activity of the sensory
areas of the cortex that is of most obvious importance.
Furthermore, if we consider the output side of the flow
diagra.m our attention is again drawn to the sensory projection areas
of the cortex by the fact that the part of the brain most commonly
implicu.tcd in speech and language disorders resulting from brain
injury is part of the dominant hemisphere of the cerebral cortex which
lies roughly mid-:,1ay between three important sensory projection areas,
the visual area in the occipital lobe, the auditory area in the temporal
lobe, and that for somatic sensitivity in the parietal lobe. One is
tempted, no doubt naively, to think of consciousness as a wave of
neuronal excitation conver0ing on this critical a.ren for the interpretation
and production of S?eech from the sensory projection areas.
It may well be that future re; earch wiJ.l show both that the

theory of introspection I have outlined and the tentative identification
of consciousness with neural activity in the sensory areas of the cerebral
cortex is wrong.
It may be that evidence contradicting either or both
theories already exists. This by itself would not prove that the mindbody identity thesis is false. For it would not preclude the possibility
that some other physiological theory of introspection is true, or
that consciousness is a process ins ome other part of the brain.
Nor would it defeat my r;rimary objective in develoring these theories
namely to show that the so called mind-body identity hypothesis is something more than an elegant piece of logical sophistry attractive
only to philosophers, that it is capable of generating empirically
testable hypotheses which can be tied into relevant anatomical,
?hysiological,psychological and logical facts more closely than any
dualistic theory, such as the one advocated by Burt, could ever
hope to be.
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SENSATIONS AND PlWCESSES - A REPLY TO l'lUIJSAT

In arguing against what he calls "the identity thesis" Munsat

1 s.Munsat'''Could Sensations be Processes ?"i1ind lxxvii (1969) 247-251
has selected for special consideration ti1e thesis that sensations
cannot be shown by logical areument not to be, what the
evidence by itself

~wuld

proc8sses in the brain.

lead us to suppose

t~1at

empii~ical

they Nere, nanely

he l;oi.nts out the thesis in the form in
2
which he discusses it ~7as ori~inally proposed by J.J.C.Smart •
2

A3

J. J.C. Smart "Sen sat ions and 3rain Processes" Philosop:1ical Review

lxviii (1959) 141-156.
Smart's thesis, how12ver, as he himself acknowledges, was based on a
Q

thesis which I had proposed some years ear•lier "' to
3

t1H~

effect that

U.T.Place "Is consciousness a brain process 11 Br·itish JouPnal of
Psycholo;:-:~'
xlvii (1956) 44-50

consciousness could not be shown on lozical grounds alone not to
be a brain process. As Hunsu.t correctly points out, the term
'consciousness', as I used it, was intended to embrace sensations.
It was also intended to include certain other mental phenomena such
as after ima13es, mental images, dre.ir:is and trains of t:10ught, \Jhile
at the t irne excludinr.; other• kines of nental phenoncna, mental events
liJ~e noticing, recognising, re;!lem'.:..ering, and comprc;:-iending, mental
states like bein~ pleased, angry, unhappy, afraid, embarrassed or
confused or like ~·mntins, intendin~~ and expectine, raental capacities
like understanding and knowing, and a wide range of mental attributes
from intelligence and stupidity to arrof,ance and h~mility.

1
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The mental phenomena ~1ich the term 'consciousness' was intended to
embrace were those mental phenomena and only those which, in my view,
could be properly described as processes. It was precisely for this
reason that I proposed t11e identification of this group of phenomena
with processes in the bl"ain rather than witl1 brain events, brain
states or with performance characteristics of the cerebral machinery.
I have thus no hesitation in a£;reeing with Munsat when he says
that I need "to show that senscttions and brain processes are of
similar or the same logical type" (i.e. that they are both processes)
if I a.i"Tl to sustain my particular form of identity thesis. i:"!unsat tries
to ensnare me at this point,howcver, (u.) by purporting to show that
sensations are not processes and (b) by trying to close the only
escape route open to me, were I to concede that sensations are not
processes,by arguing tl1at sensations are not events or states either,
but fall into .a unique logical category of their own of which there
are no examples in the uorld of things physical and physiological.
This strata:em fails in my view, because the reasons Munsat gives
for thinking that sensations are not processes do not carry conviction.
In order to decide whether or not s2nsations are processes
we need to bezin by agreeinG on a logical taxonomy, u. set of logical
criteria which will enable us to decide whether something is or is not
a process, and, if it is not a process, to what other logical catesory
it belongs.
The lor;ical taxonomy ·whici-i I am accustomed to using when
discussing mental concepts is one which derives, as does that which
1
Hunsat uses, from Ryle • T~1e fundamental distinction is between
1

G.Ryle

11

The Concept of :Iind-" London, Hutchinsons, 1949.

occurrences on the one hand and states on the other. A state is
something that is +:he case for a specifiable period of time, but which
cannot like an oceurrence be said to occur at a specific point in time
The ons<tfand terminc:Ltion of a state are,howe ver,occurr•ences in this senre.

r
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The onset or termination of a state is an event, and events
together with processes make up the category of occurrences.
Events are distinguishable from processes by the fact that though
they can be said to occur at a particular point in time,
they are not, unlike processes, extended in time.
By these
criteria therefore a process is an occurrence which is extended
in time, something of Hhich it maJ ~ es sense to say both that it
occurred, or more correctly, that it was occurring at a specific
point in t:iJne and that it v!as the case (was going on) for a
specific period of time.
Corresponding to this distinction between states and
two types of occurrence, events and processes, which applies equally
to things inorzanic and things organic, we have a distinction between
three kinds of verbs expressing three kinds of things that a person
or personalized agency can be said to do.Corresponding to nouns
referring to states we have dispositional verbs like 'know' 'govern'
'own' etc., which soneone can be said to do for a period of time
but cannot be engaged in doing at any one moment of time.
Corresponding to events we have act verbs, of which ayle's
'achievement verbs' are a sub-class, where one can say of someone
that he did it at a specific point in time, but not that he did it
or was doing it for a period of ti.rne; and corresponding to processes -.rn
have activity verbs where one can say of someone that he was
doing something both at a particular point in time and for a period
of time.
Hunsat appears to be employing a similar lof;ical taxonomy
when he argues, if I have understood him co1"'rectly, (a) that the
noun 'sensation' is the noun of the verb 'to feel' and
(b) that
the verb 'to feel' in the sentence "He felt the blood starting to
circulate" is an achiev~rnent verb. Clearly, if I were to accept
his initial premiss that the noun 'sensation' is the noun of
the verb 'to feel' as it is used in the sentence "he felt the blood
starting to circulate", I would have to concede .. by the lo.zical

criteria I have stated that the verb 'to feel' in that sentence
is a.n achievement verb and thus a variety of what I call an act
verb, and that the act referred to is an event and not a process.
For while it makes sense to say "he felt the blood starting to circulate
at 3.51 p.m. 11 , it does not make sense to say "he felt the blood starting
to circulate for half an hour''· If I want to maintain, as I do,
that sensations are proccsses,I should have to say that in so
far as the noun "sensation 11 is the noun of the verb 'to feel',
whatever that may mean, it is the noun of the verb 'to feel'
as used in sentenc2s like "he felt a tinglin~" where it makes
good sense to say both that he felt the tingling continuously
for half an hour and that he was feeling it at 3.51 p.m.
In this case the verb 'to fe8l' is operatinr,, on the logical
criteria I have stateG, as an activity verb, and by those criteria the
activity referred by such a verb qualifies as a process.
The word 'sensation' as used by Smart is, like my own term
'consciousness'. a technical philosophical term,and, as such is
susceptible to different interpretations by different philosophers.
11unsat's interpretation of it as the noun of the verb 'to feel' is one
such interpretation, which is not n2c2ssarily the interpretation
intended by Smart, and is certainly not the way in which I would use
the term. Nevertheless we can probably all agree that whatever
technical use we chaos~ to ghe to the wotd'sensation', any technical
use of th;;.; term must enbrace the sort of thing that we ref er to
as sensations in ordinary language,namely thincs like pains, itches,
throbbings and tinglings.
Thus it can hardly be denied that the
sentence "he felt a tingling", for which we can substitute quite
idiomatically and without change of meanin0 the sentence "he felt
a tineling sensation" is a much stronger candidate for the status of
a sentence ref erring to a sensation than is the sentence "he felt the
blood starting to circulate"
Consequently, provided I stipulate that
when I use the te1'm' sensation' I am referring to what is referred to by
sentences like "he f8lt a tingling sensation", which contains what,
by the criteria I have stated, is an activity verb, and
,.,_

......
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am not referring to what is referred by sentences like "he felt
the blood beginning to circulate 11 , which contains what by my
criteria is an act verb, my contention that sensations in this
sense are processes can 0nly be defeated by showing that the
criteria I have suggested for identifying activity-verbs and
process-nouns are unacceptable.
Munsat does not in his paper give any reasons for rejecting
the logical criteria I have stated 1rnre for determining whether
or not sonethinc; is process, since he does not consider tl1em.
He does 1however 1 offer some alternative criteria of his own which
merit some consideration. "Processes", he says "unlike sensations,
'eo on' and things of various kir.ds can undergo them. Processes
or at any rate particular examples of them, can proceed at a normal
or abnormal rate, but not so with sensation. Processes can be
interrupted or completed but sens~tions can only cease (or stop
or go away) or come back or continue .•.•••••••. Processes, usually,
if not always, have a direct ion, i·1 hereas sens at ions do not,
at least not in the sa.,:le sense". 1
1

·~1un~a-t
i
~

op. ci' t . p. ?CQ
~ 0'

To what extent do t:iese features form an e~sential part
of the concept of'a process'? It is, I suppose, inevitable
that the answer I am inclined to c;ive to this question should be
determined by the logical criteria I have already given for
distinguisl1ing processes from other ways in which tl1ings can occur
or be the case.
I shall try nevertheless to support my contention
that SOE!.e of the criteria which Munsat hv.s suggested ,J.re not
as he himself partly concedes, essential characteristics comm.on to
all processes by means of examples of processes wl1ich are not
sensations. but nevertheless fail to exhibit the characteristics
in question. In those cases Hhere I am compelled to concede that the
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that the characteristic is an essential feature . of a process
on the other hand, I sha.11 try to show thctt Hunsat is mistaken
in thinking that they do not apply in the case of sensations.
I have sug~ested that the defining characteristic of
a process is that it is something that can be said both to occupy
a period of time and to be occurrin~ at any point of time durinz
the period of its operation. If we no~1 compare processes with
states v:'hich also occupy periods of time but which cannot be
described as occurrin;j at any particular point of tirne during
that period, it must be conceded that processes are distinzuished
by the fact that there: is somethin13 going on throughout the period
during which the process is in operation. It must also be conceded
that if it is the case that there is somet~1.inr; going on throughout
the period durine which a process is in operation, it must also be
the case that a process is something that is subject to continuous
change or movement during the period of its operation.
Furthermore
if continuous chanse or movement is an essential feature of a
process there must aluays be sor71ethin[; t;1at undere;oes the change
or movement in question ,. and it must always make sense to ask of a
process how fast it is changing Ol" moving. Any change or movement
must also be 5.n a particular direct ion. In the case of movement
this must have a dir1:=ction in the literal spatial sense. In the case
of processes involving some c}1an~e in the properties of something
without any chanc;e in physical location, e.p,. the process whereby
the colour of something Eradually chan<g:s, the change involves
direction only in t~e metaphorical sense in which chan3es of intensity,
for example, must be in the direction of ~reatcr intensity or in the
direction of lesser intensity.
Apart from this qualification with respect to the application
of the concept of direction to processes, it is clear that I, compelled
by my own logical criteria of uhat constitutes a process to accept all
the characteristics listed by Munsat as essential features of a process
with on~ except ion, naEely, the stipulation that it must always
make sense to talk of a process being interr.upted or completed
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where this more than is imnlied by saying simply that it has ceased or
stopped.
As I see it, this stipulation applies only to a special
variety of process namely those uhich involve Cl. chu.nge or
transformation of somethine from one state to another. Such processes,
which we may call 'productive', a.re certainly very common. They
include such processes as cilernical reactions, biological processes
like growth ilnd digestion and processes controlled by hlL'!lan agency
such as the processes involved in manufacture.
But there are
other processes, those involved in maintenance r~ther than production,
l:Lke vibPation, rotation or th(; negative feed-back process uhereby
a system is maintaiTied in a state of equC:tibrium, where there is
no end state whose attainment marks the completion of the process.
In such cases, as in the case of sensations, to say that the process
has been interrupted says no more than is said by sayin~ that it has
stopped.
Since I accE~pt most of the features mentioned by lfonsat
as essential features of a process, and since I remain convinced desni~e
his 2r13uments that sens at ions 2r f.:~ processes, it follows thci_t in my
view it ma~:es perfectly 3ood sense to talk of 2 sensation going on,
being undergone by somethin,:i: or rather by ~wmcone, changing at a
certain rate, and chanzing in a specifiable direction such as intensity.
What makes l1unsat think that it does not make s13nse to say these things?
My dia;:,nosis is t:12t he is misled by two logical incompatible
conceptions of what constitutes a sensation based on the naive
1
assumption that the word 1 sensation is to be understood as the
nominalization of the verb 'to feel' in all uses of that verb
reeardless of the fact that this verb is used in two logically
quite different ways ir. the two sentences he takes as examples
of its use.
If a sansation is something like 'feelin,G the blood
starting to circulate', it clearly does not make sense to talk of
someone's feeling the blood starting to circulate going on, nor is it
something that someone cu.n properly be said to undergo; nor yet
is it something that can chance whether in rate or d5-rection.
If ,on the other hand,we consider the case of feeling a tingling,
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it makes perfectly good sense to talk of the tingling goin~ on.
A tinr;ling sensation is something that someone ca:l'l quite properly
be said to undergo.
It can be said to increase or decrease
both in its intensity and, I suspect, in the firing rate of the
individual 'pin pricks' thC1.t go to make
this particular variety
of sensation. There is also a perfectly ~cod, if metaphorical
sense in which such changes can be said to occur either in one
direction or the other.

u'

From what he says one can per~aps anticipate an objection
that Munsat mis:;ht raise to this answer. Munso.t rnisht argue that in
comparinG 'feeling the blood startiric to circulate' with 'feeling
a tingling; sensation' I am comparin9; the feeling in the first case
with 1t7hat lE_; felt in the second. Nm1 although it l"!lay be conceded
that wh.:i_t is felt in the second cuse (the tinglini) is a process,
feeling it is an achievement and therefore an event. There are,
of course, rlenty of cases where the object of an achievenent
ve1.,b is a process. He can generate such a case from Munsat' s first
exa.!lple by substitutin;:: ' the blood circulating' which is a. process
fnr"the blood starting to circulate' uhich is an event thus deriving the
sentence ' he felt the blood circulatinz' :or, in order to emphasize
the achievement character of the verb,'he noticed the blood circulating'.
Similarly, one might ar.c;;ue, the verb 'to feel' sometimes functions
as an achievement verb in t:1e sentence ' he felt a tin,slin,:>: sensation',
as shown by the fa.ct that i:r: some contexts one can substitute
the undoubted achievem2nt verb 'notice' for the verb 'feel' in this
sentence without changing the neaning,viz: 'he noticed a tingling
sensation' .on t"I:e f<J.ce - of it{heconclusion that the verb 'to feel' in the
sentence 'he felt a tin;::lins sensaticn' is sometimes an achievement
verb and therefore an event rather than a nrocess would not seem
to have much bearing on the t}1csis t~1a.t sensations are processes.
For as we have seen tirnre is no reason v1hy an achievement verb
should not have a process as its object and therefore no reason why
the tingling, 1vhich has a much better claim to the tit le of 'sens at ion'
than has the feeling of i~~should not be recognised as a process,
as all other criteria

sug~:ests

it is

However as !'-1unsat points out
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' he f.e 1 t
th ere are goo d reasons :r:or
t,1at
::i.n
cases 1 ikc

a tingling', the verb and its object do not refer to two senarate
things in the way that the circulation of the blood and someone's
feelinG it or noticing it refer to two separate th~ngs in sentences
like 'he felt his blood circulatin~'· For whereas in the blood
circulation case the blood continues to circulate nhether or not
the individual concerned happens to feel it or notice it, there is
sometl1ing decidedly odd about the notion of an unnoticed or
unfelt tl.ngl.i.n;~ sensation.
These considcratiorn lc.;ci.c1 2-iunsat, as I have been led myself
1
in the pa3t , to conclude that a sensation and the feeling of it
1

U. T. Place "The Concept of Heed'' 1 Brit i sh Journa l of Psycholo;:y
xlv (1954) 24-3-255. Tl1e reference is to pp. 250 & 252.

are one and the same thing, that the distinction between the verb
and its object in this case is a matter of /~rammat ical form with no
substance in the reality to whic-:1 the phrase refers.
But if this
is so, how do ue account for the fact t:!1at whe1...,eas the noun 'tinglins'
has all the lozical features of a noun r efer r i n~ to a process,
eon hr.1.Ye '-'
the verb 'to feel' in the sC1ITle sentence
~t h e characteristics of
1
an achievement verb. The resolution of this difficulty that Munsat
proposes, is that t:1e sensations, by which, I take it, he means
what is referred by portmanteau phrases like 'feel a tin~ling', fall
into o.. special bastard category of their mm, being neither events
nor processes, but something in between the two.
I confess that I find t21is notion of a logical category
intermediate betuee!'! an event ELnd a process, quite unintelligible.
If sometl1in,s occurs it must either occur cit a specific point in t ir.1e
without being extended in time, in which case it is an event, or it
occurs for a period of time, ho1-1ever s}10rt, in uhich cu.se it is a
process. There is no room for a third intermediate possibility.
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The resolution of this difficulty which I favour rests
on the observation thu.t any process, like c::.ny state, entails 2.t least
two events, its beginning and its end. The event referred to by the
achievement verb 'notice' in the sentance 'he noiiced a tinGling
sensation' is the onset of the tinglin13 process. It does not
make s0nse to say 'he noticed the tingling continuously for five
minutes'.
On the other hand it does make sense to say that the
tingling persisted continuously for five minutes after he first noticed
it, though not that the tinglin3 had been going on for five minutes
before he noticed it.
The reason ~<7hy it does not make sense to say that the tingling
had been going on for five minutes before he noticed it, whereas it
does make sense to sfl.y tha.t the blood had Leen circulatint; for five
minutes before he noticed it, is thatt~1eachievement referred to by the
verb 'to notice' is the attainment of the ability to Pcport the
occurrence or presence of whu.t is noticed, a.nd sensations are the sort
of thing that can only be said to occur or to have occurred i;rhen their
owner is in a position to report their occurrence.
As things stand
... .
now, the only evidence we have or can have for the nature and
occurrence of a sensation is the report of the individuc:i.l in whom
it occurs taken in conjunction uith w:11atever circurr.stantial ~viden~e is
available to confir'm or disconfirrn the· hypothesis that he · is telling
the truth. Consequently the existence of unre;)ort ed. or unreport able
sensations is sornethin~ that cannot in the nature of things be conf ii~med
or denied and is therefore witl1out rnea.n1nr;.
If, hoT:rnver' I am rizht in thinkinr; that sensa.tiora are
processes in the brain) a.nd if we know Hhich particular brain processes
they are, it night be possible to shou that t~1ere are processes si.-nilar
in all respects to those that have been identified as sensations apart
from the fact th<J.t the individual in question did not and was not in
a position to report them. If such 1-1<3re found to be the case, it might
then become sensible to talk of unnoticed sensations; but only because
and in so far as we t7ould then have evidence of their occurrence which

-11.., is independent of the individual's self report •

Since it appears possible to account both for the use of
achievement verbs like'notice' in statements about sensations and
for the fact that there cannot be unnoticed or unfelt sensations
without in any uay compromising the claim. that sensations have all
the esser.tial characteristics of proccsScs,I conclude that :·1 unsat has
failed to show, what he set Out to show, namely that sensations
are not processes; and if he has failed to show that they are not
processes, he has also failed to show that they are not, what I still
believe them to be, namely processes in the bro.in.

t:-._
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